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And then it shall cmoe (,> pass in that day, that the

remn;mt of Isr«el, and such as arc escaped of the house

of J3cob. shall no more again ::ta}' Ut){lO him that smote

them; but shall stay upon the Lon], t1w Holy On... of

Iknei. ii, truth.

The remnant ~hal1be saved, tWill .he remnant of

Jaenb, unto the mighty God.

Isaiah 10: 20-22

Eyen so then at this present time also there is a

rf:mnant according to the election {)f grace ••.• and sO

alllmd shall he saved.,

Romans 11: 5-26



Preface

Thanks to a series wide.-nmging and rigorous stud~

ies - among which Raul n1C Destrnctlml qfthe Evropean

]C.IVS occupies a special the proble-JU of the historical, mate-

dal. technical, bureaucratic, and circumstances in which the

extennination of the Jews took place has be-tn sulfidenil; clari

fied. Future studies may shed new light on particular aspects of

the cV(:nts that took vIaee in the concentration camps, hut a gen~

eral framework has already been eSi':)blish('.d.

The same cannot be said for the ethical and political slbrnifkanc(;

of the extermination, or even for a human wlderstanding of what

happ'coed there - th"t is, for its contemporary relevance. Not

only do we lack anything close to a complete understanding; even

the semc imd reasons for the behavior of the executione!"/; oud the
victims. indeed vcry often their very words, -still seem profoundly

cnigrnatk. This can only encourage the opinion of those who

\vould like Auschwitz to remain forever incornprehensible,

From a historical perspective, we kno>v, f~)r example, the mQst

mitmtc details of how the final phase of the extermination was

executed, how the deportees 'were led to the gas chamhers by a
squad oEtheir feUOlv inmates (the so,·c"lled Sonrletkommdn<lo),\vho

then saw to jt that the corpses were dragged out and washed, thoL
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REI\H0ANfS OF AUSGHW'TZ

their hair and gold te~th were $~1vaged~ and that their bodies,
finally, ""inc placed in the crematoria, Vve can enumerate and

describe each of these events, but they remain singularly opaque

when we truly seek to understand them. This discrepancy and

unease has perhaps never be,~n described more directly than hy
Zelman Lcwental, a member ofthe Sonderkummando who en~

trusted his testimony to a few sh~ets of paper buried under (T('

matorium Ill, which came to light seventeen ·years after the

liheration· of Auschwitz, "lust as the. events that took place there:

cannot be imagined by any human beihg," Lewental w:dte's in

Yiddish, "so is it unimaginable that anyone could exactly recount

how uur expc~riences took place, .. , we, the small gruup of ob~

sellre people who will not give historians much work to do:-'

What is at issue here is not) of course, the difficulty we face

wht:never we try to communicate our most intimate experiences

to others, The discrepancy in question {concerns the very struc~

ture of testimony. On the one han~, what happened in the camps

<lppears to the survivors as the only trut: thing and, as such, abso

lutely unforgettable; on dle other hand, this truth is to the same

degree unirnaginahlc, that is, irreducible to the 1"(:31 elements that

constitute it. Fads so real that 1 by <.:omparison, nothing is truer;

a realit), that necessarily excet~ds !its factual elements ~ such is

the aporia of Auschwitz. As LCwf;ntal writes, '''the complete truth

is far more tragic, far more frightening",:' More more
frightening than what?

Lcwental hadit wrong on at one point. 'There IS no doubt

that ';the small group of obscure people" ("obscure" here is to be

understood in the literal sense as invisible, tbat which cannot he

perceived) will continue to give historians work to do, The aporia

of Auschwitz is, indeed, the very aporia of historical knowledge: a

non-coincidence hetween facts and truth, between verification

and comprehension.
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Some want to understand to~:) much and too quickly; they have

explanations for everythitlg. Others refuse to understand; they

offer only cheap mystifications, '1'he only way forward lies in!

investigating tbe space between these two options. Moreover. a

further difficulty mUi;t be considered. one which is particularly

impllrtant for anyone who studies literary or philosophical texts.

Many testimonies hath of executioners amI victims _. come

from ordinary peopl~, the I<obscure" people who dearly (~om

prised the great majority of camp inhabitalits. One of the lessons

of Auschwitz is tbat it is infinitely harder to grasp the mind of an

ordinary person than to understand the mind of ,\ Spilloza or

Dante. (Hannah Arendt's discussion of the "banality of evil," so

often misunderstood, mwt also be understood in this sense.)

Some readers rnay be d-i.sappointed to find that there is little in

this book that cannot already be found in the testimonies of sur

vivors. In its form. this book is a kind of perpetual commentary

on testimony. ft did not scem possihle to proceed othc_rwise. At a

certain point. it became clear that testim.ony contained at its cor~

an essenriallacuna; in other words. the survivors hore witness to

something it is impOSsible to bear witness to. As a. e<JDse.quence,

conunenHng on survivors' testimony nccc£sil.t'Hy meant interro

gating this liJ,(.'Una Of, more precisely, attempting to listen to it.

Listening to something absent did not prove frwtless work for

this author, Above ali, it made it necessary to dear away almost all

the doctrines that, since Auschwitz, have been advanced in the

name of ethics, As we shaH see, almost none of thc'_ ethical princi

ples our age believed it could recognize as valid have stood the

decisive test, that of an Ethird more Auschwitz demoIlStrata. For my

own part, I will consider myself contenT with my work 1£) in

attemptIng to locate the place and theme of testimony, I have

erected some signposts allowing future cartographers of the ne..\,

ethical territory to orient themselves. lndeed, J will he satisfied if
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this hook succeeds only in correcting some of the terms with
which we register the decisive lesson of the century and· if this
book makes it possible for certain words to be left behind and
others to be understood in a different sense. This is also a way
perhaps the only way - to listen to what is unsaid.

CHAPTER ONE

The Witness

L I In the 'camp. one of the reasons that can drive a prisoner to
survive is the idea of becoming a witness. "I firmly decided that,
despite everything that might happen to me, I would not take my
own Ufe •• ,since I did not want to suppress the witness that I could
become" (Langbein 1988: 186). Of course, not all deportees,: inw

deed only a small fraction of them, give this.re;u;on. A reason for
survival can he a matter of convenlcnec: "He would like to sur
vive for this or that reason, for this or that end. and he finds hUllM

dreds of pretexts. The truth is that he wants to live at whatever
cost" (Lcwental 1972: 148). Or it can simply be a matter of
revenge: itNaturally I could have run and thrown myself onto the

fencc. because yon can always do that. But I want to live. And
what if the miracle happens we're all waiting for? Maybe we'll be
liberated, today or tomorrow. Then I'll have my revenge, then I'll
tell the whole world what happened here - inside there" (Sofsky
1997: 340). To justify one's survival is Hot cas)' -least of all in the
camp, Then there are some survivors who prefer to h(~ silent.
"Some of my friends, very dear friends of mine, never speak of
Auschwitz" (Levi 1997: 224), Yet, for others. the only rea,son to
live is to ensure that the witness does not perish. "Others, on tht~

othe.r hand, speak of it incessantly, and I atn one of them" (ibid,).
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RIt'MNANTS OF AUSCHWITZ:

1.2 Prit!.1o Levi is a perfect example of the witness. \Vhen he

ret11:rru; home. be: tirelessly recounts his experience to everyone.
He behaves like Coleridge's Andent Marim~r:

You remember the se('ue: th«. Ancient Mariner accosts th". wedding

guests. who are thinking (If the wedding and not paying attention to

hint, and he [f.rces them to listen to his tale. Well, when I f1rs!;

returned from the Ct)Ucentratioh camp I did just that. I fclt an unre

strainable need to tell my story to anyone and ... Every

situation was an occtH,ion to tell my story to anyone and (weryonet

to teU it to the factory ;:;Iirector as well as to the worker. even if they
had otht~r thingi'l to do. I was reduced to the state of the Ancient

Mariner. Then rbegan to write on my typewriter at night. ... Every

night Twould write, and this considered even crazier! (Levi

1997,224,-25)

But Levi does not consider himself a writer; he hecomes a
writer SD that he can bear witness. In a sense. he never became

a writer. In 1963, after publishing two novels and many short

stories, he responds unhesitatingly to the question of whether he
considers himself a \vriter Of a ('hemist~ "A chemist. of course, let

there be no mistake" (Lc...'i 1997:102). Levi WJ.'l profotmcllyuneasy

with the fact that as time passed, and almost in spite of himself, be

ended up a VITiter. composing books that had nothing to do with

his testimony: "Then 1 wrote.... I acqUired the vice of writing"

(Levi. 1997: 258). "In my latest book, La Chiave a stella, I stripped
myself completely of my status; as a witness.... This is not to
deny anythingi I have not ceased to be an ex-deportee, a wit

nesL.:'(ibid,: 167)

Levi had this unease about him when I saw him at meetings at
the Italian publisher. Einaudi. He;could feel guilty for having sur~

THE WiTNESS

vlved. but not for haVing borne witness. rOI am at peace with myself
because I bore witness" (ibid.: p. 219).

1.3 In Latin there arc two words for "witness?' The first word,

testis. from which our word litestirnony" derives, etymologically

signifies the person who, in a tri~l or lawsuit between two rival

parties, is in the position of a third party (*tet>:ti:;). Tbesecond
word, mperstes, deSignates a person who has lived through some~

thing. who has experienced an event from beginning to end and
can therefore bear witness to it. It is obvious that Levi is not it

third party; he is a survivor [superstite] in every sense. But this dl.~O

means that his testimony has nothing to do ·with the acquisition

of facts for a trial (he is Hot neutral enough fot this. he is not a
testis). In the final analysis, it is not judgulent that matters to him,
let alone pardon. "I never appear as judge"; "1 do not have the
authority to grant pardon.... I am without authority" (ibid.: 77.

236). It scents, in fact. that the only thIng that iUM:rests him is

what makes judgment impossible: the gray zone in which victims
become executioners and executioners become victims. It is
{tbout this ahove all that the survivors are in agreement: <rNo
group "was more human than any other" (ibid.. : 232). '~Victim and

executioner are equally ignoble; the lesson of the camps is broth
erhood in abjection" (ROllSSct, d. Levi 1997, 216).

Not that a judgment cannot or must not be made. °If1 had had

Eichmann before me. j would have.. condemned him to death"
(ibM,: 144). "If tbey have committed a crime, then they mUSll'ay"
(ibid" 236). Tbe decisive point is simply tbat the two things not

be blurred, that law not presume to exhaust the question. A Tlon~

juridical clement ot'truth exists such that the qtfdcstio facti can
never be reduced to the quaestio iuris. This is precisely what con~
cerns the survivor: everything that places a human action beyond
the law. radkaHy Withdrawing it from the Trh~1. "Each of us can

11



REMNANTS OF AUSCHWITZ

be tried, condemned and punished without even knowing why"

(ibid.: 75).

1.4 One of the most common mistakes -\vhich is not only made

in discussions of the camp - is the tacit confusion of ethical cate

gories and juridical categories (or, worse, of juridical categories

and theological categories, which gives rise to a new theodicy).

Almost all the categories that we use in moral and religious judg~

ments arc in some \vay contaminated by law: gUilt, responsibility,

innocence, judgment, pardon.... This makes it difficult to invoke

them without particular caution. As jurists well know, law is not

directed toward the establishment of justice. Nor is it directed

toward the verification of truth .• Law is solely directed toward

judgment, independent of truth and justice. This is shown beyond

doubt by theJorce ifjudgment that even an unjust sentence carries

with it. The ultimate aim of law is the production of a resjudic(lL(l,

in which the sentence becomes the substitute for the true and the

just, being held as true despite its falsity and injustice. Law finds

peace in this hybrid creature, of \vhich it is impossible to say if it

is fact or rule; once law has produced its res judicata, it cannot go

any further.

In 1983, the publisher Einaudi asked LeVi to translate Kafka's

Tbe Trial. Infinite interpretations of The Trial have been offered;

some underline the novel's prophetic political character (modern

bureaucracy as ah'solute evil) or its theological dimension (the

court as the unknown God) or its biographical meaning (condem

nation as the illness from which Kafka believed himself to suffer).

It has been rarely noted that this book, in which law appears

solely in the fonn of a trial, contains a profound inSight into the

nature of law, which, contrary to common belief, is not so much

rule as it is judgment and, therefore, trial. But if the essence of

the law"""" of every law - is the trial, if all right (and morality that

18
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is contaminated by it) is only tribunal right, then execution and

transgression, innocence and guilt, obedience and disobedience

all become indistinct and lose their importance. "The court wants

nothing from you. It welcomes you when you come; -it releases

you when you go:' "The ultimate end of the juridical regulation is

to produce judgment; but judgment aims neither to punish nor to

extol, neither to establish justice nor to prove the truth. Judg

ment is in itself the end and this, it has been said, constitutes its

mystery, the mystery of the trial.

One of the consequences that can be drawn from this self~

referential nature ofjudgment - and Sebastiano Satta, a great Ital

ian jurist, has done so - is that punishment does not follow from

judgment, but rather that judgment is itself punishment (Hullum

judicium sine poena). "One can even say that the whole punishment

is in the judgment, that the action characteristic of the punish

ment - incarceration, execution - matters only insofar as it is, so

to speak, the carrying out of the judgment" (Satta 1994: 26). This

also means that "the sentence of acquittal is the confession of a judi

cial error," that "everyone is inwardly innocent," but that the only

truly innocent person "is not the one who is acquitted, but rather

the one who goes through life without judgment" (ibid.: 27),

1. 5 If this is true - and the survivor knows that it is true - then

it is possible that the trials (the tl,.v~Ive trials at Nuremberg, and the

others that took place in and outside German borders, including

those in Jerusalem in 1961 that ended with the hanging of Eich

mann) are responSible for the conceptual confusion that, for dec

ades, has made it impossible to think through Auschwitz. Despite

the necessity of the trials and despite their evident insufficiency

(they involved only a fev,' hundred people), they helped to spread the

idea that the problem of Auschwitz had been overcome. The judg

ments had been passed, the proofs of guilt definitively established.

-
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With the exception of occasiona' moments of luddity, it has taken
almost half a century to understand that Jaw did not exhaust the

problem. but rather that the very prohlem \Vas so enormous as to

call into 'question law itself, dragging it to its own ruin.

The confusion between law abd HwraHty and hetween theol

ogy and'law has had illustrious victims. Hans jonas) the philoso~

pher and stnclent ofHeidegger who specialized in ethical prohlems,

is one of thenl. In 1984, when he received the Lucas A"vard in

Tuhingen, he reflected on the question of Auschwitz by preparing

for a new theodky, a'5king, that is, how it was possihle: for God to

tolerate Auschwitz, A theodicy is a trial that seeks to establish the

responsibility not of men, hut ofGod. Like all theodides. Jonas's

ends in an acquittal. The jostifiGation for the sentence is sonH;:

thing like this: "The infinite (God) stripped himself completely, in
the finite, of his onmipotence. Creating the '<vorId, God gave it
His {)wn fate and hecame powerless. Thus, having emptiedhim~

self entirely in the world, he :no longer has anything to offer us; it

is now man's turn to give. Man can do this hy taking care that it

never happens, OT rarely happens. that God regtets his decision to

have let tl1C world be:'

The conciliatory vice of every theodicy is particularly dear

here. Not only doe!i this theodicy ten us nothing about Ausch
witz, either about its victims or, executioners; it does not even

lll\mage to avoid a happy ending. Behind the powerlessness of

God peeps the powerlessness of m\~n, who continue to cry "May
that never happen again!'~ when it is clear that '(tbat'; is, by no\y,

everywbere,

1.6 The concept nf responsihility is alsoirremediahly contami

nated by lav•. Anyone v.rho has tried to make use of it outside the

juridical sphere knows this. And yet ethics, politics, and religion

have been able to define themselves only by seizing terrain from

20
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juridical responsibility - not in order to assume another kind of
responsibility, but to articulate ZOnes of n()n~re5ponsib1lity, '[1)i5

does not, of course, mean impunity. Ra.ther, it signifies - at least

for etllks - a confrontation with a responsibility that is infinitely

greater we could ever assume. At the most, we can be
faithful to it, that is, assert its unassumahility.

The unprecedented discovery made by Levi at Ansehvvitz con

cerns an area that is independent of every estahlishment of respon

sibility. an axea in which Levi succeeded in isolatin.g something like

a new ethical element. Levi caUs it the "gray zone:' It is the zone in

which the "kmg chain of conjunction between victim and accu..

tionn" comes loos{;, '\-vhere the oppressed hecomes oppressor and

the executioner in turn appeal'S as victim. A gray. incessant alchemy

in which good and evil and, along with them, ilH the metals of trad.i

tiona] ethics reach their point (If fusion.

What is at issue here. therefore. is a zone of irrespons:lbility

and "Impotent/a jl1JiCutld(' (Levi 1989: 60) that i$ situated not

beyond good and evil btlt rather, so to speak, 1J~rorc them. With a

gcstl.lre that is symrnetdcaHy opposed to that of Nietzsche, Levi

places ethics hefore the an~a in which we ilre :accustomed to con

sider it. And, without our being able to say \vhy,we sense that

this "he-Jore" is more important than any "heyond" that the

"underman" must matter to us more than the Hoverman;' This

infamous zone of irresponsibility is onr First Circle, from which

no confession of rcsponsihiHtywill remove Us and in which what

is spelled out, minute by minute, is the lesson of the «terrifying.

unsayable and unimaginable hanaHt), of evil" (Arendt 1992:

L7 The Latin verh spondeo,which is the origin of our term

"responsihility," means "to become the guarantor of something

for someone (or for oneself) with respect to someone." 'rims,
in the promise of marriage. the father Vil0UJO utter the formula

2l
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spondeo to express his commitment to gtving his daughter asw'ife

to a suitor (after which she was then called a spousal or to guaran

tee compensation if this did not take place. In archaic Roman law,
in fact, the custom was that a free man could consign himself as a

hostage - that is. in a state of imprisonment. from which the term

obligatiO derives - to guarantee the compensation of a wrong or

the fulfillment of an obligation. (The term sponsor indicated the

person who suhstituted himselffof the reus. promising. in the case

of a breach of contract, to furnish the required service.)

The gesture of assuming respol1sihility is therefore genUinely

juridical and not ethk-aL It expresses nothing noble or luminous,

but rather Simply ohligation, the act by which one consigned one

self as a prisoner to guarantee. a debt in a· context in which the

legal bond was considered to inhere in the hody of the person

responsible. As such. responSibility is closely intertwined with

the concept of culpa that. in a broad sense. indicates the imputabil~

ity of damag(;~. (This is why Romans denied that there could

be guilt with respect to oneself: quod quis ex culpa sua damnum

sentit, non intelligitl1l' damnum sentire: the damage that one C'J.uses

to oneselfb)' one's own fault is not juridically relevant.)

Responsibility and guilt thus express simply two aspects ·of

legal hnputability; only later were they interiorized and moved

oU!Bide law, Hence the insufTidency and opacity of every ethical

doctrine that claims to be founded on these two concepts. (This

holds both for]onas, who claimed to fonnulate a genuine "prin

ciple of responSibility" and for Levinas, who, in a much more

complex fashion. transformed the gesture of the sponsor into the

ethical gesture par excellence.) This insufficiency and opacity

emerges clearly every time the borders that separate ethics from
la\v are trac(1d. Let us consider !two examples, which atc vcry far

from each o~er as to the gravity of the facts they concern but

which coincide with respect to the distinguo they imply.

22
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During the Jerusalem trial, Eichmann's constant line of defense

was dearly expressed by his lawyer, Robert Serviatus, with these

words: "Eichmann feels himself guilty before God, not the law.!>

Eichmann (whose implication in the exte-rmination of the Jews

\",raS wen documented, even if his rolew<ls probably different froUl
that \vhich was argued by the prosecution)actuaUy went so faT as

to declare that he wanted "to hang hirnse1f in public" in order to

"liberate young Germans from the Weight of guilt:' Yetj until the

end, he continued to maintain that his guilt before God (who was

for him only a hiJ'herer Sinnestriiget, a higher bearer of meaning)

could not be legally prosecuted. The only pOSSible explanation

for this insistence is that, whereas the assumption of moral guilt

seemed ethically noble -to the defendant, he ·was unwilling to

assume auy legalgu.ilt (although, from an ethical point of view,
legal guilt should have been less serious than moral bil.~iIt).

Recently, a group of people who once had. belonged to a polit~

ieal organization of the extreme Left published a communique in

a newspaper; declaring political and moral responsibility f'or the

murder of apolice officer committed twenty years ago. HNever~

theless. such responsibilityt the document stated, "cannot be

transformed ... into a responsibility of penal character:' It must

be recalled that the assumption of moral responSibility has ;alue
only if One is ready to assume the relevant legal consequences.

The authors of the communique seem to suspect this in some

way. when; in a significant passage, they assume a responsibility

that sounds unmistakably juridical, stating that they cuntributed

to "creating a climate that led to mu:rder." (But the offense in

question, the instigation to commit a. crime. is of course \viped

out.) In every age, the gesture of assuming a. juridical responsibil

ity when one is innocent has been considered noble; the assump~

tiOH of political or moral responSibility without the assumption

of the corresponding legal consequences, on the ot~er hand, has
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ahvays characterized the arrogance of the mighty (consider Mus

solinfs behavior, f(lr ('"xample, "vith respect to the case of Giacomo

Matteotti, the member of tbe Italian parHamentwho \vas assassi~

nated hy unknown kiHen in 1924). But today in Italy these models

have been reversed and the contrite assumption of moral respon~

sibilities is lnvoked at every occasion as an exemption from the

responsibilities demanded by lay\,.
Here the confusion between ethkal categ(Hies and juridical

categories (with the of repentance implied) is absolute. This

confusion lies at the origin of the many :mkides committed to

escape trial (not only those of Nazi criminals). in which the tacit

assm'nption of moral guilt attem;pts to compensate for legal guilt.

It is worth remembering that the primary responsibility for this

confusion lies not in Catholic doctrine. which indu.ue!i a sacra

ment w'hose function is to free 'the sinner of guilt) but rather in

secular ethics (in its weB-meaning and dominant version). After

having raist:>A! Juridical categories to the status of supreme t_thical

categories and thereby irredeemably confusing the fields of law'

ethics, secular ethics still wants to play out its disti1i8110. But

ethics is the sphere that recognizes neither guilt nor t"esponsibiJ~

it)'; it is, as Spinoza knew, doctrine of the happy life. To

assume guilt and responsibility..:....- tvhich can. at times. be neccs~

sary ,- is to leave the territory of ethics and enter that of law.

\Vho(~ver has made this ditIicult step cannot presume to return

through the doo\" he just dosed hehind him.

1.8 T'he extreme figure. of the "gray zone" is the Sonderkom
mando. The SS used the euphemi:iIIl "speciai team ll to refer to this

group of deportees responsible for Inanaging the gas ch'1mhers

and crematoria. Their task was to lead naked prisoners, to their

death in tbe gas chambers itnd maintain order among thern; they

then had- to drag out the corpses. stained pink and green by the

cyanotic acid, and wash them with ,vater; make sure that no valu

able ohjects were hiddt'n in the orifices of the bodies; extract gold

teeth from the corpses' jaws; cut the women's hail' and wash it

with ammcmia chloride; bdng the corpse;; into the crematoria and

OV1;:rsee their incineraTion; and, finaUy, empty out tlle ovens of dle

ash that remained. Levi writes:

COl)cerniI)g these squads, vague and mangled nmlOJ'S alr~ady cil'"

culated among us during our imprisonment and were confirmed

afterward, ... But the intrinsic horror of this human condition has

imposed,1 sort of rcst'.l"VC onal! the testimony. so that eYtl1 today it is

dHEcult to conjure up an image of "what it meant" to.he forced to

exercise this trade for months.... OUt' of tl-lcm declared: "Doing this

work, one either goes crazy the first day or gets accustomed to iLl'

Another, though: ;'Certainly, I could have killed mysdf or got myself

killed; bnt I wanted to survive, to avenge myself and bear.vitncs~.

You mustn't think that we are monsters; we are the same as ),ou,

only much more unhnppy:',., One cannot expect from men who

ha'Fe known such cxtrenH: d-estitution a deposit)oH in ·the juridical

sense, but something !:hat is at once a lament, a curse, an expiation,

an attempt to justify -and teh'lbilitatt:_ oneself. ... Conceiving end

organizing the squads vvas National SodaH:'l1l's mHst demonic crime

(Levi 1.989,52-3),

And yet Levi recalls that a vfitness, l\·fiklos Nys:zli! one of the.

very fcwvv'ho survived the last "special team" of Ausch\vitz. re~

counted that during a "w(nk" break he took part in a soccer match

between the SS and representatives of the Sonderkomnwndo. "Other

men of the SS and the rest of the squad are present at the game;

they take sides, bet; applaud, urg(; the players on as if, rather than

at the gates of hell, the game "vere taking place. on the "iBage

(Levi 1989: S5),
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This m~tch might stTike someone as a brief pause of humanity
in the middle of an infinite horror. 1, like the witnesses, instead

view this match, this momt~llt of normalcy~ as the true horror of

the camp. For "ve can perhaps think that the massacres arc over

even if here and there they are repeated, not so far <l,\vay from us,
But that match is never over; it continues as if nnintcnupted. It is

the perfect and eternal cipher ;jf the "gray zonc," which kumvs

110 time and is in every place, Hence the angUish and shame of tht;

survivors1 ";the angUish inscriher! in everyone of the 'tohuNbohtl:

of a descrted and empty universe- crushed under the spirit of God

hut from which th(~ spirit of man is absent: not yet born or already

extinguished" (Levi 1989: 85). But also hence our shame, the shame

of those who did not know the carnps and yet, without knowing

hov>', arc spectators of that matdi; \vhich repeats itself in every

match in our stadiums, in every televislon bro~idcast, in the nor~

maley of everyday life, If 'Ye do not succeed in understanding that

match, in stopping it, there will never be hope.

1,9 In Greek the word for witness is martis, martyr. The first

Church 'Pathers coined the word mai'tirium from mortis to indicate

the death of persecuted Christians, who thus bore witness to their
faith, Wlnt happened in the CaJ.1'lPS hilS little to do with mar~

tyrdom. The survivors are unanhnous about this. j'By calling the

victims of the Nazis 'martyrs,' falSi£)- their fate ll (Bettdheim
1979: 92), Nevertheless, the concepts of i<witnesiJing" and <lmar

tyrdom l
' can be linked in two ways. The first concerns the Greek

term itseH~ derived as it is from the verh meaning "to remembet'!'

The survivor's vocation is to reni(~mber;he c:annot not remember.

"The mernories of my imprisnnment are much more vlYid and

detailed than those of anything else that happened to me before

or after" (Levj 1997: 225), "I still have a visual and acoustic mem

ory of the experiences there tltat rcannot explain, ... sentences in
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languages I do not know have remained etched in nry memory.
like on a magnetic tape; I have repeated them to Poles and Hun

garians and have been told that the Sentences are meaningful. For
some reason that I cannot explain, something anomalous hap~

pened to me, I 'would say alrnost an unconscious preparation for
bearing witness" (ibid.: 220),

The second point of connection is even more profound, more

instructjve, The study of the first Christian texts on martyrdom

for example, TenulHan's Scorpiaws-rcveais some unexpected

teachings. The Church Fathers were confronted by heretical groups

that rejected martyrdom because, in their eyes, it consti,tuted a

wholly senseless death (perire sine causCl). vVhat meaning could he

found in: professing one's faith before .men--· perseclltors and exe

cutioners - who would llm]el-s:tand nothing of this undertaking?

God could not desire something without lneaning. "Must inno

cents suffer these things? ' .. Qnce and for all Christ immolated

himself for us; once :and for all he was killed, precisely so that we

would not be killed. If he asks for the same in return. is it per

haps because he too expects salvaHon in ill)' death? Or should one

perhaps think that God demands the blood of men even while he

disdains that of bulls and goats? How could God ever desire the

death of someone wbo is :not a sinner"?" The doctrine of martyr

dom therefore justifies the scandal of a mC<1hingkss death, of an

execution that could only appear as a~~: Confronted ~vith the
spectaclcof a death th,tt was apparently sine Cill1s{1,the ycference

to Luke 12: 8-9 and to Matthew ]0: 32-33 ('vVhosoevcl there

Jore shall confess me before men, him will I confess also hefore

my Father '\vhkh is in heaven. But wllOsoevcT shall deayrue

before men, him"viU I also (leny before my Father which is in
heaven l

') made it possible to interpret martyrdom as a divine

command and, thus, to find a reason for the irrational.

But this has ver)' much to do with the camps. For what appears



in the camps is an extermination r(}r which it may be p<)ssible to
find precedents, but whose fonns make it ahsolutely senseless.

Survivors are also in agreement on this, '-'Even to us, what we had

10 tel! wonld start to seem unimaginable" (Antelme 1992: 3). "All

the attempts at clarification". failed ridiculously" (Amery 1980:
vii), "1 am irritated by the attempts of some religious extremists

toJnterpret the extermination according to the l1ianner of the

prophets: as a punishment f<1f our sins. No! 1 do not accept this.

What is terrifying is t1Jat it Wit, senseless... ;' (Levi 1997: 219).

The unfortnnate term lIholocaust H (usually with a capital "H 1
,')

arises from this unconsciDus demand to justify a death that is sine

causa - to give meaning back to what seemed incomprehensible.

"'Please excuse me, I use this tenn'Holocaust' reluctantly because

I do not like it, But I use it to be understood. Philologically! it is a
mistake, ..." (ibid,: 243). "It is a term that. when it first arose,

gave me a lot of trouhle, then I learned that it was Wiesel himself

who had coiIied it, then regretted it and wanted ttl take it back"

(ibid.: 219).

1.10 The history of an inconed term can also prove instructive.

uHolocaust"is the scholarly franscriptionof the Latin hfl-locaus

tum which, in turn, is a translation of the Greek term holocaustos

(which is, however, an adjective. and which means "completely

bumed"i the corresponding Greek noun is }wlocfiustoma). The
semantic history of the term IS essentially Christian. since the

Church· Fathers used it to ttanslate - in fact with neither l'igour

nor coherence - the complexsacrifidal doctrine of the Bible (in

particular, of Lev1ticus and Deuteronomy), Leviticus fe,duces aU

sacrifices to four fundamental types: olah 1 !wttJ1t, snc]omil1, minh-a.

As Marcel Mauss and Henri Hubert write-in '''The Nature and

Punetion of Sacrlfice/'
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The names of two of these are signifkant. The hattat was the sacri

fice employed especially to expiate the sin called }wttat or lwtat1h.

the definition of \vhkh given in Leviticus is mrtMtunately extreruely

vague, The shefmni11 is a cOffi1mmion ,sacrifice, a sacrifice of thanb

giving, of alliance, of Yows, As for the terms'olah and mJnlw, the)'

are purely descriptive. Eacb recalls one nf the spedal operations of

sacrifice: the. latter. the presentation of the victim, if it jg of veg

etablf: matter, the former, the dispatch of the offering to the divinity

(Mauss and Huhert 1964~ 16).

The Vulgate usually translates olan by ho!oC<Il1stum (holocausti
oblatio); hattat hy oblatio; silelamill hy hostla pac~f1corum; minna by
hostia pro peccato, The term nolocQustom is transmitted from the

Vulgate to th.e Latin Fathers, who used it primarily in the many
~~()U1mentaTies of the HoI)' Writ to in'dicate the sacrifices of the

Hebrews, (Thus in f-IHarius, 1n Psalmata, 65, 23: holocausta SlInt

intenra bostiarum curpora, qUia tata ad ianem sao'ij]cii drjereban
tvl, holocaustd sunt nutlwpata,) Two points are particularly im

portant here. First, early on, the Church Fathers used the tern'1

in its literal sense as a polemical weapon again.st the Jews, to

condemn the uselessness of hloody sacrifices (Tertllllian's text,

\vhich refers to tvlardon, is exemplary: Qyid stl1ltiu,~ quam

sacrijiciolum cruentorum ei ho]ocaU$tollIi1ium njdorosUJum a deo
cxaetio? "\Vhat is more·foolish til,HI a god who demands bloody

sacrifices and holocausts that smell of burnt remains?" Adversus
Mardonem S, 5; d. a]so Augustine, C. Faustusm, 19,4), Second,

the teTm "holocaustum" is extended as a metaphor to include

Christian martyrs. such that their torture is equated with sac~

rifice (Hilariu$, In halmaio, 65, 23: lHartxres infidel testimonium
corpora sua holocausf;a voverunt). Christ's sacrifice on the cross

is thus ultimately defined as a holocaust (Augustine, In EVaIW'
jO<1h" 41, S: se m }w]ocaustwti obwlerit in cruce [ems: Rllfinus,
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Origines in Letriticum, 1, 4: llOlocaustum.. ,. cam.k elUS per lignum
crucis oll}atum).

Thus begins the semantic migration by \vhich the term Hh())o_

in vern,Kular languages gr,v!uaHy acquires the meaning of

the "supreme sacrifice in the sphere of a complete devotion to

sacr,;d and superior motives:' In English, the term appears in its
literal sense in Tindalc (lffark xii. 33: ''A greater thyngc than all

holoeaustes and ,acrifises") and H. More (Apoea!. .1po," 101: "In
the latter part thereof stands the ahar of Holocausts"). The term

appears in its metaphorical sense in Rp, Alcock (Jl1ons C

iija: nVery true obedyence is an:holocauste of martyrdom made to

Cryste''), J. Beaumont (Psyche xxiv,~ cxdv: j'Thc perfect holocaust

of generous love") and Milton, when: it Signifies a complete can
surnption by Dre (Samson 1702: «Like that se1f*begottcH binl'In

the Arabian woods cmbost, That no second knows nor third, And

lay erewhile a Holocaust7). It;is Tcpeated, 'over and over il£Q.in,

through to the twcntiHh century (for example, H(Jnsard~ Com'~(Jns
6 ["larch, 1940: «the general holocaust of civilized standards")

(Oxford Euglish Dictionary 1989: 315).

But the term's usage in polemics theJews also has a

history, even if it is a secret one not recorded bv dictionaries. In

the course of my on I happened upon a pas"

sage by a medie'Val chronicler constl,tutes. to my knowleclge~.

the first use of holocaust with reference to a massacre of Jews, in
this case in a Violently anti·Sernitk fashion. Richard of Duizes tes

tifies th,t on the day of the coronation of Richard I (1189), the

inhahitants of' London engaged in a particularly bloody pogrom:

I'The very day of the coronathm of the king, at ahout the hour in

which the Son vias bun1t for the Father, they began in London to

burn the Jews for their father the demon (incoeprum ert incivitate

Londnniae immoJarejudaeos patri suo diabolo); and the celehration

of this mystery, lasted so long that the holocaust could not be
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cm:npleted before the next day. And the other cities and towns of

the region imitated the faith of the inhabitants of London and.

with the same devotion, sent their bloodsuckers to hen (pan deFO

Lione Si..WS sanguiSl1/Jo.S cum sanguine tmm:miSE-Tum: ad (Car
din: 1994: 131).

lnsof;n as it implies the suhstitution of a literal ex:pncss:;on

with an attenuated 01' alte-red expression for that one

does not actuaily 'vvant to hear mentioned, the formation of a eu

phernism always in.\'oh'C.s ?mbiguities. In this case., hmvever;the

ambiguity is intolerable. The Jews also use a euphemism to indi

cate the extermination, They use the term sf/all, which means

"devastation, catastrophe" and, in the Bihle, often implies the Idea

of a divine punishmelit (i15 iII Isaiah W:3: "\Vhat wHl you do in
the day of punishment. when the so'ah ,,,ill come from afar?").

Even if Levi prohahly refers to this term when he speaks of tl;e

attempt to interpret the extennination as a punishment for our

Sitl~, his use of the euphemism contains no mockery. In the case of

the term "holocaust:' by contrast, the attempt to ~stahlish a con

nection, however distant, between Auschwitz and the BibliC<:11

olah and bettveen death in the gas c.hamber and tht~ "complete
devotion to saued and superior motives" cannot hut sound like a

jest. Not only does the term imply an unacceptable equation be

twe.en crematoria and altars; it also contInues a semantic heredity

that is from its inception anti-Semitic. This is why wc will never
make use of this term. <

1.11 Several years ago, when I published an artich'~ on the con
centration camps in a FnO:Hch newspaper, someone wrote a letter

to the edhor in which, among other crimes, I was accused of hav~

sought to "ruin the \l:uiflue and unsayable character (}f Ausch
witz:' J have often asked myself what the author of the letter

could have had in mind. The phenomenon of Auschwitz lS unique
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(certainly in the past, and we can only hope for the future). As

Levi points out: "Up to the moment of this writing, and notwith~

standing the horror of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the shame of the

Gulags, the useless and bloody Vietnam ",,rar, the Cambodian se1f~

genocide, the de,wpareddos in Argentina, and the many atrocious

and stupid wars we have seen since, the Nazi concentration camp

still remains an ul1icum,' both in its extent and its quality" (Levi

''''-1989: 21). But ,;vhy unsayable? Why confer on extermination the

prestige of the mystical?
In the year 386 of our era, in Antioch, John Chrysostom

composed ~his treatise On the Incomprehensible Nature qf God. He

opposed those who maintained that God's essence could be under

stood, on the grounds that "everything that He knows of Himself

we can also easily find in ourselves:' Vigorously arguing against

his adversaries in affirming the incomprehensibility of God, who

is "unsayable" (anetos), "unspeakable" (anekdieaetos), and "un~

writable" (anepi8fC1ptos), John well knew that this was precisely the

best way to glorify (doxan didonai) and adore (pro,kuein) Him. Even
for the angels, after all, God is incomprehensible; but because of

this they can glorify an.d adore I-lim, offering Him their mystical

songs. John contrasts the angelic hosts with those seeking in vain

to understand God: "those ones [the angels] glorify, these ones

seek to understand; those ones adore in silence, these ODes give

themselves work to do; those ones divert their gaz{~, these ones

are not ashamed to stare into unsayable glory" (Chrysostom 1970).

The verb that we have translated "to adore in silence" is, in the

Greek text, euphemein. Euphemein, which originally means "to

observe religious silence," is the origin of the modern word "eu

phemism," which denotes those terms that are substituted for

other terms that canllOt be uttered for reas.ons of modesty or
" bl" ".. hcivilitr To say that Auschwitz is unsaya e or mcompre en-

sible" is equivalent to euphemein, to adoring in silence, as one
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does with a god. Regardless of one's intentions, this contributes

to its glory. Vlfe, however, "are not ashamed of starina into the
b

unsayable" - even at the risk of discovering that what evil kno~vs

of itself, ,'\'e can also easily find in ourselves.

1.12 Testimony, however, contains a lacuna. The sutvivors agree

about this. "There is another lacuna in every testimony: witnesses

are by definition survivors and so all, to some degree, enjoyed a

privilege.. ,. No one has told the destiny of'the common prisoner,

since it was not materially possible for him to survive.... I have

also described the common prlsoner when I speak of 'Muslims';

but the Muslims did not speak" (Levi 1997: 215-16). "Those ,"vho
have not lived through the experience will never know; those

wbo have will never tell; not really, not completely.... Tbe past
belongs to tbe dead...." (Wiesel 1975: 314).

It is worth reflecting upon 111is lacuna, which calls into ques

tion the very meaning of testimony and, along with it, the iden

tity and reliability of the witnesses. "I must repeat: we, the

survivors, are not the true witnesses .... We survivors are not

only an exiguous but also an anomalous minority: we are those

who by their prevarications or abilities or good luck did not touch

bottom. Those who did so, those who saw the Gorgon, have not

returned to tell about it or have returned mute, but they are the

Muslims, the submerged, the complete witnesscs, the ones whose

deposition would have a general significance. They are the rule,

we are the exception .... We who were favored by fate tried, with

more or less wisdom, to recount not only our fate but also that of

the others, indeed of the drowned; but this was a discourse 'on

behalf of third parties,' the story of things seen at close hand,

not experienced personally. The destruction brought to an end,

the job cornpleted, was not told by anyone, just as no onc ever

returned to describe his own death. Even if they had paper and
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pen, the drowned would not have testified because their d~ath

had begun before that of their body. Weeks and months belore

being snnffed out, tbey had already lost the ability to observe, to
remember, to compare and express themselves. We speak in their

stead, by proxy" (Levi 1989: 83-4).
The witness usually testifies in the name of justice and truth

and as such his or her speech draws consistency and fullness. Yet

here the value of testimony lies essentially in what it lacks; at its

center it contains somethi~g that cannot be borne witness to and

that discharges the survivors of authority. The "true" "\vitnesses,

the "complete \vitnesses," are those who did not bear witness and

could not hear witness. They are those who "touched bottom":

the Muslims, the drowned. The survivors speak in their stead, by
proxy, as pseudo-witnesses; they bear witness to a missing testi

mony. And yet to speak here of a proxy makes no sense; the

drowned have nothing to say, nor do they have instructions or

memories to be transJ11itted. They have no "story" (Levi 1986:
90), no "face," and even less do they have "thought" (ibid.). Who

ever assumes the charge of bearing witness in their name knows

that he or she must bear wib1ess in the name of the impossibility

of bearing witness. But this alters the value of testimony in a

definitive way; it makes it necessary to look for its meaning in an

unexpected area.

1.13 It has already been observed that, in testimony, there is

something like an impossibility of bearing witness. In 1983, Jean~
Fran<;ois Lyotard published The Difjerend, which, ironically repeat
ing the recent claims of revisionists, opens with a logical paradox:

You arc informed that human beings endowed with language were

placed in a situation such that none of them is now able to tell about

it. Most of them disappeared then, and the survivors rarely speak
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about it. When they do speak about it, their testimony bears ol1ly

upon a minute part of this situation. How can you know that the

situation itself existed? That it is not the fl'uit of your informant's

imagination? Either the situation did not exist as such, Or else it

did exist, in which case your informant's testimony is false, either

because he or she should have disappeared, or else hecause he or she

should remain silent. ... To have "really seen with his OVi'll eyes" a

gas chilmber would be the condition vvhich gives one the authority

to say that it exists and to persuade the unbeliever. Yetit is still nec

essary to prove that the gas chamber was used to kill at: the time it

was seen. The only acceptable proof that it was used to kill is that

One died from it. But if one is dead, one cannot testify that it is on

account of the gas chamber (Lyotan! 1988: 3).

A fe\v years later, Shoshana Felman and DoriLaub elaboratecl

the notion of the Shoah as an "event without witnesses." In 1990,
one of the authors further developed this concept in the form ora

commentary on Claude Lanzmann's film. The Shoah is an event

without witnesses in the double sense that it is impos.<,'iblc to bear

witness to it from the inside - since no one can bear witness from

the inside of death, and there is no voice for the disappearance of

voice-and from the outside-since the "outsider" is by defini
tion excluded from the event:

It is not really possible to tell tlle truth, to testify, from the outside.

Neither is it possible, as we have seen, to testify fr'om the inside. I

would suggest that the impossible position and the testimonial effort

of the film as a ,,,hole is to be, precisely, neither simply inside nor

simply outside, but paradoxically, both inside and outside: to create a

connection that did not exist during the war and does not exist today

between the inside and the olltside -"- to set them both in motion and in

dialogue with one another (Felman and Laub 1992: 232).
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This threshuld of indistinction hehveen inside and outside

1 ·( ",; .. M l'
(which, as we shall sec, :is anythingmt a . connection or (\ (la~

logue") could have led to a comprehension of the structure of
testimony; it is pn~dsely this threshold that FeJmau fails to

interroga'te; Instead of developing UCi" pertinent alulysis, the au~

thor derives an aesthetic possihility from a logical impossibility,

through recourse to the metaphor of song:

V\'bat mAkes the power of the testimony in the nlni and what consti u

tutes in general the impact of the mm \5 not the w(n:ds hut the

equivocal, puzzlingrcbtion betw{'cu words and Yoke, the intent:>

tion, that is, be-tween ....vords; voice, rhythm, lnt:lody, images j writ-

and sile.nc{;, Each t{;~tlmony spt~aks to us beyond its wo]'(h,

hevond its melody, like the unique perfoTmalH'(~ of a Singing (ibid.:
: ,. ,

277-78),

To explain the paradox of testimony through the deus ex

mi\chjna of song 1s to aesthetidze testimony~ something that

Lanzrnann is careful to avoid. Neither the poem nor the song can

intervene to save impossible testimony; on the contrary, it is testi·

Ulan)" if anything, t1"r,lt founds the possibility of the poem.

1.14 The incomprehension of an honest mind is often instl'nc~

tive. Primo Levi, who-did not like obscure authors, waj,; attracted

to the poetry of' Paul'Celan;even if he did not truly succeed in

understandiugit.ln a brief' essay. cIHitled "OnObscure Writing;"
he distinguishes Celan from those\'\'ho write obscurel), out of

contempt for the re.ader or lack of txpressivity, The obscurity of

Celan's poetics makes Levi think instead of a "pre-suicide, a not

wanting-to-be, a flight from the world for which a willed death

appears as completion." The extraordinary operation i\ccompHshed

by Celan on the German language-~which has so fascinated Celan's
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read~rs, is compared hy Levi - for reasons worth reflecting on

to an inarticulate babble or the gasps of a dying man, "This dark~

n,ess that grows from page. to page until the last inarticulate bah
ble fills one with CN1~ternatiDn lib: the gasps of a dying man;
indeed j it is just that, It ent.hralls us as whirlpools enthrall US

j

but at the same time it robs Us of what ....vas .l:llPl)()sed t{) he said

but was not said! thus frustrating and distancing llS. I think that

Cclan the poet must be considered and mourned rather than imi
tated. If his is a message) it is Iostjn the 'backgrotm.d nnise.' It is

not communication; it is not a language, or at the most it is a dark

and m,timeJ language, precisely that of someone\-vho is <lbout to

die and is alone, as we will all he at the moment of death H (Levi
1990, 637), .

In Auschwitz, Levi had already attempted to listen to and inter~

pret an inarticulate habhlc) som~~thing lik<: a non-language (IT a dark

and maimed language. It was in the days that foHmved the Hhera~

60B ofthe camp. when U1eRussians moved the survivors from Buna

to the '-'big camp" of AU!ich\vitz.Here Levi's attention was imme

diately drawn to it child the deportees caned Hurbinek:

Hurbinek was a nobody. a child of de-ath, a r::hHd of Auschwitz_ He

looked about three years old, no DDt;. kne"", An}'thing ofhim, he COl1.1d

not speak and had no name; that curious name, Hurhinek, had heen

given to him hy ns, p<::rhaps hy one- of the women who had inteT

preted with thQf;.e syllables one of the inarticulate sotmd" that the

baby let out now and again. He was paralyzed from tlie waist dmvu,

with iltTophied as thin as- sticks: hut his lost in his trbnvu-.- .. b

hr and wasted face, flashed tcrril)ly alive) ofdcrnand, il3sertion,

of the will to oneak loose, to shatter the tornb of his dumbness. The

speech he lacked, which no one had bothered to teach him, the need

of speech charged his stare with explosive urgency (Levi 1986: 191),
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Now at a certain point Hurbinek begins to repeat a word over

and over again, a word that no one in the camp can understand

and that Levi doubtfully transcribes as mass-klo or matisklo. "Dur

ing the night we listened carefully: it was true, from Hurbinek's

corner there occasionally came a sound, a word. It was not, ad

mittedly, always exactly the same word, but it was certainly an

articulated word; or better, several slightly qifferent articulated

words, experimental variations of a theme, on a root, perhaps

even on a name" (Levi 1986: 192). They all listen and try to deci

pher that sound, that emerging vocabulary; but, despite the pres

ence of all the languages of Europe in the camp, Hurbinek's word

remains obstinately secret. "No, it was certainly not a message, it

was not a revelation; perhaps it was his name, ifit had ever fallen

to his lot to be given a name; perhaps (accordi.ng to one of our

hypotheses) it meant 'to eat,' or 'bread'; or perhaps 'meat' in

Bohemian, as one of us who knew that language maintained....

Hurbinek, the riameless, whose tiny forearm - even his - bore the

tattoo of Auschwitz; Hurbinek died in the first days of March

1945, free but not redeemed. Nothing remains of him: he bears

witness through these words of mine" (ibid.).

Perhaps this was the secret word that Levi discerned in the

"background noise" of Celan's poetry. And yet in Auschwitz, Levi

nevertheless attempted to listen to that tovvhich no one has borne

witness, to gather the secret word: mass-kIa, matisklo. Perhaps

every word, every writing is born, in this sense, as testimony. This

is why what is borne witness to cannot already be language or

writing. It can only be something to which no one has borne wit

ness. Andthis is the sound that arises from the lacuna, the non

language that one speaks when one is alone, the non-language to

which language answers, in which langui;lge is born. It is neces

sary to reflect on the nature of that to which no one has borne

witness, on this non-language.

THE WITNESS

1.15 Hurbinek cannot bear witness, since he does not have lan

guage (the speech that he utters is a sound that is uncertain and

meaningless: mass-kia or matisklo). And yet he "bears witness

through these words of mine:' But not even the survivor can bear

witness completely, can speak his own lacuna. This means that

testimony is the disjunction between two impossibilities of bear

ing witness; it means that language, in order to bear witness,

must give way to a non-language in order to show theimpossibil

ity of bearing witness. The language of testimony is a language

that no longer signifies and that, in not signifying, advances into

what is without language, to the point of taking on a different

insignificance - that of the complete witness, that of he who by

definition cannot bear witness. 'To bear witness, it is therefore not

enough to hring language to its own non-sense, to the pure unde

cidabilityo£letters (m-a-s-s-k-I-o, m-a-t-i-s-k-I-o). It is necessary

that this senseless sound be, in turn, the voice of something or

someOne that, for entirely other reasons, cannot bear witness. It

is thus necessary that the impossibility of bearing witness, the

lliacuna" that constitutes human language, collapses, giving way

to a different impOSSibility of bearing witness - that which does

not have language.

The trace of that to which no one has horne witness, which

language helieves itself to transcribe, is not the speech of lan

guage. The speech of language is born where language is no

longer in the beginning, where language falls away from it simply

to bear witness; "It was not light, but was sent to bear witne!)s to

tbe light."
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CHAVTER Two

The Jiuselmann

2.1 The untestifiable, that to which no one has borne wiln"",

has a name. In the jargon of the camp. it is deT i14usdmarm, literally
Hthe Muslim:'

The so-~ca.lled Mmelmail11 j as the camp language termed the prhloner

who ,\'as giving up and 'was given up by his coml'il.de_~> 110 longer hJct

room in his consciO!JiHH:;SS for the contrasts good or had, noble or

base, intellectual or unintcHeCLuaL H:e was a staggering corpse, ;1

bundle of physical functions in its last convulsions, As hard as it may

be for us to iio so, WE must exclude- him from Oll" considerations

(Amery 1980, 9).

(Again the lacuna. in testimony, one \vhich is now conSciously

affirmed.)

1remember that while we were going down th;;: stairs leading to tilt;

bath;;, they had us accompanied hy a group of as Wf~

1ater called them murmny-rnen, the jiving df'ad, They mad;:: them

go down the stairs with us only to show them to us, as if to say.

"you'll become like 'hem" (Carpi 1993; 17).



The SS man was walking slowly, looking at the Muslim who WilS

coming t\.1wMd him.vVe looke-d to the left, to see what would hap

pen" Dragging his 1yooden clogs, the du!l-'wittecl and aimless crea

ture ended up bumping right into the SS ofncer, 'Nho yelled at him

and gave him a la~hil1g on the head. The Muslim stO<H] stiH, withont

realizing what had happened, \Vheu he rccclvcd a $e,,~ond and,the,n,

a third iashing because he had forgotten to take olThis cap, he hegan

to do it on himself, as he had dysentery. \Vhen the, SS man saw the

black, stillking liquid begin to cover his dogs, he Vi'ent cnlt.y, He

hurled himself' on tbp of the Muslim and began kicking his stDlnach

with <Ill his strength. Even after the poor thing had fttHen into his

own e:ccn::m<-nt, the S5 mall kept beating his head and chest. The

Muslim: didn't defend hirnsdf. 'wlth the first kick, he folded in

two, and after a rev,' more he ,vas dc,1d (Ryn and Klodzinski 1987:

128-29),

T'tYO phases. must distinguished ill the symptoms ofmahlutr.ition.

The 1Ir5t is Chal\lcterized by weight loss, muscular ilsthenhl. and pro~

gressivc enetgy loss: in movement. At this stage, the org,"nism is not

yet deeply ddlUaged. Asi.de ham the slowTl'zSS of movement and the

loss of ~trength, th{)s{~ suffering from mahnlhition still do not show

any symptoms. If one disreg:ards a certain degree of excitability and

irritability, not even ps)'cholo&'ic41 changes can be detected. It \vas

dHTicult ;0 recognize the point of passage into the second stage. In

some cases it happened slowly and graduaUy; in others it happened

very qUickly, It was'possibli" to ascertaitl that the second phase began

when the litarving individual lost a dti!'u of his normal weight. If he

continued I05ingweight, bis racial expression also cl1anged. His gaze

became cloudy dnd his face. took on an indifferent, In('.ch;:mic;\!, sad

expression. His became <:Dvert~dhy a kind of layer and seemed

deeply set in his face. His skin took on a pale gray color, becoming

th.in <ind hard like pzper, He became very sensitive to every kind of
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infection and contagion, eiipec;h:lly scabies, His hair beJ\lrnebristly,

op<lque, and split easily. Bishead became longer, hi;-; dH~ck bones

and eye I>ockets becartic more p'rono\Jnced. He hreathed slowlv; he

spoke softly and with great(lifficuIty. Depending on how In:g he.

had hem in this state of malnutrItion, he suffered from. small or

large edemas. They appei'lrz,d on his lower and his feet and.,

then, on oth~r parts of his body rlrpend.ing on the time of In the

!norrdng, after his night-tirne sleep, they were most visible on h1."

face, In thz: evening, on the other hz:ml, tiley most easily could oe

seen on his feet and the lower and ilpP('-l' parts of his legs. Being on

11is feet all the time m,,)(le oIl the. li<lu~ds in him ;'l{xtlmulilh~ in tbe

lov,'cr part ofhi~ body. As the state ofmalnU1ritiougrew, the edemas

multiplied, especially 0(1 those who had to stand on their feet for

many hours .- first on the lower part of their .legs, then on their

hehinds and testicles and even on their ahdomen,5. The sweHinJ('s

were often accompilDied by diarrhea, \vhkh often pr.::ceded d~e

development of edemas. In thh phas<\, they became indiffetent to

everything happening atOlmd thtm, They excluded themselves from

all relations to their envimnm.ent, If they coul<! &till move around,

they did so in slow motion, vvitl,out bending their knees. shi-..'

ered since their hody I'fClnperattlreusually feU hdow 98,7 ne,,'ees.

Seeing thenl from afar, one had the impression of seeing Arabs pray

ing. This image was the origin of the t<"rrm used at Auschwitz for

people dying of malnuttition: .<lIvluslims (ibid.: 94}.

No oni:: felt compassion JOt rht, Muslim, and no one felt synlpathy

fiJf hirn <:idler. The other inmates, who continually fe<tred for their

Jives, did not: even judge: him worthy of being looked. at. For the

prisoners who .C(']h.hoJ'Jlrd, the Muslim:. were ,,\ sotrrc.c of angel' and

worry; f;;>T the SSJ they were rnerdy useless garbilgc. group

thought only about eliminating them, eadl in it$ own way (Ibid,:

127).
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AU the lHusdmiiJwe.tw-ho finished in the gas chambers ha'\'('. the

same story, or more ex~ctly, h"ve no story; they foUowed the slope

down to the bottom, like streams th'-lt run do-wl1 to the sea. On their

entry' into the camp, through basic or by misfortum:', or

thruugh 80me banal incident, tbey are overcome before can

adapt~hemselve-s; they are beaten by Hme, the)' do not hegin to learn

Gennan, to disentangle the infernal knot of laws and prohibitioJJ.11

llntil their body is already in and nothing cans:;rve them from

selections or from <leath by exhaustiuo, Their life is short, but thek

number is c.ndiess; they, the Muselmiinllcr, tl)e dro'wned, form the

hackbone of the camp, an anon)'mou5 nliiSS, continually renewed

and identic:'!l, of non-men whornarch and labour in sHence,

the divine spark d..ad in them; already too empty to really suffer.

One, h(;sltat-es to can them liVing: one he~itates to taB their death

death, in the f<lCE of whkl1 they h,t",\,; no fear, as they arc_ too tired to

undeL~tand,

The)' crowd my memory with their faceless prc:se.nc<:, and if I

could enclose all the evil of our thne in oneimage... I wouid choose

this image which is familiar to mE',: an c1nad"tt:d man, with head

droppt:d and shoulders curved, on whose fklce and in \'\'105e eyes not

a trace of thought is to be seen (LevU986: 90),

2,2 There is little arrre-cment on the origin of the term ,iVfusel

mann, As is often th;case ""lith jargon; the term is not lacking

in synonyms. "The expression was in common use especially in

Auschwitz, from where it spread to otlWJ' camps as vvelL . " tn
Majdanek, the word was unknown. The living dead there were
t"rmcd 'donkevs'· in Dachau they were 'cretins,' in Stlltthof

<.:~. ..' ", . ,

'cripples: in Mauthausen 'swinlmers,' in Ncuengamme 'camcls,t in

Buchenwald 'tired sheikhs; and in the women's camp known as
Ravensbriick, M!lScl1Fciber(female Muslims) or 'trillkets'''(Sol'ky

1997: 329n5).

The most likely explanation of th<~ term can be found jn the

literal meaning of the Arabic word muslim: the one who submits

un-eonditionally to the will of God, !tis this meanjng that lies at

the origin of the legends concerning Islam's suppose1::! fatalism,
legends which arc found in EUfopea11 culture starting with the

Middle Ages (this deprecatory sense of the term is present in Eun1

pean languages, particularly in ItaHan), Bilt while the mUfJ]jm'g

resignation consists in the conviction that the will of Allah is at work

every moment and in even the smallest events, the ":Uu.w:!marm of
Auschwitz is instead defined by a loss of all will and conscious~

ness, Hence Kogan's statement that in the camps ... the Hrelatively
large group of tnen who had long since lost any real '">'ill to sur~

vive ... were called 'Nloslems' men of unconditional fatalism"

(Kogon 1979: 284).

There are other, less convincing explanations. One exall1pie
appears in the Encyclopedia !udaica under the entry i1fuse!mrmn:
"Used mainly at Auschwitz,-the term appears to de;'ive from the

typical atthude of certain deportees. that crouched on

the ground, bent in Oriental fashion, faces rigid as m;Jsks:'

Another explanation is suggested b)'Marsalek, \-vho associates

"the typical movements of Muselm2illner, the s\vaying mOU01i.S of

the upper part of the body, """lith Islamic prayer rituals" (Sofsky
1997: 329nS). Tbere!s a1;;0 the rather improbable intapretatton

of Muse1marm as hluschelmanD. -Hshel1-man," a man folded and

closed upon himself (Lt'Vi seems to alh-ide to this interpretation
when he writes of "husk-men"),

In any case, it is certain that, with a kind (if ferocJnus irony,

the Jews knew that they would not die at Auschwitz as Jews. .'

2,3 This disagreement concerning the etymology of the term
Muse/maun has as its precise counterpi.'lrt an uncertainty as to

the sernantic and disciplinary field in wb-ich the term shouitfbe
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situated. It is not surprising that the physician Fejkiel, v;;rho worked

for a long time in the concentration camps, tended to treat the

JIl1selmann as a medical case, heset with a particular malnutri

tional disorder endemic to the camps. To a certain degree; it was

Bruno Bettelheim \'\'ho first considered this issue, when in 1943
he published his essay "Individual and Mass Behavior in Extreme

Situations" in the Journal ifAbnormal and Social Psychology. In

1938-39, before being liberated, Bettelheim spent a year in Dachau

and Buchenwald,\'vhich at the time were the tVilO largest Nazi con

centration camps for political prisoners. Though the living con

ditions of the camps during those years cannot be compared to

Auschwitz, .Bettelheim had seen .+ll1Selmiinnerwith his ovmeyes,

and immediately recognized the novel transformations that H ex_

treme situations" produced in the personalities of camp prison

ers.For him, the MlIsclmann became the paradigm through which

he conceived his study ofchildhood schizophrenia, written years

after he immigrated to the United. States. The Orthogenic School l

which he founded. in Chicago to treat autistic children, thus had

the form of a kind of counter-camp, in vvhich he- undertook to

teach iVluselmiinner to become men again. There is not one charac

ter trait in Bettelheim's detailed phenomenology of childhood

autism described in The Empty Fortress that does not have its

dark precursor and interpretative paradigm in the behavior of the

Muselmann. "What vvas external reality for the prisoner is for the

autistic child his inner reality. Each ends Ul), though for different

reasons, with a parallel experience of the world" (Bettelheim

1967: 65). Just as autistic children totally ignored reality in order

to retreat into an imaginary world, so the prisoners who became

Muselmdnner substituted delirious fantasies for ,the relations of

causality to which they no longer paid any attention. In the semi

cross-eyed gaze, hesitant walk, and stubborn repetitiveness and

silence of Joey, Marcie, Laurie, and the other children of the
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school, Bcttelheim sought a possible solution to the enigma that the

Mllselmann had confronted him with at Dachau. Nevertheless, for

Bettelheim, the concept of "extreme situation" continued to imply

a moral and political connotation; for him, the A1nselmmm could

never be reduced to a clinical category. Because what was at stake

in the extreme situation was "to remain alive and unchanged as a

person" (Bettelheim 1960: 158), the A1uselmann in some sense

marked the moving threshold in \yh1ch man passed into non-man

and in which clinical diagnosis passed into anthropological analysis.

As for Levi, whose first testimony was a "Report on the Hy

genic and Sanitary Organization of the Monowitz (Auschv,ritz, High

Silesia) Con.centration Camp for Jews," written in 1946 at the

request of the Soviet authodties, the nature of the experience to

which he was called to bear witness was never in question. HActu~

ally, what interests me is the dignity and lack of dignity of man,"

he declared in 1986 to Barbara Kleiner,with a sense of irony that

probably went unnoticed by his interviewer (Levi 1997: 78). The

ne\v ethical material that he discovered at Auschwitz allowed for

neither summary judgments nor distinctions and, whether he liked

it'or not, lack of dignity had to interest him as much as dignity. As

suggested by the ironically rhetorical Italian title Se questa e un

llomo (literally "If This Is a Man/' translated as SlIfl'iYol in Ausch··
witz in English), in Auschwitz ethics begins precisely at the point

where the Jlluselmann, the "complete witness," makes it forever

impossible to distingUish between man arid non-man.

An explicit political meaning has also been. attributed to the

extreme threshold between life and death, the human and the in

human, that the Muse1mr.lnD inhabits:

The Muselmann embodies the anthropological mcaning of absolute

power in an cspecially r<ldical form. Power abrogates itself in the act

of killing. The death of the othcr puts an end to the social re1ation-
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ship. But by starving the other, it gains time, It erects a third realm, a

limbo behveen life and death. Like the pile of corpses, the Musel

mdnncr document the total triumph ofpo\"terover the human being.

Although still nominally alive, they are nameless hulks. In the con

figuration of their infirmity, as in organized mass murder, the regime

realizes its quintessential self (Sofsky 1997: 294);

At times a medical figure or an ethical category, 'at times a

political limit or an anthropological concept, the Muselmann is an

indefinite being in whom not only humanity and non-humanity,

but also vegetative existence and relation, physiology and ethics,

medicine and politics, and life and death continuously pass through

each other. This is why the Muselmann's llthird realm" is the per

fect cipher of the camp, the non-place in \vhich all diSciplinary

barriers are destroyed and all embankments flooded.

2.4 Recently, philosophers and theologians alike have invoked

the paradigm of the "extreme situation" or l'limit situation." The

function of this paradigm is analogous to the function ascribed by

some jurists to the state of exception. Just as the state of excep

tion allows for the foundation and definition of the normal legal

order, so in the light of the extreme situation - which is, at bot

tom, a kind of exception-it is possible to judge and decide on

the normal situation. As Kierkegaard writes, llthe exception ex~

plains the general as ""veIl· as itself. And when one really wants

to study the gen~ral, one need only look around for a real excep

tion." In Bettelheim, the camp, as the exemplary extreme situa~

tion, thus allows for the determination of what is inhuman and

human and, in this way, for the separation of the Jl1uselmann from

the human being.

Referring to the concept of the limit situation and, in particu

lar, to the experience of the Second World War, Karl Barth justly
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observed that human beings have the striking capacity to adapt

so well to an extreme situation that it can no longer function as

adistinguishing criterion. "According to the present trend," he
wrote in 1948,

we may suppose that even on the morning after the Day of Judg

ment ._- if such a thing were possible - every cabaret, every night

club, every newspaper firm eager for advertisements and subsCTibers,

every nest of political fanatics, every discussion group, indeed, every

Christian tea-party and Church synod \voltld resume business to the

best of its ability, and with a new sense of opportunity, completely

unmoved, quite uninstructed, and in no serious sense different from

what it was before. Fire, drought, earthquake, war, pestilence, the

darkening of the sun and similar phenomena are not the things to

plunge us into real anguish, and therefore to give us real peace. "The

Lord was not in the storm, the earthtJllilke or the fire" (1 Kings 19:

1111.). He really was not (Barth 1960: 115).

All the witnesses, even those submitted to the most extreme

conditions (for example, the members of the Sonderkommondo),

recall the incredible tendency of the limit situation to become

habit Cldoing this work, one either goes crazy the first day or

gets used to it"). The Nazis so well understood this secret power

inherent in every limit situation that they never revoked the state

of exception declared in February 1933, upon their rise to power.

In this sense, the Third Reich has been aptly defined as a l'Night

of St. Bartholomew that lasted twelve years:'

Auschwitz is precisely the place in which the state of excep

tion coincides perfectly with the rule and the extreme situation

becomes the very paradigm of daily life. But it is this paradoxical

tendency of the limit situation to turn over into its opposite that

makes it interesting. As long as the state of exception and the
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normal situation are kept separate in space and time, itS is usu.ally
the case, both remain opaque, though they secretly institute each

other. But as soon as they show their complicity, as happt'cnsmore

and more often today, they illuminate each other, '0 to speak,

from the inside. And yet this implies that the extreme situation
can no Jonger function as .'1' distinguishing criterion, as it did for
Bettelheim; it implies that the extreme situation's lesson is rather

that of absolute immanence, of "everything being in everything;'
In this sense, philosophy can be defined as the world seen from an

extreme situation that has hecome the rule (according to some

philosophers, the name of this extreme situation is ·'God").

2.5 AIda Carpi, professor of painting at the Academy of Brera,
was deported to Guscn in February 1944. where he remained

until May 1945. He managed to survive hecause the SS began to

commission paintings and drawings from him once they discov~

ered his profession. They mostly commissioned family portraits,

which Carpi produced from photographs; but there were also
requests for Italian landscapes and I'Venetian nudes:' wMch Carpi

painted from memory, Carpi was not a realistic painter, and yet

one can understand why he ~vanted to paint the actual scenes and

figures from the camp. But his commissioners had absolutely no
interest insuch things; indeed, they did not even tolerate the

sighr of them. HN0 oue wants camp scenes and figures," Carpi

notes in his diary, "no one wants to see the Jluselmann" (C:ilrpi

1993: 33).

Other witnesses confirm. this impOSSibility of gazing upon the

Muse!mafll1. One account is particularly e1oquent. ,cvcn if it is

indirect. A few years ago, the English film shot iu Bergen-Belsen

im:llediately after the camp's 1iher~tion in 1945 was made avail
ahle to the public. It is'difficult to bear the sight of the thousands

ofnaked corpses piled in common graves or carried on the shoul-
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ders of former camp guards, of those tortured bodies that even
the SS could not name (we know from ·witnesses that under no

, h b II d'" "II d "b tcIrcumstances were t ey to e ca .e corpses or ca ave)'s, U.

rather simply Figuren, figures, dons). And yet since the AHies

intended to use this footage as proof of Nazi atrocities and make it

public in Germany, we arc spared no detail of the terrible specta

cle. Atone point, however, the camc-ra lingers almost by accident

on what seem to be living people, a group of prisoners crouched

on the ground or wandering on foot like ghosts. It lasts only a few

seconds. hut it is still long enough for the .spectat.or to realize that

they are eitherMuselmanner vvho have survived by some miracle

OT, at least, prisoners very close to the state. of ilfuselm(inncr. With

the exception of Carpi's draWings, vd:lich he did fwm memory,
this is perhaps the sole image of .Musclmdnncr we have. Neverthe~

less, the same. cameramanl,vho had until then patiently lingered

over naked bodies. over the terrible "dolls" dismembered and

stacked one on top of another, could not hear the Sight of these

half~living beings; he immediatc1y began once again to show the

cadaver,. A, Elias Canetti bas noted, a heap 'lill dead hodies is an

ancient spectacle, one which has often satisfied the powerfuL But

the sight ofiJ.lfueJmanl1er is an absolutely !lew phenomenon, un~

bearable to human· eyes. .

-h I ' h" "2.6 W at no one ,"vants to sce at any cost, .)QweVcf1 IS t e Corc

of the camp, the fatal thTeshold' that all prisoners are constantly

about to cross. "The Muse:lmann stage was the great fear of the

prisoners, since not one of thern knew when his fate would be

come that of the Muslim, the sure candidate for the gas chambers

or another kind of death" (Langbein 1972: 113),
The space of the camp (at leasr of those camps, like Auschwitz,

in which concentration camp aue} extermination canlp coincide)

em even he represented as a series of concentric circles that, like
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waves, incessantly wash up against a central non-place, where the

MlIse1mann Jives. In camp jargon, the extreme limit of this non

place is called Selektion, the selection procedure for the gas cham

her. This is why the prisoner's most pressing concern was to hide

his sickness and his exhaustion, to constantly cover over the illuse1

mann who at every moment ,vas emerging in him. The entire popu~

laban of the camp is, indeed, nothing other than an immense

v,Ihirlpool obsessively spinning around a faceless center. But like

the mystical rose of Dante's Paradiso, this anonymous vortex is

"painted in our image" (pinta della nostra iffige); it bears the true

likeness of man. According to the law that what man despises is

also what he fears resembles him, the Muselmann is universally

avoided because everyone in the camp recognizes himself in his

disfigured face.

lt is a striking fact that although all witnesses speak of him as a

central experience, the MuseJmannis barely named in the histori~

cal studies on the destruction of European]ewry. Perhaps only

now, almost fifty years later, is the Muselmann becoming visible;

perhaps only-now may we draw the consequences of this visi

bility. For this visibility implies that the paradigm of extermina~

tion, which has until now exclusively oriented interpretations of

the concentration camp, is not replaced by, but rather accom

panied by, another paradigm, a paradigm that casts new' light on

the extermination itself, making it in some way even more atro

cious. Before being a death camp, Auschwitz is the site of an

experiment that remains unthought today, an experiment beyond

life and death in which the]ew is transformed into a Muselmann

and the human being into a nan~human. And we ,vill not under

stand what Auschwitz is if we do not first understand who or

what the Muselmann is - if we do not learn to gaze with him upon
(\ the Gorgon.

TI"'IE MUSELMANN

2.7 One of the paraphrases by which Levi designates the Ml1se1
mann is "he who has seen the Gorgon:' But what has the Jliusel
mann seen, and what, in the camp, is the Gorgon?

In a11 exemplary study that draws on literature, sculpture, and

vase painting, Fran~~ois Frontisi-Ducroux has shovvn hov!;' the Greeks

conceived of the Gorgon, that horrid female head covered with

serpents whose gaze produced death and which Perseus, with

Athena's help, had to cut off without seeing.

First of all, the Gorgon does not have a fac~ in the sense ex

pressed by the Greek term prosopon, which etymologically signi~

fies "what stands before the eyes, what gives itself to be seen."

The prohibited face, vvhieh cannot be seen because it produces

death, is for the Greeks a non-face and as such is never designated

by the term prosopon. Yet for the Greeks this impossihle vision is

at the same time absolutely inevitable. Not only is the Gorgon's

non-face represented innumerable times in sculpture and vase

painting; the most curious fact concerns the mode of the Gor

gon's presentation. "Gorgo, the 'anti-face,' is represented only

through a face ... in an ineluctable confrontation of gazes ... this

antiprosopon is given over to the gaze i.n its fullness, with a clear

demonstration of the signs of her dangerous visual effects" (Fron··

tisi-Ducroux 199.5: 68). Breaking with the iconographical tradi

tion by which the human figure is drawn in vase painting only in

profile, the Gorgon does not have a profile; she is always pre

sented as a flat plate, without a third dimension - that is, not as a

real face, but as an absolute image, as something that can only be

seen and presented. The [J0rgoneion. which represents the impas

sibility of vision, is what cannot not be seen.

But there is more. Frontisi-Ducroux establishes a parallel be

tween this frontality, which breaks with the iconographical con

vention of vase painting, and apostrophe, the rhetorical figure

by which the author, rupturing narrative convention, turns to a
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character or directly to the public. This mean" that the impossi
bility of vision of which the Gorgon is the cipher {'ontains some

thiug like an apostrophe l a caH that cannot be avoided.

But then "he 'who has seen the Gorgun" cannot be a simplc
dt~signation for the Muselnwnn, If"to sec the Gorgon means to see

the imposslhiHty of seeing, then the Gorgon does not name somc

tl}ing that exists or that happens hI the camp, something that the
iHusdmarw, and not the survivor, \yould have seen. Rather, the

Gorgon designates the impossihility of seeing that belongs to the
camp inhabitant, tlH; one who has "touched bottom" in the camp

and has become a non-human, The JI1.l5elmann has neither seen

nor known anything, if not the impossibility of knowing and see~

This is why to bear witness to the Muselmmw, to attempt to

nmtemplate theimpossibiHty of see~ng, is not an eas)' t<lsk,

That at the Ubottom~l of the human being there is nothing

other than ;U1 impOSSibility of seeing-this is the Gorgon~whose
vision tTanst<,rms the human heing into a non-human. That pre

cisely this inhuman impossihility of is what calls· aTHJ ad~

dresses the human, the apostrophe from which hunran

cannot turn away - this and nothing clse is testinwnr, The Gorgon

and he who has seen her and thc.Muse1mann and he who hears wit

ness to him are one g;iZ(~; they a Single impossibility of seeing.

2.8 That one cannot truly speak of "living heings" when refer

ring to Jfuselmihmel" is confirmed hy aU the witnesses. Amery
and Bettelheim define them as "walking corpses" (Amery 1980:

9, Bettelhelm 1979: 106). Carpi calls them "living deMl" and

"mummy-men" (Carpi 1993: 17); '\me h~:sitates to call-them Iiv

ing~"~Tites Levi (1986·~ 90). "Finally, you confuse the liVing and

the dead/' a witness of Bergem-Belsen. "Basicalh the dif

ference is minimal anyhow. We're ;keletons that are stillmoving;

-.and they're skeletons that are already immobile. But there's even
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a third categorY: the ones who lie stretched out, unable to rnove,

but still breathing slightly" (Sofsky 1997: 328n2). "Faceless pres-

or "shadows," in every case they inhahit "the limit hetween
life and death" ~ to cite the title of Ryn's and Kl(}dzinski~s study

dedicated to the Aiusdm(JnD, which today remains the sole mono

graph on the subject.
But this biological irnage is immediately accompanied hy

another image, which by contrast seems to contain the true sense

of the matter. The Musel1IJ(jnn is not only or not so much a limit

bet\veen life and death; rather, hClnarks the threshold between

the human and the inhuman,
The witnesses are in agreement ahout this too. "Non-men who

march and labor in siJence~ the divine spark dead within them"

(Levi 1986: 90). "They had to give up responding to it [the environ

ment} at all, and become objects. hut whh this they gave up being
persons" (Bettclhcim 1960: 152). There is thus a point at which

human beings. 1-vhi!t:, apparen.tly remaining human heif~gs. cease to

be human. This point is the and the camp is his cxem~

plaTy site. But vlhat does jt mean for a human heing to become a
non-human? Is there a humanity of human beings that Ciln be dis

tinguished and separated from hurnan biological humanity?

2.9 What is at. stake in the "extreme s1tuatio"n" is, therefore~

i'remaining a human being or not,') becoming a Mu,,,clmann or

not. The most immediate and common impulse is to·interpret

this limit experience in rnoral terms. It was thus a question of

to preserve dignity and sdf-respect. even if in the ('amp

d:ignity and respect could not ahvays he translated intD corre

sponding actions. Bettc1heim seems to imply something of the

kind when he speaks of a "point of no return" heyond which the

nrisOI)cr became a Jlusc1mmw:
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To survive as a m~tt not as. a walking co)"psc, as a debased and

degradf:d but still human one had first and foremost to

remain informed and aW,ln: ofwhat made up one's pnsonal point of

no return, the point beyondwhkh one would never, under any cir

cumstance·s, give in to the oppressor, even iF it mea.nt risking and los

ing OfW~':;. life, It meant being aware that if one survhed at the price

of overreaching this point one \vould he holding on to a life that h;Hl

lost all its meaning, It would mean wIth a lowered

self-respect, but without any (Bctte1hcim 1960~ IS7),

Naturally, Bettelheim realized that in the extretue situation,

real freedom and choice ViJere non-existent and often

amounted to the degree of inner awaren{;sswith which one obeyed
an order: !

This keeping informed and aware of one's actions-though it could

not alter the required act, ,save in extremities _ this minImal distanc\~

frDm one's own behavior, and the freedom to feel differently about

it depending on its character, this too was what permitted the pris

oner to remain a human being. It was the. giving up of all feelings,

all inner reservations about one's actions, the letting go of a point

at whicn one would hoM fast no matter 1,vhat, that chan.g(~d pris

oner into moslem.", Prisoners who understood this fully, came

to know that this, and only thiS, formed the crucial difference bt,

t ....v£'cn one!s hum'luity (and often life itself) and acc~pting

death as a human heing (or perhaps physical death) (Bette1heim

1%0: 118).

For Bcttc.lheirn, tilt: A-1uselmann is tht.rd'ore the one virho has
abdicated his inalienahle freedoIll and has consequently lOl:.'t all

traces of affee~ive life and humanity. This passage bCJ{md the

"point of no :return" is such a disturbing experience and. for

;E MU5EL.MANN

Bettelheim, hecomes such a criterion (}f moral distinction be

tween human and non-human as to deprive the witness not only

of all pity, but also ofluddity, bringing him. to misti1ke \'l,rhat ought

never to he confused, ThnsHoss, the commander of Auschwitz

condemned in Poland in 1947, is transformed for Bettelheim into

<I. kind of "well fed and well clothed" Muselrncmn,

Vv'hile his physical death carnelakr, he became a HVing corpse from

the time he assumed comm,md of Auschwitz, l1lat he ncy('Y became

a ';moslern"\\;as becallS<:~ he cOfltinut~,d to be well fed and \ven

clothed, But he had to div('.4t himsdf so (',ntite.1y of ,'md

self love, of feeling and personality, that for aU purposes he

was little more thaI) a macbine functioning only as his superiors

flicked the buttons of command (Bettdheim 1960:

To his eyes, the iHl1se/mann also becomes an improbable and

monstrous biological machine. lacking not only all rnoral con~

science, but even sensibility and nervous stimuli. ,. One might even

specuhte:, I' Bet:te1heirn writes,

as to whether these organisms had by~passed the reflex arc that once

extended from external or internal stimulus via frontal Il)be;; to feelM

artd action., .. Prisoners entered the moslem stage whl?,Jl emo

tion could no longer be (woked in them... , Despite their hunger,

even the lood stimulus reached their brain de:arly enough to lead to

action.". Other prisoners often tried to he nice to them when they

could, to them food and so forth, but they could no longer

respond to the emotlonal attltude that was hehind someone's giving

them fnnd (Bettelhejm 1960: 152, 156).

Here the principle according to which H no one wants to see

the Aluse1mann>t involves the survivor as well. Not only does he
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falsify his own testimony (all the witnesses agree that no one: in
the camps "was good to the Muselmlinner"). he does not

that he has transform(~d human be-ings into an unreal paradigm,

vegetative machine. The sole goal of this paradigm is to dUmv at
any cost for the distinctIon of what, in the camps, has become

indistinguishable: the hum.an atl.d.the inhuman,

2.10 What doeslt mean "to remain human"? That the ansvver is

not easy and the <J11estion it~elf needs to he considered is implicit

in the survivor's warning: jf this is a man.'l At issue is

not a question, but an injunction ("I comnulld these ,'\-"ords to

you" [Levi 1986: 11]) tlnt calls into questio" the very form of the

question - as if the Jast thing one can here is a statement
or a denial,

Instead, it is necessary to withdraw the me.anlng of the term
u man" to the point at which the very sense of the question is

transforrn{~d. It is remarkable that and Antelmc's tcsti

""un,"" which were both published in 1947, seem to engage in an

ironic dialogue on this subject even in their titles, if This is a Man

and The Human For Antelme, <It issue in tbe carnps \-vas an

"aItnost biological" claim to belong to the human species, the

final sentiment ofhe1onging tOd species: "the negation of our

quality as m(:n provokes an almost biological daim of belonging

to the human species [espece]" (Antelme 1992: 5-6, translation

slightly emended).
It is important that Antehne uses the technical tt;rrn

here instead of referring to the more familiar oile of le own;

}mmain. For it is a matter of biological belonging in the strict

sense (the "alrnose' is a euphemism of s-orts, a slight scruple be

fore the unimitgjned), not of a declaration of mora.l or political

solidarity. And precisely this is what must be "-considered,''' and

considered !;lot as a question of dignity, as Bettelheim seems to
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think. The task is so dark and enormous as to coincide with the

one set hy the SS: to take seriously the law of the camp, "pigs,

not men;'

Of the beroes we know ahout, from history or from litcntnrc,
vrhcther it was love they cried forth, or solitude, or vengeance l or

the angUish of being or of n(ln~beirlg, whether it W,H humiliation

they rose up or injustice ~- of t1l.(:$(' heroes we do not believe

that they were ever "hie to t~l(press as their last and only claim an

ultimate sense of belonging to the. human race, 'To S:lY that onc fdt
oneself contested a$ a man, as: a member of the hiJJ:nan species - may

look like a feeling discr;Ycr('d in an ('xpbuJl'lon arrived at

aftctwards. An,d yet it was that ,\-Vi: felt most cnn:;tilndy and immedi

ately, and thOl- that-Wilt, what the others wanted (ibid.:

translation

vVhat is the '''ultimateI' £011se ofhdonging to the human species.?

And doessllch a sense exist? For many. the Musdmann seems to

constitute nothing ot11er'than all answer to this question.

2,11 Levi hc6>ins to bear witness only after dehumanization has

been achieved, only once it no longer makes any sense to speak of

dignity. He is the only one who consciously sets out to bear wit

ness in place. of tht:, Mu::clmiinner, the drowned, those who "vere

demolished alld"vho touched bottom. It is implicit in many testi
monies that at All1K;}l\vitz everyone somelHnv set their ht-iman dig

nity aside, But perhaps IlO\yhere is this expressed as clearly as iIi

the passage in The Drowned and tbe Saved in which Levi f:yokes the

strange desperation that overcame the prisoners at the 1110Hlent

of liberation: "Just as they felt they were again becoming men,

that is, responsible.. :' (Levi. 19-89: 70). '11'1C survivor is therefore

familiar v'lith tlle common necessity of degradation; he knows
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that humanity and responsibility are something that the deportee

had to abandon when enteringthe camp.

It is important that certain incliyicluals _. pious Chaim, taciturn

Szabo, sage Robert, courageous Baruch - did not give in. But tes

timony is not for them; it is not for the "hetter ones." And even

if they had not died - hnt "the hest all died" (ibid.: 82) - they

would not be the witnesses; they would not be able to bear vvi~

ness to the camp. Perhaps to something else - their own faith,

their own strength (and this is precisely what they did, in dying)

- but not to the camp. The "complete witnesses," those for whom

bearing ,vitness makes sense, "had already lost the ability to

observe, to remember, to compare and express themselves" (ibid.:

84). To speak of dig;nity and decency in their case would not be
decent.

When one of his friends tried to convince him that his sur

vival was providential, that he had been "marked, chosen," Levi

responds with contempt - "Such an opinion seemed monstrous

to me" (ibid.: 82). Levi suggests that to claim that a recognizable

good was 1,\,ept at Auschwitz, that something precious Was in the

camp and carried out into the normal world, is not acceptable

and does not bear witness to the good. This too is the meaning of

, the thesis that it is not thp"-"best, those predestined t~ do good,

the bearers of a message" who survive (ibid.: 82). The survivors

are not only "worse" in comparison with the best ones ,- those

whose strength rendered them less fit in the camp - they are

also "worse" in comparison with the anonymous mass of the

drowned, those whose death cannot be called death. This is the

specific ethical aporia of Auschwitz: it is the site in which it is not

decent to remain decent, in which those who believed themselves

to preserve their dignity and self-respect experience shame with
respect to those who did not.
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2.12 In The Notebooks oIMalte Laurids Bngge, Rilke provides a

famous description of the shame that comes from having pre

served decency and dignity. Encountering some vagrants in the

streets of Paris, Malte recognizes that, despite his apparent dig

nity and clean collar, the va,b'Tants identify him as one of'them:

True, my collar is clean, roy underwear too, and I could, just as I am,

walk into any cafe I felt like, possibly even on the grand boulevards,

and confidently reach out my hand to a plate full of' pastries and help

'~yself. No on~\vould find -that surprising; no one \vould shout at

me or throw me out, for it is after all a genteel hand, a hand that is

washed four or five times a day.... Though there are still one or two

individuals, on the Boulevard Saint-Michel for example, or on the

rue Racine, who are not fooled, who don't give a damn about my

wrists. They look at me and knm\'. They know that in reality I am

one of them, tJut I'm only acting.... And they don't.vant to spoil

my fun; they just grin a little andvvink at me.... Who are these

people? What do they WJut of me? Are they waiting for me? Ho~v do

they recognize me? .. For it's obvious they are outcasts, not just

beggars; no, they are really not beggars, there is a difference. They

are human trash, husks of men that fate has spewed out. Wet with

the spittle of fate, they stick to a wall, a lamp-post, a billboard, or

they trickle slowly down the street, leaving a dark, filthy trail behind

them .... And hovi/ did that small, gray woman come to be standing

at my side for a whole guarter of an hour in front of a store 'window,

shO\ving me an old, long pencil that pushed infinitely slowly up out

of her wretched, clenched hands. I pretended that I was busy looking

at the display in the "\lindow and hadn't noticed a thing. But she

knew I had seen her; she kne\'\' I was standing there trying to figure

out what she was doing. For I understood quite \vell that the pendl

in itself was of' no importance: I felt that it was a sign, a sign for the

initiated, a sign only outcasts could recognize; I sensed that she was
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directing me to gO,some...vhere or do something, And the strangest

was that I couldn't get rid of the feeling that there actually

exjsted some kind of secret language which this sign belonged to,

and that this scene was after aU something th,lt I should have ex·

peet~d,.,. Since then, h;;rdly a has passed without a similar

encOlmter. Not only in the twWght, but at noon, in the busiest

streets, a ljtth:~ man or an old \Votmm will sudd(;nly appear. nod to

me, show me something, aml then Yanish, as if everything- necessary

were now done. 1t is possible t·hat one fine day they will decide to

come as far a~ my room; certainly know where TBve, and they'll

manage to get past the {Rilke 1983: 38~41).

\Xlhat interests us here is less that Malic expresses the funda~

mental ambiguity of Rilke' s- gesture, which is divided hetween the

consciOUSIH;SS of having abandoned every recognizable human

aspect and of attempting to dude this situation at: any cost• .;:md hy.. . . ,

which cw:ry descent into the abyss becomes merely a prefac(; to

the. predictahle ascent into the lwuts Deux of poetry and nobility.

What is decisive, rather, is that when confi'onted with the out

casts, Malte realizes that his dignity is a useless comedy, some

thing that can only induce them to .1grin a little ;mel wink" at him.

The Sight of them, the intimacy they is so unbearable to

IVlalte that he fears they may one day appear at his house to bring

shame upon him. This is why he takes refuge in the Bibliotlleque
Ndtionole, among his fellO\y poets, where the outcasts will never
be admitted.

Perhaps never hefore Auschwitz was the shipwreck of dignHy
in the face of an extrelYtC figure of the human and the uselessness

of self-respect hd(m:~ absolute degradation so effectively described.

A subtle thread ties Malic's >ihusks of men" to the "husk-men" of

whom Levi speaks, The young paees small shame before the

vagrants of Paris resemb1t:$ a meek messenger '<vho announces the
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great. unprecedented shame of the survivors in t1l.e face of the
drowned.

2J 3 The paradoxical ethical situation of the Mmclmauh must be

consi-dered. H(~ is not so much, ilsBettelheim helieves, the Cipher

of the point of no return and the threshold beyond which one

ceases to he human, He does not rnerely emhody a moral death

against which one mllst resist with all one's strength, to save

humanjty,self~respectt and perhaps even life, Rather, the A1usel
mann, as Leyi descrihes him , is the she of an experiment in which

morality and hurnanity themselves are called into ctuestion. The
/Muse1mnnn is a limit figure of a special kind, in \v11ich not only

categories such as and respect but even the very idea of an

ethic::d limit lose their meaning.
If one establishes a limit heyond vvhich one ceases to he

human', and all or most of humankind passes beyond itt this

proves not the inhulnanity of human beings but, instead, the

insufficiency and ahstraction of the limit. Imagine· that the SS lel

a preacher euter the camp, and that he tried with every pOSSible

means to convince the Muse1mifnner of the of keeping

their dignity and self~respect even at Auschwitz. 'j1Il': preacher's

would be odiOUS; his sermon would be an atrocious jest in

the face of those who were beyond not only the pm.~r\hiHtyof per

suasion, but even of all human help ("they \'\'ere nearly always

heyoud help" [Bettelheim 1960: 156]). This is why tbe prisoners

have always given lip speaking to the jf.1lJse:lmann, almost as if
silence :and not were the only demeanor adequate for

those who aTe heynnd help,

Simply to deny the ;}fuselU1ann's humanity "YQuld be to accept

the verdict of the SS and to repeat th.eir gesture. The :Huse1nw:rw
has! instead,rnoved into a zone of the human where not only help

but also dignity and self~respect have become useless, But if there
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is a zone of the human in which these concepts make no sense,

then they are not genuine ethical concepts, for no ethics can

claim to exclude a part of humanity, no matter how unpleasant or

difficult that humanity is to see.

2.14 Years ago, a doctrine emerged that claimed to have identi

fied a kind of transcendental condition of ethics in the form of

a principle of obligatory communication. It originated in a Euro

pean country that more than any other had reasons to have a

guilty conscience with respect to Auschwitz, and it soon spread

throughout academic circles. According to this curious doctrine, a

speaking being cannot in any way avoid communication. Insofar

as, unlike animals, they are gifted with language, human beings

find themselves, so to speak, condemned to agree on the criteria

of meaning and the validity of their actions. Whoever declares

himself not wanting to communicate contradicts himself, for he

has already communicated his will not to communicate.

Arguments of this kind are not new in the history of philoso

phy. They mark the point at which the philosopher finds himself
at a loss, feeling the familiar ground oflanguage somehow giving

way beneath him. In his proof of the "strongest of all principles,"

the principle of non-contradiction, in Book Gamma of the Meta

physics, Aristotle is already compelled to take recourse to such

argumentation. j'Some, owing to a lack of training," he writes,

"actuaUy ask that it be demonstrated; for it is lack of training not

to recognize of which things demonstration ought to he sought,

and of which not. In general, it is impOSSible that there should be

a demonstration of everything, since it would go on to infinity and,

therefore, not be a demonstration.... But even this [the principle

of non-contradiction] can be demonstrated, in the manner of a

refutation, if only the disputant says something. Ifhe says nothing,

it is ridiculous to look for a statement in response to someone
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who says nothing; such a person, insofar as he is such, is altogether

similar to a vegetable" (Aristotle 1993: 8, trrtnslation emended).

Insofar as they are founded on a tacit presupposition (in this

case, that someone must spcilk), all rct'utations nccessarily'leave a

residue in the form of an exclusion. In Aristotle, the resid~e is the

plant-man, the man \'\'ho does not speak. It suffices for the adver

sary Simply and radically to cease speaking for the refutation to

Jose its force. Not that the entry into language is something that

human beings can call into question as they see fit. Rather, the

simple acqllisition of speech in no way obliges one to speak. The

pure pre-existence of language as the instrument of communica

tion - the fact that, for speaking beings, language already exists _

in itself contains no obligation to communicate. On the contrary,

only if language is not always already communication, only if lan

guage bears witness to something to which it is impossihle to bear

witness, can a speaking being experience something like a neces
sity to speak.

Auschwitz is the radical refutation of every principle of obliga

tory communication. This is so not only hecause, according to

survivors' testimonies, any attempt to induce a Kapo or an SS to

communicate often ended in a beating; nor is it the case Simply

because, as Marsalek recalls, in certain camps the place of com

munication was taken by the rubber whip, ironically renamed deT

Dolmetscher, "the interpreter." Nor because "not being talked to"

was the normal condition in the camp, where "your .tongue dries

up iu a few days, and your thought with it" (Levi 1989: 93).
The decisive objection is different. It is, once again, the Musel

mann. Let us imagine for a moment that a wondrous time ma

chine places Professor Ape! inside the caJI!.p. Placing a MuselmollD

before him, we ask him to verify his ethics of communication here

too. At this point, it is best, in every possible way, to turn off our

time machine and not continue the experiment. Despite all good
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intentions, the Muselmann risks once again being excluded from

the human. The .Muselmann is the radical refutation of every pos

sible refutation, the destruction of those extreme metaphysical

bulwarks whose force remains because they cannot be proven

directly, but only by negating their negation.

2.15 It is not surprising that the concept of' dignity also has a

juridical origin. This time, however, the concept refers to the

sphere of public law. Already in the Republican era, the Latin

term dignitas indicates the rank and authority that inhere in pub

lic duties as well as, by extension, those duties themselves. It is

thus possible to speak of dianitas equestre, regia, impcratoria. From

this perspective) a reading of the twelfth book of the Codex Jus

tinianus, entitled De Dignitatilms, is particularly instructive. Its

task is to assure fun respect for the orders of the vari.ous "digni

ties" (not only the traditional ones of the senators and consuls,

but also those of the prefect to the praetorian, of the provost to

the sacred cubiculum, of the casket masters, decans, epidemetics,

the metats; and the other degrees of Byzantine bureaucracy). It

takes care to forbid access to duties (porta dignitaUs) for those

whose lives did not correspond to an appropriate rank (for exam

ple, those marked hy public censorship or infamy). But the con

struction of a genuine theory of dignities is the work of medieval

jurists and canonists. In a now classic book entitled The King's

Two Bodies: A Study in· Mediaeval Pa1.itica] Tl1eolosy. Ernst Kan

torowicz showed how legal science is strictly bound to theology

in the formulation of one of the cardinal points of the theory of

sovereignty: the perpetual character of political power. Dignity is

emandpated from its bearer and becomes a fictitious person, a

kind of mystical body that accompanies the royal body of the

magistrate or the emperor, just as Christ's divine person doubles

his human body. This emancipation culminates in the 'principle so
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often repeated by medieval jurists that "dignity never dies" (diS·'

nitas non moritur, Ie Rai ne meurt Jamais).

The simultaneous separation and unity of dignity and its bodily

bearer finds clear expression in the double funeral of the Roman

Emperor (and, later, in that of th.e kings of France). Here a wax

image of the dead sovereign, which represented his "dignity," is

treated as a real person, receives honors and medical attention,

and is burned in a solemn funeral rite (funus imaginariurn).

The work of the canonists develops along lines parallel to

those of the jurists. They construct a correspondingtheory of the

various ecclesiastical "dignities" that culminates in the De digni

tate sacerdotum treatises used by ofTiciates. On the one. hand, the

priest's rank is elevated beyond that of angels, insofar as during

the mass) his body becomes the place of Christ's incarnation. On

other hand, however) the ethics of dignity is emphasized, that is,

the need for the priest to hehave as hefits his lofty position (thus
to abstain from mala Yita, for example, and not to handle the

body of Christ after having touched female pudenda). And just as

public dignity survives death in the form of an image. so priestly

sanctity survives through the relic ("dignity" is the name that,

above all in France, indicates the relics of the holy body).

When the term lIdignity" is introduced into treatises of moral

philosophy, the model developed by legal theory is simply fol
lowed, point by point, in order to be interiorized. In Rome as in

the Middle Ages, the rank of the magistrate or priest is accompa

nied by a particular bearing and external appearance (from the

beginning, dignitas also indicates the physical appearance ade

quate to an e.levated condition and, according to the Romans,

corresponds in man to feminine l'emJ,rtas). A pale image of dignity

is thus spiritualized by moral philosophy and, then, usurps the

place and name of the missing "dignity." Ancljust as law once

emancipated the rank of the persona jlcta from its bearer, so
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morality - with an inverse and specular gesture -liberates the

bearing of the individual from the possession of a duty. A "digni~

fied" person is now a person who, while lacking a public dignity,

behaves in all matters as if he had one. This is clear in those

classes which, after the fall of the ancien regime, lose even the last

public prerogatives that absolute monarchy had given them. And,

later, it can be observed in the Iovi'er classes, ""rhieh are by defini

tion excluded from every political dignity and to which all kinds

of educators begin to teach lessons on the dignity and honesty

of the poor. Both classes are compelled to live up to an absent

dignity. '.fhe correspondence is often even linguistic: digl1itatem

amittere or sef\'are, "which indicated the loss or continuation of a

duty, now becomes "to lose" or "to keep" dignity, to sacrifice or. .
save, if not rank, then at least its appearance.

When referring to the legal status of Jews after the racial laws,

the Nazis also used a term that implied a kind of dignity: ent

wiirdigen, literally to "deprive of dignity." The Jew isa human

being who has been deprived of all Wilrde, all dignity: he is merely

human-and, for this reason, non-human.

2.16 In certain places and situations, dignity is out of place. The

lover, for example, can he anything except "dignified," just as it is

impossible to make love while keeping one's dignity. The ancients

Were so convinced of this impOSSibility that they maintained that

even the name of amorous pleasure was incompatible with dig

nity (verbum ipsum valuptatis non babet dignitatem), and they clas

sified erotic matters under the comic genre. (Servius informs us

that Book Four of the Aeneid, which brings tears to the eyes of

ffi()dern readers, was considered a perfect-example of the comic

style.)

There are good reasons for this impOSSibility of reconciling

love and dignity. Both in the case of legal diguitas and in its moral
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transposition, dignity is something autonomous with respect to

the existence of its bearer, an interior model or an external image

to which he must conform and. which must be preserved at all

costs. But in extreme situations - and love, in its own way, is also

an extreme situation ._- it is not possihle to maintain even the

slightest distance between real person and model, between life

and norm. And this is not because life or the norm, the internal

or the external, in turn takes the upper hand. It is rather because

they afC inseparable at every point, because they no longer leave

any space for a dignified compromise. (St. Paul knows this per~

feetly when, in the Letter to the Romans, he defines love as the

end and fulfillment of the Law.)

This is also why Auschwitz llnrks the end and the ruin of

every ethics of dignity and conformity to a norm. The bare life to

which human beings were reduced neither demands nor con~

forms to anything. It itself1s the only norm; it is absolutely imma

nent. And "the ultimate sentiment of belonging to the species"

cannot in any sense be a kind of dignity.

The good that the survivorsv;'-ere able to save from the camp ~

if there is any sense in speaking of a "good'J here·-is therefore

not dignity. On the contrary, the atrocious news that the sur

vivors cany from the camp to the land of human beings is pre

cisely that it is possible to lose dignity and decency beyond

imagination, that there is sti.1llife in the most extreme degrada

tion.And this new knowledge now becomes the touchstone by

which to judge and measure all morality and all dignity. The

Muselmann, who is its mOst extreme expression, is the guard on

the threshold of a new ethics, an ethics of' a form of life that

begins where dignity ends. And Levi, "vho bears witness to the

drowned, speaking in their stead, is the cartographer of this new

terra ethica, the implacable land-surveyor of Muselmannland.



2,17 \Ve have seen that to be bf':tween life and death is one of
the traits constantly attributed to the Muse1mann. the uwalking

corpse" par excellence. Confronted with his disfigured his
iiOriental" agony, the survivors hesitate to attribute tohhn even

the mere dignity of the HVing. BHf: this proximity ttl death may

also have another, more appalling meaning l one which concerns
the dignity or indignity of death rather than of life,

As always~ it is Levi who finds the most just and, at th(~ same

time, most terrible formula: "One hesitates~"he writes, ''to call

thcir death death," It is the most just formula, forw'hat defines

MII<:elmii1lfler is not so much their life is no longer life (this

kind of degradation holds in a certain sense for <111 (';:lmp inhabi

tants 3,t)(l is not an entirely new but, rather, that their

death is not death. This - that the death of a huruan being can no
longer be called death (not simply that it does not have impor

tance,which is not new, but that it cannot be called by the name

Hdeatlt) -is tlH;" horror that the MI1sclmonn brings to

thf~ camp and that the camp brings to the\yorld. But this means 

and this is Levi's phrase is terrible - that the SS were- right to

can the corpses FI8uren. Where death cannot be called death;

corpses cannot be cJlled corpses,

2.18 It has already been observed that what defines the camp is

not Simply the negation of Hfe, that neither death nor the number

of victims in any w-ay -e:dBusts the camp's horror, and that the

dignity offended in the camp is not that of life but rather of death.

In an interview given to Gunther Gam: in 1964, Hannah Arendt

thus described her reaction upon learning the truth about tbe

camps, in all its details:

Before that \ve said: -Well, one has enemies. That is naturaL

"VV'hy shouldn't a people- have enemies? But this 'was different. It was

7°

n:aHy as if an abyss had opened. This OUHhf- not to hal'e And

1 don't just mean the number of victims. I mean the method, the

fb.brkation of corpses and so on - I don't need to go into that. This

shou"]d not have hi1ppened. Something h<1ppencd to which

"Yc- cannot reconcile ourselves. None of us ('vcr can {Atcwlt 1993:
13~14).

Every sentence here is charged with a meaning so awful as to
compel whoever speaks to hav(~ recourse to phrases that stand

halfway between euphemism and tbe unprecedented. l'lrst of all,
the curious expression repeated in two versions~ '(this should not

have happened." appears at first to have at least a resentful
tone. which 1S surprising give.n its origin 011 the lips of the author

of the most courageous and demystifying book on the problem
of evil in our time, The gro'\vs as one rea(b the final

words: 'ISomething happened there to which\-vc cannot reconcile

ourselves, NO'ne of us ever can." (Resentment, Nietzsche said, if)

born from the will's impossibility to accept that SOlu0thing hap

pened, from its Incapacity to reconcile itself to time and to time's
'Iso it was,H)

Arendt '\vhat should not have happened and never~

theless happc!1ed :hm::nedIdtely afterward. It 1S'something so ap

palling that, h<.wing named it, Arendt makes a gesture bordering
on reluctance or shame (I don't need to go into that"): "the fab
rication of corpses and so on." Hilberg informs us that the defini
tion of extermination as a kind of fabrication by "conveyor helt"

(am lCil!fenden Band) was used for the first time by a physician

(}f the 55. E Entress. Since then, it has been repeated countless

times, often out of context.
In each case. the expression "fJhtic:,"tiOIl of cotpses" implh:.s

that it is no longer possible truly to speak of death, that what took

place in the camps was not death, but rather something infinitely
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more appaHing.ln people did not die; rather, corpses
were produced. without death, non ¥humans ,,,hose de-

cease is debased into a matter of serial production. And, accord~

ing to a possible and widespread interpretatiotl
j

precisely this

degradation of death the specific offense of Ausch
v;ritz, the proper name of its horror.

2,19 Yet it is. not at all obvious that th(~ degradation of death

constitutes the ethical problem of Auschwitz,VVhcneverAllSch.

'\-vHz is approached from this perspective, certain contradictions
arise inevitably. This· is aheady the case with those authors who,

many years before Auschwitz, denounced the degradation of
.death in our time, The first of these dllthoTS, of CDurse, is RHke,

\'vho may even constitute the unexpected, morc or less

source of Entress's expression concerning the chain production

of death in the camps. "Nov,,' there are 559 beds to die in, Like a

factory [jabrikmiissi£l], of course,\¥ith lJroduction so enormoUS
j

each individual death is not made carefully; hut that isn't

important. It's the quantity that counts" (Rilke 1983: 8-9). And
in the same years, p(:guy, in a passage that Adorno cvok(:d con

cerning Ausch\vitz, spoke of the loss of the dignity of death in the

modern vwrJd: "the modern \vorId has succeeded in swallowing
",,-hat is perhaps the hardest thing in the ,'{odd to sw-aIloW

j
since

it is something that in itselt~ almost in its texture, has ~ kind of

spedal dignit)c, something like a particular incapacity to be swa1~
lowed: death:'

Rilke opposes "'serial" death to the "'proper death" of good old

times, foe death that everyone carried within hhn just "'as <\: fruit
has its core" (ibid.: W), the death that "one had" and that "gave to

each person special dignity and silent pride}' The entire Book <1
Poverty and Deatb, wlitten in the shock of Rilke's stay in Paris, is

dedkate~ to the degradation of death in the- big dty, where- the

]2
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impossibl1ity of living becDmes the impossibility of hringing to
fruition one'.5 own death, the"great cleath each of us has within

us" (Rilke 1995: 90), It is remarkahle, thought that if one excludes

the ~bsessive recou~se to imagery of childbirth and ahortion (we

Dive birth to our own stillhorn death" [ibid.: 91]) and bitter and
b •

ripe fruit (this dead1 hangs green, devoid of sweetness, / like it

fruit inside them / that never ripens" fibjd,~ 90]), proper deJth

distinguishes itself from the other kind of death only by the most

abstract and formal predicates: proper/irr\proper Jnd internal/
external. Faced with the expropriation of death accomplished by
modernity, the poet reacts according to freud'5 scheme of mourn··

ing; he interiorizes the lost object. Or, as in me analogom case of

melancholy, by forcing to appear as expropriated an object - death

.- conccrnlllgwhjch it makes no sense to speak either ofproprie-ty

or improprietyo No,.vhcfC docs Rilke say \vhat renders Chamberlain

Brigge's death a "princely" Clud proper death, ,'vith the one exeepr

Hon that the Old Brigge dies precisely in his house, SUfTotmded by

his servants and hi;; dogs. Rilke's attempt to giveback "a spedal
dignitylt to death leave~ animpre::;sion of such indecency that in

the end~ the peasant's d1"eam to kill his suffering lord "with a dung
fork;; seems to betray the poet's own repressed desire.

2.20 Before Hannah Arendt, Ivlartin Heidegger, Arendt's teach

er in Freiburg:in the micl-tl,.vcnties t had already used the expres

sion "fabrication of corpses" to define the extermination camps,

And, cUriously enough. for Heldegg\~r the "fabrication of corpses"

implied, just as for LeYi, that it is not po,<;sib1e to speak of death

in the case of exterminatIon victims l that they did not truly die,

but were rather only pieces produced in a proccs5 of an assembly

line production, "They die in masses, hundreds of th(H15ands at a

time," reads the text -of Hddegger's lecture on technology given

in Brem,'!l under the title "The Danger" (Die G<3fabr).
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Do they die? They decease. They are eliminated. They become

pieces of the 'warehouse of the fabrication of corpses. They are im

perceptibly liquidated in extermination camps.... But to die (Ster

ben) means: to bear death in one's own Being. To be able to die

means: to be capable of this decisive bearing, And we are capable of

it only if our Being is capable of the Being of death, ... Everywhere

we face the immense Ihiseryof innumerable, atrocious deaths that

have not died [l1ngcstorbcncl' YodeL and yet the essence of death is

closed offto man (Heidegger 1994: 56).

Not without reason, a few years later, the objection was raised

that for an author implicated even mar6rinally in Nazism a cursory

allusion to the extermination camps after years of silence was, at

the very least, out of place. What is certain, however, is that the

victims saw the dignity of death to be so negated for them that

they were condemned to perish - according to an image recalling

Rilke's reference to "aborted deaths" -in a death that is not dead.

But what, in the camp, could a dead death have been, a death

horne in its very Being? And is there truly any sense at Auschwitz

in distinguishing a proper death from an improper death?

The fact is that, in Being and Time, death is assigned a particular

function. Death is the site of a decisive experience that, under the

name "Being':towards-death," expresses perhaps the ultimate inten

tion of Heidegger's ethics. For in the "decision" that takes place

here, everyday impropriety - made up of chatter, ambiguities, and

diversions and in which man finds himself always already thrown

- is transformed into propriety; and anonymous death, which

always concerns others and is never truly present, becomes the

most proper and insuperable pOSSibility. Not that this pOSSibility

has· a particular content, offering man something to be or to real

ize. On the contrary, death, considered as possihility, is absolutely

empty; it has no particular prestige. It is the simple possibili~v tif
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the impossibility cd' all comportment and all existence. Precisely for
this reason, however, the decision that radically experiences this

impossibility and this emptiness in Being-towards-death frees itself

from all indecision, fully appropriating its own impropriety for

the first time. The experience of the measureless impossibility of

existing is therefore the way in which man, liherating'himself of

his falle-nne5s in the world of the "They" (das Man), renders his

own facti cal existence possible.

Auschwitz's ro~ition in the Bremen lecture is therefore all the

more significant. From this perspective, the camp is the place in

\vhich it is impossible to experience death as the most proper and

insuperable possibility,as the possibility of the impossible. It is

the place, that is, in which there can be no appropriation of the

improper and in \'I'hich the factual dominion of the inauthentic

knosvs neither reversal nor exception. This is why, in the camps

(as in the epoch of the unconditional triumph of technology, ac

cording to the philosopher), the Being of death is inaccessible and

men do not die, but are instead produced as corpses.

Yet one may still wonder if Rilke's model, which rigidly sepa~

rates proper from improper death, did not produce a contradiction

in the philosopher's thinking. In Heidegger's ethics, authenticity

and propriety do not hover above inauthentic everydayness, as an

ideal realm placed above reality; instead, they are "an emended

apprehension of the improper" in which\vhat is made free are

simply the factual possibilities of existence. According to Holder

lin's principle often invoked by Fleidegger, "where there is dan

ger, there grows the saving power," precisely in the extreme situ

ation of the camp appropriation and freedom ought to be possible.

The reason for ,vhich Auschwitz is excluded from the experi

ence of death must be a different one, a reason that calls into ques

tion the very pOSSibility of authentic decision and thus threatens

the very ground of Heidegger's ethics. In the camp, every distinc-

7S
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Hon between proper Jnd improper, between possible and impos

sible, radically disappears. For here the principle according to

,,\thich the sole content of the proper is the improper is exactly

verified hy its 'inversion, which has it that the sole content of the

improper is the proper, And just as in Being~towards-death,the

human heing authentically appropriates the in;:mthentic, so in the

carnp, the prisoners exist eFerJd~y anonymom~y toward death. The

appropriation of the improper is no longer possible because the

improper has completely assumed the function of the proper;

human beings live factually at every instant toward their death,

This means that in Auschwitz it is no longer possihle to distin~

guish between death and mere decease, hetwe-en dying and i'being

liqUidated:' <fThe free person:' Amery writes thinking QfHcideg~

gel', H ean assume a certain $piritna] posture toward death, because

for him death is not totally absorbed· into the torment of dying"

(Amery 1980: 18). In the camp this is jrnpossihle. And this is so

not because, as A!Iit~ry seems to suggest, the thought of ways of

dying (hy phenol InjectiQu, gas, or heating) renders s\lperfluous

the thought of death as such. Rather. it is because \vhere the

thought of death has been materially realized, where death is

i<trivial, bureaucratic, and an affair" (Levi 1989: 148),

both death and dying. both dying and its ways, bDth death and the

fahrication corpses. become indistinguishable,

2.21 Grete Salus, nn Auschwitz survivor \Vh05(, words always

sound true, once wrote that i\man should never hav(~ to bear

everything that he can bear. nor should he eva have to see how

this suffering to the most cxtrerne po\vcr no longer has anything

h1..ill1a11 about it" (Langbein 1988: 96), It is worth reflecting on

this singular fonnul<ltioD} which perfectly expresses the specific

modal s,\atus of the camp. its particular reality. which. according

to survivors' testimony, l'CndeTS it absolutely trne and at the same
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time unimaginable. If in Beillg"towards~death,it "vas a matter of

creating the pOSSible through the e~perience of the impossibk

(the experience of death), here- the impossihle (mass death) is

produced through the full experience of the possihlt. through the

exhaustion of its infinity. This b why the carnpis the absolute

verification of Nazi politics, \vhich, in the words of Goebbels.

was precisely the "an of making pmsihle wha.t seems impossible"

(Politik ist die Kunst, dastH1l1iO'gJich Scheinende mos}Jcn zu machen).

And this is why in the cilmp, the most proper ge-sture of'Ileideg

geT's ethics - the (11)propnation of the improper; the making pas··

sible of' existence~ ren-JAin;:; inefl-1..;ctual; this is why "the essence

of death is closed off to lTHm:'

\Vhoc:\,cr was hI the camp, whether he was dnwrned or sur"

vivcd, bore everything that he could bear even 'Yhat he would

not have wanted to or should not ha'lC had to beaL This "suffering

to the most extreme powcr/' this cxhrl1.lstion of the possible, neV~

ertheless: has nothing "human" (lbout it. Human pm'lrer borders

on the inhuman,; the human also endures the non-human. Hence

the survivor's tml;:asc, the Jiunceasing discomfort, .. that ... was

nameless," in which Levi discerns the atavistic anguish of Gene

sis. lithe anguish inscribed in everyone of the 'tohu-bohu' of a

deserted and empty universe crushed under the spirit of God but

from which the spirit of man is absent: not yet born or already

extinguishctf' (Levi 1989: 85). This me<1ns that hml1aIlS bear

within themselves the mark of the inl'rmnan, that their spirit con

tains at its very center the vfound of non-spirit, non-human chaos

atrociously consigned to its ovvn being capable of everything,

Both the survivor's discomfort and testimony concern not

merely what was done or suffered, but what couid have heen done

or suffered, It is this cdpacity. this Almost inf'irrite potentiality to

suffer that is inhuman......., not the actions, or omissions: And it

is precisely this capaci~y that is denied to the SS. The executioners
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unanimously continue to repeat that they couid notdo other than

as Ihey did, that, in other words, they simply could not; they had

to, and thatis alL In German, to act without being capable of

acting is called B~fth]nMstnnd} having to obey an order. And they

obf:yed .k(Hl(jveI8ehor~.(lm, like a corpse, as Eichmann said. Cer~

tainly. even the executioners had t(J bear what they should not

have had (and, at times, wankd) to bear; but, according to Karl

Valentin'~ profound witticism, in e"ery case "they did not feel up

to betng capabie of it." This Is why they remained "humans"; they

did not experience the inhuman. Perhaps never was this radical

incapacity to llbe able ll expressed with such bHnd clarity as in

Himmler's speech of October 4, 1943:

Most of you know what it In('ans when 100 corpses lie there, or

when SOO corpsesli-e then~" nrwhen 1,000 corpses lie there. 'l~')

have gone through this and -- apart from a few exc0pt10ns .caused hy
human weakness ~ to have. rern,1incd decent, that ha:-; made us great.

That is i\ page of glory in Our history which has never been \vritten

and s"hkJi will never be. written... (Hilberg 1979: 648).

It is not by chance, then l that the SS showed themselves to be

almost \vitho'llt exception incapable of bearing ,vItness. \Vhile the

victims hore witness to their having become inhurmm, to having

horne everything that they emid bear, the executioners, while

torturing and killing, rClluined "honest men"; they did not bear

what they nevertheless could have borne, And if the extreme

ute of this extreme potentiality to suffer hi the .Muselm-;]rJl1l' then

one underst'l.nds "vhy the SS could not see the Muse/mann, let
alone hear witness to him. H~111ey' were so weak; they let them.~

selves do anything. They wen: people with whom there was no
common ground, no possihiHty of communication ~ this is where

the contempt came from, I just couldnl't imagine hO\'i,l they could
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give in like that. Recently I read a book on winter rabhits. who

every five or six years throw themselves into the sea to diej it made

me think of Treblinka" (ScrellY 1983: 313).

2.22 '1be idea that the corpse deserves particular respect: that

there is something like a dignity of death, do-es not truly belong to
the field of ethics, Its roots He h1stead in the most: archaic stratum

of law, which is at every point indistinguishahle from magic. The

hDnor and care given to the d<:::ceased's hod)' ',ViiS originaHyintended

to keep the soul of the dead person (or, ratber, his image or ph3n~

tasm) from remaining it threatening presence in the vvorld of the

liVing (the larva of the Latins dnd the eidolon or phantosmo of the

Greeks). Funeral rites served precisely to transform. this uncom

fortable and uncertain being into it friendly and potent ancestor

with \vhom it vvould then be pOSSible to establish well~denned

cuhic relation;.;.

The ancient world was, however, faraWar with that

aimed at rendering il11possihle any reconciliation with the dead.

Sometimes it was Simply a maHer of neutralizing the hostile pres

ence of the phantasm, 3S in the horrid masmliymos rituat in whidl

the extremities of the corpse of a killed person (hands, Hose. ears,

etc.) \vere cut off and along <t little cord, which was then

passed under the armpit SO that: the dead person could not take

revenge for the offenses he suffered. 'I'he deprivation of hurial

(which 1S at: the origin of the tragic conflict henveen Antigone

and Creon) was also a form eJf magic revenge exerted on the

corpse of the dead person, who was thus eternallycondem:ned to

remain a lar;fO, incapable (If finding peace. This is why in archaic

Greek and Roman law, the obligation to hold a funeral was so

strict that in the absence of a corpse, it was stipulated that a colos
sus- a kind of ritu,tl double of the deceased (usHally a wooden or

1-vax efflgy) ~ he hurned :in its place,

T9
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In :firm opposition to these magical practices stand hath the

philosopher's statement that "the corpse is to be throvm away
like dung" (Heraclitm, fr. 96) and the "vangelical precept that
enjoins the dead to bury the dead (of which there -is an ec~ol in
the Church, in the prohihition of certain Franciscan spiritual cur
rents regardiut1 the officiation of funeral rites). Itj5 even pOSSible

c b

to say that from the heginning, the link and alternating o.mtrast of
this ~{ouble heredity - a magico~juridicaI one and -it phHo50phico~

messianic one ....,determine th.e amhiguity ~)four culture's relation

to the question of the dignity of death,
Perhaps nowhere d()t~g this ambiguity emerge as forcefully as

in the episode in Tbe ·Brothers KdfOnWZO'l> in which the c(}rpse of
Starets Zosima off an intolctahle st(:nch, j:or the monkB who

crowd around the cell of the holy Starets are soon divided among
themselves. Faced with the dea{l hody\; ohvious lack of dignity
which, instead of emitting a saintly odor, begins to decompose
indecently~ the majority calls into {Iue-stion the saintliness of
Zosima's life; only a few know that the fate of the corpse does not
authorize any' .- 'on the plane of ethics. The smell of

putrefaction that blows over the heads of the incredulous monks
in some wal,-' cvokf's the odor that the crcmatorial oyens

,_ the '\'Ilay~ of heaven" - dispersed over tbe camps. Here wo, for
many, this st.::nch is the of Auschwitz's Stlpreme offense

against the d1gnity of mortals,

2,23 The anlbigu1ty of our culture's relation to death reaches its

paroxysm after Aus(~hwit"z,This is particularly evident in Adorno,

who wanted to make Auschwitz into a kind of historical ,watcr~

shed, stating not only that H:aftcr Ausdnvitz one cannot write:
poetry" but even that "allpost-Auschvritz culture. including its

urgent critique, is garbage" (Adorno i973: 367). On the one hand,

Adorno $eems to share Arendt'"s and considerations

s"

(for ,Which otherwise he has no sympathy whatsoever) regarding
the "'fabrication of corpses"~ thus he speaks of a "mass, low cost

production of death:' But on the other hand, he seornfuHy de
nounces Rilke's (and Heidegg{:r's) claims for a proper d~ath.
"mIke's prayer for 'one's own death,'" we read in il4inima llfo1"{jlia,

"is a piteous way to conceal the fact that nowadays pcnplc merely

snuff out" (AdoJ'llo 1974: 233),
This oscillation betrays reason's incapacity to identify the spe

cirk nime of Auschwitz with certainty. Auschwitz stands a.ccused
on two apparently contradictory grounds: on the one band l of

having realized the unconditional triumph of death against life; on
the other, of having degraded and dehased death, Neither of these
charges - perhaps like every which is always a genuinely
legal gesture·- succeed in exhausting Auschwitz's offense. in de~

fining its case in point. It is as if there were in Auschwitz some
thing like a Gorgon's head, which one cann(lt~·-and does not

w"tnt to-se(~ at any cost, sOHl.cthing 50 ul1precedemed that one
tries to make it comprehensible by hringing it back to categories
that afC both extreme and absolutely familiar: life and death, djg~

nity and indignity. Arnong these categories, the true dphcT of
Ausch'witz-the Mu"elmann, the "core of the campI" he whom
I·no one "vants tn see," and ·who is inscribed in every testimony as
-a lacuna -wavers "\vithout finding a definite posith;n. 'He i:s tl~uly
the larva that our memory calrnot succef~d in burying, the unfor
gettable vi'ith whom we must reckon. In one. case, he appears as
the non-living. as the being whose life is not truly life; in the
other, as he whose death cannot be called death, hut only th.e pro~

duction of a corpse - as the inscription of life in a dCilcl arf.~a. and.
in death, of a liVing area. In hoth cases~ what iscaIled into ques
tion is the very humanity of man, since man observe-sthe
mentation of his privileged tie to what constitutes him as human,

that is, the sacredness of death and life. The Musehm:uinis the

8\



non~hnman who obstinately appears as human; he is the human

that canno! he told apart from the inhuman.
If this is true, then vdint does the survivor mean wh,;n he speaks

of the Ml1se1mrmn as the witness/' the only one for

whom testimony would have a meaning? Hmv can the

non-human testify to the human. and how can the true witness
be the one who hv definition cannot hear witness? The Italian

title of Survival i~ Auschrvitz. "If This Is a Man.";:tlso has thi::;

meaning; the name "man" first of an to a non-man, and

the complete witness is he whose humanity has been wholly de

stroyed. The human beint!. Levi's tithe implies, is the olle who can
SUl't'1YC the human being, If we give the name "Levi's paradox" to

the statement that "theMuse1mann is the complete witness:' then

understanding such a thing is possible - 'will coin

cide \",iith understanding the sense and nonsense of this paradox.

2,24 Michel Foucault offers an explanation of the tlegradation

of death in Ollf time, an explanation in political terms that ties it

to the, transformation of power in the modern age, In its: tradi
tional form, which j,<; that of territorial sovereignty, power defines

itself essentially as the right over life and death. Such a right,
however, is by definition asymmetrical in the sense that it exerts

itsdfabove all from tile side of death; it concerns life only indi

rectly, as the abstention of the right to kilL This is why f;oucault

char"cterizE',s sovereignty through the formula to nw<~e die and

tolct lit'e, vVhen., starting '\"ith the seventeenth centuTY and the

birth of the science of police, care for the life and h.ealth of sub

jects hegins to occupy an increasing place in the mechanisms and

calculations of states, sovereign power is progressivel)' trans~

fonned into what Foucault calls "biopo"ver.'l The ancient right to

kill and to let live gives "vay to an inverse model, which defines

modern biopohtics 1 and. which can be expressed by the formuhl
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to make liFe and to let die. "\Vhile in the right of sovereignty death

"vas the point in v,rhich the sovereign's absolute pmver shone most

clearly, now deilth instead becomes the moment in which the
individual eludes an P0'>Y{T, falIing hack on himselfand'souiehow

bending back on what is most private in hhn" (Foucault 1997:

221). Hence the progr{',$_~i-vc disqllaHfieJtion of death, which
it of its character as a plJblic rite in which not only indidduJls

and families but the whole people participates; hence the trans"

formation of death into something to he hidden, a kind of private
shame.

The point at which the two models of power collide is the

death of Franco, Here the person who incarnated the ancient sov

ereign pOvver of life and death for the time in our ,",-""m.
falls into the hands of the new medical. biopolitical power, which

succeeds so well in "making men live" as to make them live even

when they are dead. And yet for Foucault the two powers, which
in the body of the dictator seem to he momentarily indi~tingllish~

ahle.. remain essentially heterogeneous; their distinction gives rise

to a series of (individual body/popu~
latioD, discipline/mechanisms of·regulation,man·.body/ man

species) that, at the dawn of the modern age. deJine the pa,~sag«

from one to the other. Naturally. }ioucault is perfectly

aware that the tWQ powers and tb~ir techniques. can, in certain

cases, h<: within each otheri but the)' nevertheless re

main conceptually distinct, Yet this very heterogeneity beCOffi<:'5

problematic when it is a matter of confronting the ,malysis of the
great totalitarian states ofour time. in particular the Nazi !>tate, In

Hitler's art unprecedented 8hsolutization of the bjo~

power to make bve intersects with an equally absolute generaliza~

tion of the sovereign power to make die; such that hiopolitics
coincides imrnediately with thanatopoHtics, From the Foucaultian

pcrs"ec:th'e, this coincidence represents it gennine paTadox, which.
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like all paradoxes, demands an explanation.. How is it possible

that a power whose aim is essentially to make live instead exerts
an unconditional power of deatll?

Tbe answer Foucault gives to this question in hJs 1976 College
de France course is that /iiclsm is what aHo\vs hiopower

to mark caesuras in the biologkal contimmm of the human spedes,

thus reintrodl.wing a pdndplt: of war jnto the of ilmaking

Jive." "In the hiological continuum of the human the op~

position and hierarchy of races, the qualification of certain races
as good and' others, by contrast, as htferioT, are to frag

ment the biological domain whose care pcrvn:r hud undertaken;

they are ways to distinguish different groups inside a population.

In short. to stabHize a caesura of a hiological type inside 3 domain

that define, jtselfprccisely" biological" (Follcallit 1997:
Let us try to further develop Foucault's The funda-

lTlental caesura that divides the biopoHtkal domain is that be

nveen people .and populdtwn, which consists in to light a

population in the bosom of a' people; that is, in transforming

an essentially polltical body an essentially b1010gkai body,
\-vhose hirth and death! }lealth and illness. must then be regulated.

With the emergence of hiopmver, every people is doubled by a

popl1lation;every democratic people is. at the same time, a demo
gmphic people. 'In the Nazi Reich, the '1933 legislation on tbe

"protection of the hereditary health of the German people" marks

this caesura perfe.ctly. The caesun that immediately fol1ovvs is the

one by which, in the set of all citizens, citizens of' "Aryan descent"

are distinguished from those of "non-Aryan descent," A further

caesura then traverses the set of citizens of "non-Aryan descent,"

separating Jews (Volljtulen) from /lrJischlinHe (people ",vith only one

Jewish grandparent, or with two Jewish grandparents but who

neither are of Jc',vish faith nor have]cwish spollses as ofSeptem~

LS, 1935). Biopolitkal caesuras (lre essentially mohile, and in
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each use they isolate a further zone in the hiological continuum.

a zone \vhkh corresponds to a process of increasing Entwiirdifjuua
and degradation. TItUS the non-Aryan passes into the Jew, the Je",,\,

into the deportee (umgc51cde1t; aus[jcsicdclt), the deportee into the

prisoner (HiijilinEl)' until binpolitkal caesuras reach their final
limit in the camp. Thb limit is the Mu<:elmann. At the poiJ1t in

which the Hiiftling becomes a ilfllleimaHn, the bioflOl1tics of rac~

ism so to speak transcends race, pelletn.ting into a threshOld in

which it is no longer pDssihle to (:,stab1ish CileSl1ras. Here the waver

ing link between people and pop1.1btion is definitively Df'OK,en,

and \Vi.? witness the emergence of something like an :ibsolute bio~

political substance that cannot be aSSigned to a particular bearer

or subject, or be divided hy anothct" caesura.

It is then possible to understand the decisive function of the

camps in the system of Nazi hiopolitics. They are not Ulf:rcly the
place of death and extermination; they are also, and above all, the

site of the production of the Muse1mann, the fInal hiopolitical sub~

stance to be isolated in the biological continuum. Beyond th<~

Musdmmm lies only the gas chamber.
In 1937, during a secret meeting. Hitler formulates an ex~

trcme biopolitical concept for the first time, one well worth con

sidering. Referring to Central-\Vestern Europe, he claims to need

a volkJostr Rauttl, a 5p'iiCe empty of people.. How is one to nnde.r~

stand this singular It is not Simply a matter of sorn,e~

thing like a desert, a geographical space empty ofinhctbitants (the
region to which he referred was densely populated by dilTerent

peoples and nationalities). Hitler's "peopleless spacelt instead des~

ignates a fundamental biopoJitkal an intensity that can

persist in every space and d1rough which peoples pass into popu
lations and populations pass into Afm:eJmdrmer, JfolkJo"er Raum! in
other words, names the force of the camp understood as

a biopoHtkal machine that, once established in a determinate
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geographical space, transforms it into an absolute biopolitical
space, both Lebensraum and Todesrauln, in which human life tran

scends every assignable biopolitical identity. Death, at this point,
is a simple epiphenomenon.
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CHAPTER THREE

Shame, or On the Subject

3.1 At the beginning of The Reawakening, Levi describes bis

encounter with the first Russian advance guard that, at around

noon on January 27,1945, reached the camp 9f Auschwitz, which
the Germans had abandoned; The arrival of the Russian soldiers,

which marks the prisoners' definitive liberation from the night

mare, takes place not under the sign of joy hut, curiously enough,

under that of shame:

They were four young soldiers on horseback, "\vho advanced along

the road that marked the limits of the camp, cantiously holding their

sten-guns. When they reached the barbed wire, they stopped to

look, exch:mging a few timid words, and throwing strangely embar

rassed glances at the sprawling bodies, at the battered huts and at us

few still alive.... They did not greet us, nor did they smile; they

seemed oppressed not only by compassion but by a confused

restraint, which sealed their lips and hound their eyes to the funereal

scene. It was that shame we knew so \vell, the shame that drowned

us after the selections, and every time we had to watch, or submit to,

some outrage: the shame the Germans did not know, that the just

man experiences at another man's crime,at the fact that such a

crime should exist, that it should have been. introduced irrevocably
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into the world of things that exist, and that his vvill for good should
have proYed too weak or null, and should not haVf; availed in defence

(Lc'\'i 1986: 181-82, translation slightly emended).

More than twenty years laterl while writing The Dro,YnCcf and
the Saved, Levi once again reflects on this shame, Shame now be

comes the dominant sentiment of survivors, and Levi tries to

explain why this is so. It is therefore not surprising that, like all

attempts at explanatioils, the chapter of the book entitled i'Shame"

is ultimately unsatisfying. This is all the "more so given that the

chapter immediately follows Levi's extraordinary analysis of the

"gray zone," which. consclouslykcepjng to the inexplicahle, reck

lessly refuses all explanation. Faced with the KaposI collaborators,

HprO'minent oncs" of ali kinds, the of the Son

der"~ommI1nd!J and even Chaim Rumkovllski, the rex judaeoJum of

the Lodz ghetto; the survivor ended with a non-/jauet: }'[ ask that- ,
we meditate on the. story of 'the crematorium rave-ns' "with pity

and rignr, but tbat judgment of them be suspended" (Levi 1989:

60), But in his chapter on shame Levi seems hastil), to lead bis

subject back to a sense of guilt: "many (including me) experi

enced ishame,' that is, a feeling of guilt." (Levi 1989: 73). Jmmedi~

atdy afterward, ill to discern the roots of this guilt, the

very author '\vho had only a little earlier fearlessly ventured into
an absolutely unexplored territory of ethics now submits himself

to 4L test of crm$d(~n('e so puerile that it leaves the reader uneasy.

The-wrongs that emerge (having at times shaken his shoulders

impatiently when faced WIth the reqi.!ests ofyounger prisoners,

or the episode of the water that he shared with Alberto hut

denied to Daniele) are, of course, excusable. Hut here the l'eader's

Uf),ease can only he a reflection of the survivor's embarrassment,

his incapacity to master shame.

~;H/\ME, OR ON HE SUbJECT

3.2 The survivorls feeling of guilt is a ]ocusda,551C11s ofliteratnre

on the camps. Bettc1heim expressed its paradoxical character:

the reo'll issue, '. is that the sllrvivor a,s a tJlinking heing lnows very

wen that he is not guilty, asI, for one, know abOllt but that

this does not cbange the fact that the humanity of such a person; aiJ a

feeling heing. requires that he-Jed guilty, and he does, One cannot

survive the concentration camp without feeling gUilt)' that one '.va$

so incredibly lucky ",-hen millions perishe.d, many of them in front of

one's eyes.... [n the callips one \\,;)5 forced, day after day, for yeani,

to watch the destruction of others, against one's better

judb;rnent-~that one should have feeling guilty for hav-

ing often felt glad that it was not oneself who perished (Bettelheim

1979, 297-98).

"Vies.;;l formulates the sarnc kind of aporia in the apothegm 'jI

live,· therefore I am gUilty,l' adding immediately afterward: "1 am

here because a friend, an acquaintance, an unkno,vn person died

in my place!' Ella offers a shuHar explanc_tion. as if the

survivor could live only ill the place of anothcr: "Does not e-a{~h of

us who has returned go arollnd with it guilt feeling, feelings which

our executors so rarely fecl- 'I live, because others died in my
phce?''' (L,ngbein 1972,539).

Levi also experienced this kind of sentiment. And yet hc does

not fully accept its conseqw;Hces; he tIghts tenaciously against it.

The conflict finds expression as late as 1984. in his poem "The

Survivor:"

Dopo di aHora. ad ora incerta,

QUf:lla pE'na rHo-rna,

Ese non trova chi 10 ascniti,

Gli bruda in pctto ii cuore.
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Rivede i visi dei suoi cornpagni

Lividi nena prima luce,

Gri~i di polvere di ceTnento,

fudistinti peT neb-bia,

Tinti di morte nei sonni inquieti;

A noUe menano Ie mai;celle

Sartala fior", gtcvc dei soglli

Ma5Hcando una rapa chc non c'e,

"lndietro, via di (jui, gentc sommet5iJ:,

Andate, Non ho soppiantato nessuno,

No ho usurpato il pane til ncsmrw,

Ncssuno emorto invcce mia. Ncssuno.

Ritr:m<itc aHa vostra nchbia.

Non emia colpa se vivo e

e rnangio e hevo e donno e ve.sto panni:'

Since then, at an uncertfliu hour, that puni<;!unent comes back. And

ifjt doesn't find someone v:ho will Hsten to it, it bums his heart [n

his chest-Once he S(:(;i! the faces of the other inm.1h's,.blueish

in the light of dawn, gray with cement dust. shroudetI 1n mist,

paintecl with de-ath in their n:stless sleep. At night thdt jaws grind

away. in the ahsence of dreams, cbewing ona stone that isn't there,

"Get away from hE'-l'c, dr-6v.r ned people, go away, I didn't uTf<urp

anyone'.~ place. I didn't steal anYDne's bread. No one died in my

stead, No one. Go back to VOUT mist. It isn't my fault if flivc and.. . ,

breathe, eat <md drink and sleep and We-df dothes" (Lev! 1988;

581),

The citation from Dante in the last verse b-ears witnes:; to the

fact that what is at issue in this text is not Simply the disavovval

of responSibility. The citation comes from the thirty~third canto

of the Ir~femo (v, 141), which describes Dante's encounter with
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Ugolino in the traitors' pit. It .c'ontains a double, implicit refer

ence to the problem of the guilt of the deportees. On the one
hand, Dante's l<dal'k well" is the place of' traitors, in particubr

those ,,,rho have betrayed their own and fri<:nds. On the

another hand, in a hItter allusion to his own situation as a sur

Yivor~ th<: cited Vt'_TSC also refers to someone whom D:mte he

lievcs to be alivel but who is only apparently Hying, since his soul

has already heen swallowed by death.
Two years when he writes The Dmvmed and the S;a-;red,

Levi Once again asks himself' the foHoviring question: "Are you

ashamed because you are alive in place of another? And in partic

ular, of a man H:wre generous, Inore sensitive, more useful, wiser,

worthier of living than you?" But this time too the answer is

doubtful:

You cannot hlock oul such feelings: you examine yourself. you

review yom memories, hoping to find them all, <\ild that nOfH'; of

then) are maiiked or disguised. No, you fmd no ohvious tr;-\tisgres~

sious, you did not usurp anyone's place, you did not heat anyone

{hut would 1'01.1 have had the strength to do so?), you did not acccllt

positions {bllt none we!:'.: offered to you ...), yuu did not steal any

one's bread.; neverthelc8s you cannot exclude it. It i:; no more than a

s.upposition, iudeexJ the sh"dow of a suspic.iom that eildl mal) i5 h1s

brother's Cain, that each one of us (but this time 1tay "us" in a much

vaster. indeed, universal sense) has usurped his neighbor's place and

lived in his stead (Levi 1989: 81·--32).

Yet the same generalization of the accusation (or. rather, the

suspicion) somehow hlmits its edge; it makes the \YOlUld less
pa~nful. "No one died in my stead, ND Dnc" 1988: 58l),

"One is never in the place of another" (Levi 1989: 60).
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3.3 The other face of the survivor's shame is the exaltation of

simple survIval as such. In 1976, Terrence Des Pres, professor at
Colgate University, published The SUlV1W!Y: An Arwtomj' c:{tije in
tbe Death Camps. The book, which had an immediate and notable

success, set out to show that "sur'li',';),l is an experience with a def

inite structure, neither ranf1.om nor regressiv..,: nor a.n1oraJ"1 (Des

Pres 1976: v) and, at tbe same time, to l'render visible t1).lt struc

ture" (ibid,). In the final analysis, Des Pres's anatomkaJ dissection

of life in the camps revea)::; that in the finai analysis life is surv:hral
dnd that in the extreme situation of Auschwitz, the very nucleus

of i.(life in itself" comes to light as such. freed from the hindrances

and deformations of culture, i)es Pres does, at a certain point, in

yoke the specter of tht~ Alusclmarm as a figure representing the
impossibility of surVival (the empirical instance of death~in-life';
[ibjc1.~ 99]). But he -criticizes Bettelheim's testimony for haVing

undervalued the prisoners' anonymous and everyda.y fight to SUT

vive, in the HaTne an :mtiquated ethics of the hero: of the one

who is to renounce his lifc~ For Des Pres, the true ethical

paradigm of -nUl' tIme is instead the suTvivof;\'\'ho, \vithout search

ing for ideal justifications Hcbooses life" and fights Simply to sur

vive. The survivor, he writes,

is the first of civilized men to live beyond th~ compulsiom flf cui

tme; beyond a fear of death \vhich can only be ass1..l<1ged by insisting

that life itsl'1L' is worthless. The survivor is evidence that men and

women are strong enough, mature enough, awake enough, to face

death woithout mediation, and therefore to embrace life without

reserve (:ibid.: 245),

The life that the survivor chooses to "embrace without reser

vations," the "small, additional, added·-on life" (ibjd,~ 24), for

which he is ready to pay the highest price. reveals itself in the end

to be nothing other than biological Hff; as such, the simple; im

penetrable "priority of the biological clement:' With a
vicious circle invvhich to continue is nothing other than to go

hackward, the H~dditiofl.allife-"disclosed by survival is .simpi)' an

ahsolute a pri-ori:

Stripped of everything hut life, what can the survivor fall hack upon

except some biologic;dly determined "talent" by
cultural deformation. a bank of knowledge embedrhd in the

cells, The key to sm,>ival behavior may thus lie in the priority o1'hio

logical being (ibid.: 228).

3.4 It is not surprising that Bcttclhcim reacted to Des Pres's

book with indignation. In an article that appeared in The Nell'

Yorker following the publication of The Survivor, Bette1hehn ref}f~

finn::; the (ledsive importance of the survivor's feeling of guilt:

It wal he newS- to most survivors that they are "strong

enough. mature enough, aw"k(: . to etnhr:lce life vvithout

res.erve," since only a pitifully small nnmher of those who {mtered

the German camps survived. 'What !tbout the millions who perished?

Were they "awake ", to ernbraet; life ,\ylthcHlt reserve" as

wen: driveD into the, gas chambr:rs? ,W}nt about tIle nBny

survivors who wen: cmnpletel)' broken by their (:xpedence, so that

years of the best care could not help them cope with

their memories, which continue to haunt thF;m in their deep and

ottt.'Jl suicidal ... What of the hnrrihle nightmares about

the camps whichevcry so often awaken me today, thirty~Hveyta:rs

later, despite a most Ufe, and wbich every Sl1TY1VOr I have

asked has also ." Only the ".hility to feel guilty ffiZlke-s

us hmnau; particularly if, ohjectiyely seen, Queb not guihy (Hettel··

heim 1979: 296. :113).
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Despite their polemkal tones1the two adVeTsaries are in fact
not as far apart as they seemj·they are, more or less consciouslYJ

both prisoners ofa eurious circle, On the one hand, the exaltation of
survival constantl), r(~quires reference to dignity Cl'fhere is a

circularity' ahout existence in extremity: survivors preserve their. .
dignity in order 'not to hegin to die'; they care for tht~ body as

a matter of 'tIlI)ral survival'"~ [Des Pres 1976: 72]). On the other

hand, the assertion of dignity and the feeling of gUilt have no

other sense than survival and hthe life instiner" ("those prisoners

who blocked out neither heart nor reason ... those prisoners sur-
yived-" (Bettdheim 1960~ HOur obligation ~-not to those

who arc d(~ad, but to and to those around us who are still

alive is to strengthen the life drives" [Bettelheim 1979: 102]).
And it IS certainly not an accident that Bettelheim ends hy accus

ing Des Pres of the same "ethics ofh(;rolsm" with which Des.Pres

had eadier criticized Bettelheim: U[Des Pres's ho(,k] makes heroes

out of these chance survivors.. By stressing how the death camps

produced such superior beings as the survivors.. :' (ibid.: 9S),

It is as if the synulletrlcal gestures of'the two opposite figures

of the survivor - the one who cannot feel guilty for his own
survival and the one vvho daims innocence in having sm"vivcd

betrayed a secret solidarity. They are the two faces of the Hving

being\s incapacity truly to separate innocence and guih,~that i"

somehow to master its m,vn shame.

3,5 It is uncertain whether the con-eet explanation for the sur~

vivor's shame is that he feels guilty for being alive in the place of

auother. Bettelheim's thesis that the survi-vor is innoc(mt and yet
as such obliged to feel gUilty is itself already suspect. 'Tb assume
guilt of this kind, which inheres in the survit'or's condition as

such and not in \vhat he or she ,u.an individual did or failed to do,

recaHsthe ('OmmOh tCi,deTIcy to assume a collective guilt
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'i.vhenever an ethical problem cannot be mastered. Arendt observed

that the surprising willingness of post-\;V~X Germans of all ages to

assume collective gUilt for Nazism, to helieve themselves guilty
for \vh;;t their parolts or their people ha.d done, ao
equally surprising ill will as to the <l5SeS:9r:n(~nt of individual re

sponsibilities and the punishment of particu'ar crimes. Analo

gously, at a certain point the German Protestant Church puhlicly

declared itself "complicit before the God of Mercy for the evil

that our, people did to the Jews:' But the Protestant Church W(lB

not so ready to draw the inevitable consequence that this respon

sibility in reality concerned not the God of Mercy hut the God

of Justice and should have called for the punishment of those

preachers bruHt)' of haVing justified anti-Semitism. The same can
be Said for the Church, which, even recently in the dec

laration of the French episcopate\ showed itself willing to recog

nize its DVtU colJcctive guHt toward the jc\vs.Yet this very church

has never wanted to admit the precise, grave. and documented

omissions of Pope Pius Xll with respect to the persecution dli(l

extermination of Jews (in particular, with respect to the: depori:a~

tion of Roman Jews in 1943).
Levi is perfectly convlTlced that it makes no sense to speak of

collecti've guilt (or innocence) and that only metaphorically can

one claim to feel gUilty fDr what one's own people or parents did.

vVhen a German writes him, not without hypocrisy, that <Ithe

"gUilt weighs heavily on my poor betrayed and misguided people,"
Levi responds that "one must ans\ver pt~r$onaUy for sins and

errors, otherwise all trace of civilization 'i.you1d vanish from the

face o-f the earth" (Levi 1989: 177-78), And the only time Leyi

does speak of collective guilt, hi':.: means it in the only Sense
hIe for him, that is, as a wrong e<)Hllnitted by "almost all the Ger~

mans of the time": of not having had the courage to to bear

witness to what they could not not have seen,
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3.6 But another reason leads one to distrust that explanation.

More or less consciously and 'more or less explicitly, it claims to

present the survivor's shame as a tragic con.flict. Beginning with

Hegel, the guilty-innocent person is the figure through which

modern culture interprets Greek tragedy and, concomitantly; its
own secret contradictions. "In considering all ~he5e tragic COn

flicts," Hegel writes, 'Iwe mllst ahove an reject the false idea ttlat

they have anything to do with guilt or innocence. The tragic heroes

are just as much innocent as guilty" (Hegel 1975: 1214). The con·

f1ict of which Hegel speaks, however, is not merely it nratter of

consciousness, in which subjective innocence is simply opposed

to objective guilt. \Vhat is tragic is, on the contrary, for an appar

ently innocent subject to assume unconditionally objective guilt.

Thus in Oedipus Rex

'ii/hat is at issue ... is the right of the widc, awake consciousness, the

justification of 'what the man has self-consciously wille.d and know~

ingly done, as -contrasted Witll what hl'; WJ}j fated hy the gods to do

and actually did uhcotisciously ::lnd without having willed i1. Oedi·

pus h<lS kiIled his father; he has married his mother and begotten

children in this intcsttlom alliance; ami he has been involved in

these most evil crimes without eIther knOWing or ""iHing them, 'I11C

right of our deeper consciousness today w(}nld consist in recogniz

ing that since he had neither intended nor known these crimes him

self, they were not to be regarded as his own deeds, But the Greek,

'with his plasticity of consciousness, takes responsibility fot what he

has done as an individual and does not cut his purely subjective self·

consciousness apart from what is objet.tivdy the case, ... But they do

!lot claim 1() be innocent: of these factsJat: illL On the cm,tn,rv.

they did, and actually had to do, is their glory. No wurse jnsult could

be givd1 to such a hero than to say that he had acted innocently

(ibid.: 1214, 1215).
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Nothing is further from Aus(hwitz than this model. For the

deportee sees such :a widening of the abyss between subjective
innocence and objective guilt, between what he did do and what
he could feel responsihle for, that he cannot assume responsihility
fot any of his actions. \'\1it.h an inversion that borders on parody.

he feels innocent precisely for that which the hero feels

guilty, and guilty exactly where the tragic hero feels innocent.

This is the sense of the specific Bifehlnotsland, the ·'st.ate of nnn
pulsion tJlat follows an order" of which Levi speaks in discussing
the Sonderkommando members, which makes any cont1ict

at Auschwitz impossihle. T,he objective demeilt, which for the

Greek hero was in every case the decisive <luestion. here becomes

what renders decision impossible. And since he cannot master his

own actions. the victim seeks shelter, like Bettelheim, behind the
prestigious mask of innocent guilt.

The ease with which th(\ executioners invoke the tragic model,

not ahvays in b'ad faith, provokes distrust in their capacity truly to

reasons J~)r Ausch"witz, It has been observed ma.ny times that

the Nazi functionaries' recourst'~ to B~fehlnotstandwas in itself

impudent (among others, d. Levi '1989; 59). And yet it 1S certain

that at least frotH ii certain point onward, they invoked it not·so

much to escape conclt':nwution (the- objection\vas already dis-~

missed during the first Nurcn)h~rg trial, given that the German

military code itself contained an iiTticle <l11thorizing disobedience

in extreme as, rather" to mak<: their situation appear in

terms of a tragic conflict. which was to their eyes clearly more

acceptable. "My client feels guilty before God, not the law," Eich~

mann's lawyer repeated in Jerusalem.

An exemplary case is that of Fritz Stangl, the commander of

tht> TrebHnka extermination camp, whose personality Gitta Sereny
patiently sought to reconstruct through a series of intervie'rvs

held in the Dusseldorf prison, published under the significant
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title Into that Darkness. Until the end, Stangl stubbornly main
tained his innocence for the crimes attributed to him, without

questioning them in the slightest as to their factual accuracy. But

during the last interview on June 27,1971, a few hours before he

died from a heart attack, Screny remarks that Stangl's last resis

tances have crumbled and that something like a glimmer of ethi

cal conscience appears "in that darkness":

"My conscience is clear about what I did, myself," he said, in the

same stiff1yspoken words he had used countless times at his trial,

and in the past weeks, when ,;ve had always corne back to this sub

ject, over and over again. But this time I said nothing. He paused and

waited, but the room remained silent. "I have never intentionally

hu.rt anyone, myself," he said, with a different, less incisive emphasis,

and waited again - for a long time. For the first time, in all these

many days, I had given him no help. There was no more time. I-Ie

gripped the table with both hands as if he was holding on to it. "But

I was there," he said then, in a curiously dry and tired tone of resig

nation, These few sentences had taken almost half an hour to pro

nounce. "So yes," he said finally, very quietly, "in reality I share the

guilt. ... Because my guilt ... my guilt .. , only now in these talks .. ,

now that I have talked about it for the first time... :' He stopped.

He had pronounced the words "my guilt": but more than the

words, the finality of it was in the sagging of his body, and on his

face.

After more thana minute he started again, a half-hearted attempt,

in a dull voice. "My guilt," he said, "is that I am still here. That is my

guilt" (Sereny 1983: 364).

It is remarkable to hear this allusive evocation of a tragic con

flict of a new kind, one so inextricable and enigmatic as to be

justly dissolved only by death, from a man who had directed the
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killing of thousands of human beings in gas chambers. It does not

signify the emergence of an instance of truth, in which Stangl

llbecame the man whom he should have been" (il)id.: 366), as

Sereny, solely concerned with her dialectic of confession and

guilt, seems to think. Instead, it marks the definitive ruin of his

capacity to bear witness, the despairing collapse of "that dark

ness" on itself. The Greek. hero has left us forever; he can no

longer bear witness for us in any way. After Auschwitz, it is not

possible to use a tragic paradigm in ethics.

3.7 The ethics of the twentieth century opens ,vith Nietzsche's

overcoming of resentment. Against the impotence of the will

with respect to the past, against the spirit of revenge For what has

irrevocably taken place and can no longer be willed, Zarathustra

teaches men to will backward, to desire that everything repeat

itself. The critique of Judeo-Christian morality is completed in

our century in the name of a capacity fully to assume the past, lib

erating oneself once and for all of guilt and bad conscience. The

eternal return is above all victory over resentment, the pOSSibility

of willing what has taken place, transforming every "it was" into a

"thus I wanted it to be" - amorJati.

Auschwitz also marks a decisive rupture in this respect. Let

us imagine repeating the experiment that Nietzsche, under the

heading "The Heaviest Weight," proposes in The Gay Science.

HOne day or one night," a demon glides beside a survivor and

asks: ~IDo you want Auschwitz to return again and again, innu

merable times, do you want every instant, every single detail of

the camp to repeat itself for eternity, returning eternally in the

same precise sequence in which they took place? Do you want

this to happen again, again and again for eternityt' This simple

reformulation of the experiment suffices to refute it beyond all

doubt, excluding the pOSSibility of its even being proposed.
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Yet this failure of hY(~ntieth-centuryethics does not depend
on the fact that what happened at Auschwitz is too atrocJOUS for

anyone ever to wish for its repetition and to love it as destiny, In

Nietzsche's experiment l the horror of what happened appears at

the starr, indeed, so much so that the first effect of listening to it

is, precisely, to "gnash one's teeth and curse the demon who has

spoken in such "',Tay!' Nor can one say that the failure ofZarathus

tra's lesson implies the pure and simple rest~)fJtionof the mural~

ity ofresentment -- even if, for the victims, the temptation is great.

Jean Arnel'Y v,,-as thus led to formnlate a genuine anti~Nict[sthean

ethics of resentment that simply refuses to accept that "\vhat hap

pened, happened" (Amery 1980: 72), "Resentments as the exis
tential dominant of people like myself/' he 'ivrites,

are theTesult of a long peuonal and historical development.. " My
resentments are there in order that the crime become a moral reality

for the criminal. in order that he he swept Into the truth of his atroc~

it)', .. , In two decades of contemplating wllat happened to me, ]

believe to have n:cognh:ed that a forgiving and forgetting induced by

sodal pressure is immoral., , Natural C!H':lS-c10li$UeSS of time actually

is rooted in the physiological process of wound~heaHngand became

part of the sodal conception of reality, But precJscJy for this reason

it is not only exttamoraL hut also antimoraJ in dlaracter, Man has

the right and the privilege to declare hiJnsdf to be in disagreement

with every natural occurrence, including the biological healing that

time brings about, What happened, happel1i::d, 'rhis sentence is ,just

as true as it is hostile to mortals and inteU,?ct.. ,. TIl(: moral person

demands annulment of time ~~ in the partie-war case under question,

by udiling the cdminal to his deed. Thereby, and through a moral

turning-back ()f the dock, the latter can join his victim as it fellmv

human being (ibid,: 64, 70, 72).
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Th~re is nothing of this in Primo Levi. Naturally he the

tide of "'the forgiver" which Amery attributes to hilI1, '''1 am llOt

inclined to forgive, r never forgave our enemies of uut time"

(Levi 1989: 137), And yet for him, the illlpOssibllit}r of wanting

Auschwitz to return for eternit)' has another, different root, one

which implies a new; unprecedented ontl)logical consistency of

vIhat has taken place. One cnf1IlOt want Auschwitz to reWrnff)f eter

nity; since in truth it has never (:eased to take place; it 15 always 01
rcad)' repeating Thi;; ferocious, implacable expeTience appears

to Levi in the form of a dream:

It is a dreamwitlin other ,lreams, whkh vades ill its detail,: but

not In its content. I am seated at the dinner table with my family, or

vrith friends, or at work, or in the countryside - in a surrollnding

that is, in other words, peaceful and relaxed, apparently without

tension and suffering. :\nd yet I fed ;mgnhh, an angUish that is sub~

tie but deep. th<'. definite sensation of some threat, And, in fact, as

the dream continues, hit by bit or all of it sudden - each time it's.

difTerent - eVtT),thing falls apart armmd me, tht; setttng, the wa]j~,

the people. The anguish becomes moreintr::.nsc and pronounced.

Everything is now in chaos. i'm aIol1e at the center -of a brray,

doudy emptlne:S3, and at once I know what itnleans, ! know that I'V{~

always known it: I am once again in the camp, and nothing outside

the camp was true, The rest - family, now(~ring nMDIC, h!)me~was

a brief respite, a trick of the $cnscs. Now this inner dream, this

dream of peace, is over; and in the outer dream, which continues

relentlessly, 1 hear the sound of a voice I blOW well: the sound of

one ''llord, not a command, but a hrief, suhmissive_ word. It is the

order at d<rwn in AU3chwit7"a foreign w<ml, a word that is feared

and expectt'.d: "Get up/' Wuowac (Levi 1988: 241'--55, tr?!uslation

emended).
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In the TtTsion recorded in the poem Ai Gn Uncertain Hour,

the exped.ence has the form not of a dream, but of a prophetic

certainty:

Sognavamo nelle notti ferod

sogni densi e yiolenti

sognati con anima e corpo~

tornare, mangiarc; raccontare.

Finche snonaVil breve e sommess()

il comando dcl1'alba:

"\Vstawac";

{', 3i spezzav<l. in petto j} cume.

Ora abhiamu ritrovato 1a casa,

jJ nostro ventre esazio,

ahhiamo fini(o di raccontare.

Etempo. Presto ndremo ancora

il comando straniero:

"Wstawac"

In savage nights. we dreamt tCl;cming, violent {ircams with our body

and soul: to go hack, to eat - to tell. IlntH we heard the b:ri~;f and

submissive of(h~r of (lawn: I'Fstc\\'~ac, And {im hearts were broken in

our chests,

Now we have found our homes -again; our bdlies are full; we have

finished telling our talc$. It's time. Soon ',lIe "will once again the

fordgo order: W,tawac (Levi 1988: 530).

In thi:. text. the ethical problem has radically changed It

is no longer a question of conquering the spirit of revenge in
order to assume the past, willing its retUl'n foy eternity; nor is it a

matter of holding fast to the unacceptable through resentment.

What lies before us now is it being heyond acceptance and refusal,
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beyond the eternal past and the eternal present - an event that

returns eternally lmt that, precisely for this reason, is absolutely,

eternally unassumable. Beyond good and evil lies not the inno

cence of bcc01ning hut:, rather, a shame that is not only without

guilt hut even without time.

3,8 Antdm:e dearly bears v\fitness to the fact that shame is not a

feeling of guilt or shame for IDving survived anothtT but, rather,

has a darker and more dHHcult cause. He relates that

wh(';n the war was nearing its end. during the mad march to trans

fer prisoners from Buchenwald to Dachau, as the Allies were

quickly approaching, the SS shot to death all those who would
have slo\ved down the march hecause of their physical condition.

AtUmes lh{~ decimation would take place by chance, in the ah~

sence visible criterion. One day it was a young Italian's turn:

The SS continues. "Du kommc bier}" Another Italian steps out of the

column, a student from Bologna, I know biro, His face has turned

pink. I look at him closely. I still have that pink hefore my <~yes. H,:

stands there at the side_ of the road. He doesn't kncrvit what to do

with his hands.... He tlln1cd pink "fter the SS miln said to hirn, ;'Du

komme hierf" 1-Ic must have glanced about him before he flushed;

but yes, it was he who had heen picked, and when he doubted it no

longer, he turned pink. The SS who was looking for a man, any man,

to kill, had found him. And having found hirn. he looked no further.

He didn't it"k himself:\Vhy him, instead of someone else? And the

ltalian, having understood it was really bim, accepted this chimce

selection. He didn'twonde:r: Why me, instead of someone else?

(Antdme 1992: 231~32).

It is hard to forget the flush of the student of Bologna, who

died during the march alone at the last minute, on the side of
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the road with his murderer. And certainly the intimacy that one
experiences before one's own unknown murderer is the most

extreme intimac)', an intimacy that can as such provoke shame,

But whatever the cause of' that flush, it is certain that he is not

ashamed for having survived. Rather, it is -as if he were ashamed

for having to die, for having heen haphazardly chosen -- he and

no one else - to be killed. In the camps, this is the only sense that

the expression "to die in place of another" can have: everyone

dies and lives in place of another, without reason or meaning; the

camp is the place in wMch I!0 one can truly die or survive in his

own place. Auschwitz also means this much: that man, dying. can~
not find any other senSe in his death than this flush, this shame.

In any case, the student is not ashamed for having survived.
On the contrJry~ what survives him is shame. Here, too, Kafka

was a good prophet, At the end of The lria{, at the moment in

which Josef K. is ahout to die "like a dog." and in which the knife

of the executioner turns twice i11his heart, something like shame

arises in him; Hit was as if his shame were to survive him:' What is

Josef K. ashamed of? Why does thl;') student from Bologna blush?

It is as if the flush OJ:) his cheeks momentarily betrayed a limit that

was reached, as if like a new ethical material were

touched upon in the living being. Naturally it is not a matter of a

fact to which he could bear \vitness otherwise, which he might

also have expressed through words. But in any case that flush is

like a mute apostrophe flying through time to reach us, to bear
witness to him.

3.9 In 1935, Levinas provided an exemplary analysis of shame.

According to Levinas, shame d-oes not derive, as the moral

losophers maintain. froHl the consciousness of ati. imperfection or

a lack in ourheing from which we take distance. On the contrarV j, ,
shame 1S grounded in our being's. incapacity tt, move away and
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break from itself. If we experience shame in nudity, it is because
we cannot hide what we would like to remove from the field of

visi-:m; it is hecause the unrestrainable impulse to flee from one
self is confronted by an equally certain impossibility of evasion,

Just as ..ve experience our revolting and yet unsuppressible pres

ence to ourselves in bodily need and nausea, which Levinas classi

fies alongside shame in a Single diagnosis, so in shame we arc

conSigned to something from which we Cimnot in any way dis
tance ourselves,

Wh:lt "ppt'"HS in shame is therefore precisely the fact of heing

chained to oneself, the radical impossibiHt; offleeing oneself to hide

oneself fl"om oneself. the intolerahlt~ presence (If tbe self to itself.

Nudity is shaIneful when it is the obviousness of our Being, of its

final intimacy. And the nudity of our hody is not the nudity of a

material thing that tS ;HI.t1thetica) to the spirit hut the Budity of our

en'tire Being, in aU its and solidity, in its most brutal

expression, of which Ol1e cannot not he aware. The whistle that

Charlie Chaplin swallows in Uahts makes appear the scandal

of the hrutal of his Being; it is like a recording device

that allows one to lay hare the discrete signs of a presence that the

le!~erldi,ry Charlot doak harely hides.... \¥bat is shameful is our

JntimacYt Litat is. our presence to ourselves, It reveal" not our noth~

but the totality 'Jf our existence.... \Vhat shame (Hscovc-ts is

the Being that discorcrs itself (Lcvinas 1982: 87).

Let us seek to deepen Levinas's analysis, To be ashamed means

to be consigned to something that cannot be assumed. But what

cannot he assumed is not something externaL Ratherj it originates

in our own intimacy~ it 15 what is most intimate in us (for exam

ple, our own physiological life). Here the "I" is thus ov(~rcome by
its own passivity, its ownmost sensibility; yet this expropriation
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and desubjectlfication is also an extreme and irreducible presence
of the 'T' to itself. it is as if om: consciousness u':>Hapscd and, seek~

ing to flee ill all directions, were simultaneously summoned by
an irrcfutahle order to be present at its mVll defacement, at the
expropriation of what is most its own. In shame, the subject thus

has no other content than its own dcsubjectification; it becomes

vvitncss to its own disorder. its own oblivion as a subject. This
double movement, 'which is both suhjectifkatiol1 and desubjecti~

fication, is shame..

3.10 in his 1942-·43 lecture course on Parmenidest Heidegger

was also concerned with shame or, more precisely, with the cor
responding Greek term aidos, which he defined as ;ja fl.mdanumt-al

word of authentic Greekness" (Hejdegger 1992: 74-75, transla

tion modified). According to Heidegger. shame is something
more than ""a feeling that. man has" (ibid.; trans1~tion modified);

instcad~ it is an emotive tonality that traverses and determines his

whole Being. Shame is thus a kind of ontological sentiment that

has its characteristic place in the encounter between man and
Being. It is so little a matter of a psychological phenomenon that

Heldegger can write that "Being itself carries with itself shame.
the shame of Being" (ibid., translation modified).

To emphasize this ontological character of sha.me~ the fact

that, in shame, we find ourselves exposed in the face of Being,

which is itself ashamed - Heidegger s.uggests that we consider
disgust (Absche:u). Curiously enough, he does not proceed to

develop this point, as ifit \Vete immediately obvious, which is not

at all the case, Fortunarely; Benjamin offers an analysls of disgust

that is hoth brief and pertinent in an ~phorism of One- H;(~: Street.

For'Benjamin, the predominant feeling in disgust is the fear of

being recognize:d hy\vhat :repulses.us. ""The horror that stirs deep

in man is an obscure awareness that: in him something lives so

lO6
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aldn to the animal that it might be recognized" (Benjamin 1979:

50). Whoever experiences disgust has in some way rec~)gnized

himselfin tho object of hit' loathing and fears being recognized in

turn. The man who experiences disgust. hintse1f in an
aIterity that cannot be assumed~ that is, he. subjectifies himself in

an ~lbsolute desubjectificat1on.
VYe find a n:ciprodty of this kind again in tht: analysis that

KenSnvi. more or less in the same veal'S, (ledicates to aidos inllis, ,
bQok~ Ancient Religion. "The phenomenon of (lidos, a fundamental

situation of the Greeks~ religiou" experience, unites respectively
active vision and passive vision, dIe man who sees and is seen, the

seen \vorld and the seeing world ~where to see is also to pel)(:>
trate..•.The Greek is not only 'boD1 to scc/ \;alled to the

form of his existence is to he seen" (Kerel1yi 1940: 88). In t.his

reciprocity of active and passive vision, (Jjdos resembles the expe

rience of being present at onc's own being seen, being taken as a
\\-trues& bv .vhat one se(\s. Like Hector confronted hv his mother's, '

bare chest ("Hector, myson; feel aidos for this!"), vJhoever expe~

rienees shame is overcome by his own being subject to vision; he

must respond to what deprives him of speech.
Vve can therefore propose a first, provisiotlJ.l definition of

shame. Itis nothing ]essthaD the fundamental sentiment ofheing

a subject; in th.e two apparently opposed senses of this phrase: to

be subjected and to be sovereign. Shame is what is pro-dared in
the absolute concomitance of subjectification ariel desubjectifica

lion, sdf-li)sS and self~posscssion, servitude and soverdgnty.

3.1 t A specific domain exists in which this paradoxical charac

ter of shame. is consdously taken as an to be transformed
into pleasure - in which shame is t a-sit were, carried beyond

itself. Thisis the domain of sadomasochism. Here the passh,c sub~

jed. the rnasocbist, is so overtaken by his own passivity, which
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infinitely transcends him, that he ahdicates his condition as a
subject by fully subjecting himself to another subje<:t, the: sadist.

Hence the ceremonial panoply of contracts, metals! girdles,
sutures, and constrictions of an kinds thrDugh which the maso

chistic subject vainly tTies to contain and ironically fix the very

passivity which he cannot assume and which everJwhen: exceeds

hini. Only because the masochist's own suffering is first of all that

of not b<:ing able to assume his o'\'n receptivity can his be
immediately transformed into· delight. But what constitutes the

subtlety of th(~ masochistic strategy and its almost sarcastic pro

fundity is that the masochist is ahle to enjoy what exceeds him

only on the condition of finding outside himself a point in which

he can assume his own passivity and his own unassumahle plea

,sure. This external point is the sadistic suhject. the master.

Sadomasochism thus appears as a bipolar system in which an

infinite receptivity the Hlasochist-encounters an cfp.tally infi~

nite impassivity - the sadist - and in \vhich subjc<::tification ilnd

desubjectification incessantly circulate benveen two poles with

out properly belonging to either. This indetermination, however"
invests subjects not merely with power, but also with kn()1,vledgc.

The master-slave dialecttc here is the result not of a battle for life
and death, but rather of 311 infinite "diScipline:' a meticulous and

interminable process of instruetion and apprenticeship in which

the two subjects end by exchanging their roles. Just as the

masochistic subject cannot assume his pleasure except in the mas~

ter, so the sadistic .subject cannot n::co&Yftize himself as su(:h _. can~

not assume his impassive knowledge - if not by transmitting

pleasure to the slave through infinite instruction and punishment.

But since the masochistic subject enjoys his cruel tra-ining by

definition. '\Yhat was to be the instrument of the transmission of

knowledge - punishment - is instead the instrument of pleasure;

and discipline and apprenticeship, teacher and pupil, master and

lOS

slave become whony indistinguishable. This indistinction of disd

pline and enjoyment, in 1vhich the two subjects momentarily co

incide,· is precisely shame. And it is this shame that the incli6'11ant
master cOii.tinually recalls to his humorous pupil: ""[eJl me, aren't

)'otl3shamed?" That is: "Don't you realize that you are the subject

of your own desuhjectification?"

3,12 A perfect equivalent of sharne can be found precisely in the
orlg\nary structure of subjectiVity that modem philosophy calls

duto-£?ffiction and that, irom Kant onvv-ard, is generally identified

as time, According to Kant. what defineSt1lnc as the form of
inner sense, that is;. "the intuition of ourselves and of our inner

state-'-' (Kant 1929: 77), is that in it lithe tm.der5t'mding ... per

forms this act upon the pass] ve subject, whosejawlt)' it is, and we

arc therefore justified in saying that inner st.cuse is there
by" {ibi<L: 166) and that therefore in time "we :intult ourselves

only as we are inwardly affected oIJrselves"(ibid.: 168). For

Kant, a dear proof of this self~mo{lincation implicit in our in~

tuitioIl of ourselves is that we Cilnnot conceive of time without

drawing a straight line in the imagination, a line which is the
immediate trace of the auto-affective In this sense., timE:

is auto-affection: but precisely for this reason Kant can here

of a genuine "paradox: l which consists In th(~ fact tl~at we "must
behave toward ourselves as passive l1 (wir Ims gC[Jcn nns selbst als

leidend verha]ten (ibid,),

Howare:_ we to understand this paradox? \iVl1at does it mean to

be passive with respect to oneself? Passivity does not simply mean
receptivity, the mere fact of being affected by an external adivc

principle, Since everything t;lkes place here inside the subject,
activity and passivity must coincide. The passive subject must be
active with respect to its own passivity; it must «behave'~ (vedwl

ten) "against" itself (gc-acn uns se1bst) as passive, lfwe define as
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merely receptive the photographic print struck by light, or the

soft wax on which the image of the- seal is imprinted, \vewil] then
give the name "passiv{~'~ only to what actively feels its own heing

passive, to what is (ifIecud by its own receptivity, As .auto-affection,
passivity is thus a receptivity to the second degree; it receptivity
that experiences itself, that Is moved by its 01vn pas.sivity.

Commenting on these pages of Kant. Heidegger ddines time
as "pure auto-affectiml';, that has the singuldT form of a "moving

fronl itself toward, .." that .is at the same time a 'llooking back.iJ

Only in this complicated gesture, in this looking to oneself in dis

tancing one-self from oneself, can something like an identical self
he constituted:

TIme is not an active affection that strihs an already existing sub

ject. As pure aut(h'1ffecuon, it fonns the very essenc('. of what can be

defined as oneBdf in general. , .• But thf: self' itself that, as

mch, can he seen by something is" in essence, the fillite subject,

Insofar as it is pure auto-affection, time fnrms the essential structure

of subjectivity. Only on the bash: of this SelfllOOd can finite Being

he what it must he: delivered over to receiving (Heidegger 1990;

i 32,,31, tramlation modified).

Here ~hat is revealed is the analos')' with shame, defined as
being consigned to a passivity that cannot he assumed. Shame.

indeed, then appears as the most proper emotive tonality of sub

jectiYity. For there is certainly nothing shameful in a human being
who suffers on account of sexual violence; but if he takes pleasure

in his suffering viole-nce, if he is moved by his passivity - if, that

is, auto-affection is produced ,- only then car) one speak of shame.

This is why the Greeks clearly separated, in the homosexual rela
tion, the active suhject (the emstEs) and the passive subject (CtO

llfC1WS) and, for the sake of the ethidty of the relation, demanded
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that the eromenos not experience pleasure. Passivity, as the form of
subjectivity, is thus constitutively fractured into ;i purdy recep

tive pole (the Muselmarm) and an actively passive pole (the vvit
ness), but in 'such a ,\-yay that t4is fracture never leaves itself, fully

separating the h"/o poles. On the contrary, it always has the form

of an intima,:?, of being consigned to a passivity, to a making one
self passive in which til(: two terms are both distinct and insepara

ble.

In his Compendium arammaticm]inguac hebraeQe, Spinoza illus~

trates the concept of immanent cause~ that is. an action in w'bich

agent a..'1d patirnt are one and the same person -with the Hebrew

verhal categories of the ~Ktive rdlexive and the infinitive noun.

I'Since it often happens)" he writes, referring to the infinitive
noun, "that the agent and the patient are one, and the same per

son. the Jews found :it necessary to form it new and seventh kind
of infinitive with ..vhich to eXpr(~S5 an action referred both to the

agent and the patient. an action that thus has the for1'n both of an

activity and a passivity., .. It was therefore necessary to invent
another kind of infinitive, expressing an action referred to the

agent as imman~:nt cause. , . which. as we have S,eel1, means 'to
visit oneself,' or 'to constitute onesdf as visiting' or, finally, 'to

show oneself as Visiting' (consUtrJere se vitdtantem, veldeniquc pwe
bere sc yisitantcm)" (Spinoza 1925: 361). Explaining the meaning

of these verbal forms, Spinoza is not satisfied with the reflexive

form "to lisJt oneself," and is compelled to fonn' the striking syn~

tagm "to constitute oneself as Yisiting" or "to show oneself as vis~

iUng" (he could also have written "to constitute or show oneself

as visited"). JUSt as in ordinary language, to define sOmeune who

takes pleasure in undergoing snr:oething (or %'ho is somehow an

accomplice to this undergolng) one says that he "gets himself
donc" something (and not simply tllat something "is done to

him"), so the coincidence of agent and patient in one subject has
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the form not of an inert idt:ntity. but of a complex movement of
auto--affection in which the subject constitutes - or shnvvs - itself

as passive (or active), such that activity and passivity can never be

separated, revealing themselves to be distinct in their impossible

c-oiucidenc;y in a sc!! The se!f is what is produced <\::,; a remainder
in the double tnovement""",, active and passive - of allto~i1ffectioJl.

This is why subjectivity constitutively has the form of subjectHl~

cation and desubjectification: this is why it is, at bottom, shame,

Flush is the remainder that. in every subjectification, betrays a

desubjectification and that, in every desubjectification, bears wit
ness to a subjecL

3.13 There is an exceptional document of desubjectification as

a shameful and yet inevitable experience. It is the letter Keats
'sends to John \Voodhouse on October 271 18Ut The "wretche_d

confession" of whid) the letter speaks concerns the poetic subject

himself, the incessant self~lo5s by which he consists solely in
alienation and non~(>.xistence. The theses that the letter states in

the form of paradoxes are weB known:

1) The poetic ''1'' is not' Gil ''1''; it is not identical to itself "As to

the poetical Character (1 mean that sort of which t if I am any
thing, I am a Membet ...) it is Hot itsel1'- it has no self it is

every thing and nothing - It has no -chal'acter'1 (Keats 1935: 226).

2) n1l: poet is the most ullpoeticaJ t:f thinas. since he is always
other than himself; he is always the place of another body: "A
Poet is the most unpoetical of any thing in existence; because he

has no Identity - he is continually fiHing in for ~. and fHling some

other Body" (ibid.: 227).
3) 71u: statement HI aill a poet" is not t1 statement, but rather a

contradiction in terms, which implies the impossibility of heing a

poet: "If then he has no self. and if 1am a Poet. where is the Won~

del' that 1 should say I would write no more?" (ibid.).
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4) The poetic experience is tile shamdi11 experience 4.lesubject!/i
cation, of a full and unn:stl'ained impossibility (jf responsibility

that involves every act of speech and that situates the would~bf:

poet in a position even lower than that of children: HIt is a wretched

thing to confess; hut it is a very fact that not one word 1ever utter

can be taken for granted as an opinion growing out afmy identi
cal nature - hO\v can it, when I have no nature? \¥hen I am in a

room 'Nith People if 1 ever am free from speculating on creations
of my own hrain, then not myself goes horne to myself: but the

identity of everyone in the room hegins so to press upon me that

I am in a very little time annihilated - not only among Men: it
would he the same in a Nursury of children" (ibid.).

Rut the final paradox is that in the fetter the confession is im

mediately follov{ed not only by silence and renunciation, but also

by the promise Gran absolute and unfaHing writing destined to

destroy and renew itself day after day, Itis almost as if the shame

and dC5ubjcctification implicit in the act of speech contained a
secret beauty that could only bring the poet incessantly to bear

witness to his own alienation: "I will assay to reach to as high a
summit in Poetry as the nerv(~ bestowed upon me will suffer, ,. , I

feel assured I should \-vrite ... even ifmy night's labours should be

burnt every mOlTIing, and no eye ever shine upon them. But even
now I am pethaps not speaking from myself: but from some char

acter in whose soul I nOW live" (ibid,: 227-28).

3.14 In the vVestcrH literary tradition, the act of poetic creati{,n

and 1 indeed, perhaps every act of speech implies something like (l

desllbjectificati.:m (poets have named this desubjcctification the

"Muse"). HAn '1' withoutguarantees!" writes Ingeborg Bachmann

in one of her Pran~furt Lectures. "what is the '1: what could it he?
A star whose position and orhit have never been fully identified

and whose nucleus is composed of suhstilHces. still unkno\vn to
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us. It could be this: myriads of particles forming an T But at the

same time. the 'r seems to be a Nothing, the hypostasis of d pure

fotm, sornething like an. imagined suhstance" (Bachmann 1982:

42). Bachmann c1airns that poets are precisely those who "make

th~ 'r into the ground of their experiments, or v\;ho have made

themselves into the experimental ground of the '1"; (ibid.). This is

why they "continually run the risk of going mad" (ibid.) and not

knowing what they say.
But the idea of a fully desubjectified experience in the act of

speech is also not foreign tfj the religious tradition. Many cen~

turies before being programmatically taken up by Rimbaud in his

letter to P. Den1eny ("for T is another. If brass wakes up a trum

pet, it's not its fault")\ a similar experience appeared as the com~

mon practice of a messianic community in Paul's first Letter to

the Corinthians. The "speaking in tongues" (laleiD [/losse) of
which Paul writes refers to an event of spce-:ch-glossolaHa-in

which the speaks without knowing what he says (no

man understandeth him; howbeit in the ,spirit he speaketh mys

teries" II COl"inthians 14:2j). Yet this means that the very prind~

pIe of' speech becomes som.ething alien and ilbarbaric": "If I know
not the of the voice, I shall be unto him that speaketh a

harbarian. and he that speaketh shall ,be a barbarian unto me"

([4: llj, The literal meaning of the term barbaros, a "barbarian," is

a being not gifted with lOl/os, a forejgner who does not truly know
how to understand and speak. Glossolalia thus presents the aporia

of an absolute desuhjectifkation and "barbarization" of the event

of language, in which the speaking subject wa)' to another

subjed, a child, angel, or harharian, who speaks ;'unfrnitfuHy"

and ;"into the air." And it is that although he does not

altogether exclude the Corinthians' glossolalic practice, Paul

alerts them to the puerile regression it implies, enjoining them to

interpret what they say: "For if the trumpet give ,Hi uncertain

sound, who shall prepare himself to the hattle? d. So lik<;wis(:

ye, yc utter by the tongue words easy to be understood,

how shall it be known what is spoken? For ye shall into the

air.... Wherefore let him that spcaketh ill ail unknown tongue

pray that he may not interpret, hJr if J pra)' In an unkno'\vn
tongue. my prayeth, but my understanding is unfruitful, ..

Brethren, be. not children in understanding" (14: 8~20).

3.15 The experience of glossolalia merely radicalizes a desnhjec c

tH)ting impHdt in the Simplest act of speech. Modern

tmgutstlc theory Inaint.,ius that and actual discourse are
two ahsolutely divided orders! between vvhich there can be nei

ther transition nor counHunication, Saussurc already observed
that iflanguage (in the sense of JaJJ8ue) in itself is constituted by
a series of signs (for example, "'mud," 'Ilake,," "'sky," "red," "sad,"

'''five:' "'to spUt," ;;to see"), nevertheless nothing makes it possible

to foresee and understand how these will be put into action

to form discourse. "The series of these words, as rich as it is
through the ideas that it will never show one individUAl

that another individual in pronouncing them, means something:'
"The 'tvodd of signs/' Benveniste added a few years b.ter, taking up
and developing Saussurc's antinomy, "is closed. From the to

the phrase there is no transition, be it by syntagmatizatlon or by
any other means. A hiatus separates them>! (Benveniste 1974:

However, every language has at its disposal a series of
(w'hich linguistics call "shifters" or indicators of enunciation,

among \vhich, for exarnplc, there arc the pronouns "I," "you,"
"thi5/' and the adverbs ~;here," "now:' etc.) destined to aHow the

individual to appropriate language in order to use it. Unlike other
words, these signs do not possess a lexical that can be

defined in real terms; their meaning arises only through reference

to the event of discourse in which they are used. q\Vhat then/'
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Benveniste asks, liis the reality to which 1 01' you refers? It is solely

to a 'reality ()fdisCOUlSC: and this is a very strange thing. 1 cannot

be defim:~d except in terms of 'locution,' not in terms of objects

as a nominal sign is. 1 signifies 'the penon who is uttering th{~

present instance of the discourse containing r' (Benveniste 1971:

218).

Enunciation thus r~fer5 not to the text of what is stated, hut to

its taRing place; the individual can put language into act only on

condition of iJ:lentifying himself with the very event of saying, and

not \vith what is said in it. But then "",hat does it l'nean "to Jppro·

priate language"? How is it possible to "start to speak" in these

conditions?
'V'hen one looks c]{)sely. the passage from language to dis~

course appears as a paradoxical act that simultaneously implies

bothsuhjectificatirm and desubjectifleation. On the one hand. the

psychosomatic individual must fuBy aholish himself and desubjec~

tify himself as a re.alindividual to hecome the subject of enuncia,

tion and to identify himself with the pure shifter "1:' \vbichis

absolutely without any suhstantialityand content other than its
mere reference to the event of djscourse. But, once stripped of an
extra-linguistic meaning and constituted as a subject of enuncia

tion, the subject discovers that he has gain{'~d access not so much

to a poss'ibility of speaking as to an impOSSibility of spcakiug
or,rather1'that he has 'gained access to be.ing always already antici

pated by a glossolaHc pDtentiality over which he has neither

control nor mastery. Appropriating the formal instruments of

enunciation, he is introduced into a language from which. by def

inition, nothing "."m allow him to pass into discourse. And yet, in
saying "I," "you/' "this," "now ... ," he is expropriated of all refer

ential reality. letting himself be defined solely through the pure

and empty relation to the event of discourse. Tlle sulJject i!.rcmmd~
l1tioD is composed if discourse and exists in discourse alone, But;for
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this lrery reason; once the subject is in disconfse1 he mn sar rwthina:
ht~ cannot speak. .. or

"I speak" is therefore just as (;ontradictory a statement as is
"1 . 1" Fl· h "I" 1 . I I •am a poe :. or not on )' IS tea \Y,1yS a rear yother with
respect to the individual who ·lends it speech: it does not even

make Si;:;nse to say that this l~otbcr speaks, for insofar as it is solelv

sustained in a pure event oflanguage, independent of every mean"

ing, this I-other stands in .In impossibility of speaking - he has

nothing to say, In the absolute present of the event of discourse1

subjcctifiration and deSU'bjectification coincide at every point,

and both the flesh and hlood individual and the subject of enund

a1'10n are perfectly silent. This can also be expressed by saying
that the one who speaks is not the individual, but language; but

this rneans nothing ()ther than that atl impOSSibility of speaking

has, in an unknown way, come to speech.

It is therefore not surprising that in the face of this intimate

extraneousness implicit in the act of speech, poets experience

sorrH'~thinglike re8ponsibiJity and shame. This is why Dante, in his

Vita lWOV(1, comm.mded the poet to know how "to ~pen by prose"
, (aprire per prosll) the reasons of his poetry on pain of the "greatest

shame:' And it is difficult to forget the words with which Rim
baud evoked his earlier years as a poet: ill could not continue; 1

would have gone mad and, what is more ... it was eviL"

3.16 In twentieth-century poetry, Pessoa's letter on heteronyms
constitutes perhaps the most impressive document of desubjecti~

ficatioll; the transformation of the poet into a pure "experimenta~

bon ground/-' and its pOSSible implications for ethics, On January

13, 1935, he n:sponds to hi.s friend Adolfo Casais Monteiro, who
had asked him about the origin of his many heteronyms. FIe begins

by presenting them as "an organic and constant tendency toward

depersonalization:U
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The origin or my IH"teronyms is basicaJI)' an aspect of hysteria that

~'Xists within me. I don't know whether I am simply a hysteric or if I

am more }lrope.r1y " ncmasthenic hysteric. I tend toward the second

hypothe.sis. be~:anse there are in me evidences of lassitude that hyste~

ria, 11ropt'rJy doesn't encompass in the Hst of its symp

toms. He tlut as it may, the mental origin of h~teronyms lies in "

"erSlHem and organic of mine to depersfJUalizatlDll and

liirrmlation., These phenomena··" fOltuXlfltely for me and others

intellectualize themselves. I mean, they don't show up in my practj·

cal life, Oil the surface and in contact with others; they explode

inside, and I live with them a]onein me... , An urging of spirit .cAme

upon me, ahgolutc1y for (jne reason or zfnother, of that

which I am, or which I suppose that I am. I spoke to it, immediately,

spontaneously, as if it were a certain friend of mine who~e name I

invented, whose history 1 'ldapted, and whose figure ~ face, build,

clothes, and manU{;l'"m 1immediately saw inside of me. And so 1 ton

triwd and procft:ated various friends and who never

existed hut whom still today - nearly thirty years tater -1 bear, feel,

se<,~,·} repeat; I hear, fed, see.... And get from them. , ,

(Pcssoa 1988: 7-9),

Next carnes the summary. of the sudden personalization; on

March 8,1914, of om: of his most menwrableheteronyms, Alber

to Caeiro, who Was to hecome his teacher (or. rather. the teacher

of another one of his heteronyms, Alvaro Do Campos):

I went oyer to a high desk and, taking a (If paper, to

write, standing up. as I always do when I can. And I wrote some

thirty poems, one after another, in a kind of ecstasy. the nature of

which 1 am unahle to define. It was th(~ triumphant day of my life,

and never will I have another like it. j l)egan with the title,rIle

Keeper if Sha:p. Vlhat followed was the apJlcarance Dr sorneone in

li8

me whom I named, from then on, Alherto Caeiro. me the

abs1,.lnlity of the sentence: In me there my master. That was

my immediate reaction. So much ~o that were those thirty-

odd poems written when i slutched more paper and wrote,

wiihout stopping, the six pocl1n constituting HOblitlue Rain," hy

Fernando PegsoJ.. Straight away and completely. ", , It was the retlilft

of Pernando Pessoa/Alberto Caciro to Femando PeSSQa himself, Or

better, it ,"vaS the reaction of Fernando Pes:;oa his nonexis~

tenee as Alberto Caeiro (ibid.: 9).

It is worth examining this incomparable phenomenology of
heteronym:ic depersonalization. Not on)' does each new 5ubjc,ct,

fication (the appeamnce of Alberto Caeiro) imply a desubjeetifi

cation (the depersonalization of Fernando Pessoa, who submits

himself to his teacher). At the same time, each desubjectification

also implies a resuhjechfkation: the return of Fernando Pcssoa,

\vho reacts to his non-existence, that is, to his depersonalization

in Alberto Cadre. It is as if the poetic experience constituted a

cOlnplex process that involved at least three subjects -.- or rather,

three ditTerent subjectifications~desubjectifications, siuc(~ it is no

longer possible to speak of a subject in the strict sense. First of

all there is- the psychosomatic individuall~ernando Pessoa, who

approaches his desk on March 8, 1914 to write. With re'pect to

this. suhject, the poetic act can only imply a radical desubjectifica

tion, ,vhith coincides "vith the suhjectification of Alberto Caciro.
But a new poetic consciousness, something like a genuine ethos of

poetry, hegins once Fernando Pes50a, hayjng survived his own

depersonalization, returns to a self who both is and is no longer

the. first subject. Then he understands that he must react 10 his

non-existence as Alberto Caeiro, that he must respond to h1s orm

desubjcfUpcati on.
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3.17 Let us now reread the phenomenology of testirnony in
Primo Levi, the .impossible dialectic between the SUrVJVDr and the
)l;fuselmann, the pseudo-witness and the' Hcomplet(~ witness:' the
human and the inhuman, Testimony- appears here as a process that
inyolyes at least two subjects~ the first, the survivor, who can
speak but who has nothing interesting to say; and the second,
who "has seen the Gorgon." who "has touched bottom," and
therefore has much to say hut cannot speak. \Vb,ich oJ the two
bears witness? Who is the subjc:ct f?ftestiwonJ?

At first it appears that it is the human, the survivor, who bears
witness to the inhurnan. the /lluse1mann. But if the survivor bears
witness for the Jfusc1mann - in the technical sense of "on behalf
of" or "by proxy" ("we speak in their !ltead, by proxy") -then,
according to the legal principle by which the acts of the delegated
are imputed to the delegant, it is in some way the ;}fvse:lmaun who
bears witness. But this means that the one l.'vho truly bears wit
ness in the human is the inhuman; it m,eansthat the human JS
notJ1ing other than the agent of th.e inhuman, the one who'lends
the inhuman a voice. Or, rather, that there is no one who daims
the thl,,: of"witnes~t by right. 'To speak, to bear witness, is thus to
enter into a vertiginous movement in which something sinks to
1±1e bottom, whoHy desubjectified and silenced, and something
subjectllied speaks without truly haVing anything to say of its own
("I tell of things ... that I did not actually experience"). Testi
mony takes place where the -speechless one makes the sp(:aking
one speak and vvhcre the one who speaks bears the impossibility
of speaking in his own speech, snch that the silent and the speak
ing" the inhuman. and the humanenter into a zone of indistinction
in which it is impossible to establish the position of the suhject, to
identify the "imagined substance" of the "I" and, along with ft.
the true witness.

111f5 can also be expressed by saying that the ?f testi-
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mony is the one who bears witness to a desubjectfj1wt.!OTI. But this
expression holds onl)' if it is not forgotten that ;>1:0 bear witness
to a desubjectification" can only me,an there is no subject of te-s-~
timony CII repeat, we are not,., the true witnesses

n
) and that

every testimony is a field offorce.s inc(~ssantly trilversed by cur
rents of subjectification and dcsubjectification,

Here it is possible to gage the insufficiency of the two opposed
theses that divide accounts of Auschwitz: the vieV;! of humanist
discourse, which states that "all human be,ings are human" and
that of anti-humanist discourse, which holds that "only some
human beings are buman."vVhat testimony says is something
completely different, which can be formulated in the follow iag
theses: "human heings arc human insofar as they are not human"
or, more precisely" "human beings arc human insofar as they bear
witness to the inhuman."

3.18 Let us consider the individual living being, the ilinfant
ll

in
the etymological sense, a being who cannot What happens
In him-and for him-in the moment he says "I" and hegins to
speak? We have seen that the "I," the subjectivity to which he

access, is a plITdy discursive reality that rders neither to a
concept nor to a n~-al individual. The "'1" that, a:; a unity tran
scending the multiple totality of lived experiences, guarantees the
permanence of what we call consciousness is nothing other Li}an
the appearance in Being of an exclUSively lingUistic property, As
Benveniste writes

j "It is in the instance of discourse in which 1
designates the speaker that the speaker proclaims himself as the
'subject;' And so it is literally true that the basis of subjectivity is
in the f'~xercise of language'" (Benveniste 1971: 226), Linguists
have analyzed the consc{lucnces of the insertion uf subjectivity
into language for the' structure of languages. The consequences of
subjectifkation for tIw HViug indiVidual, however, remain
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to be considered, It is thanks to this unprecedented sdfMpresence

as HI," as speaker in the event of discourse, that there can be in

the living heing something like a unitary center to which one

can refer lived experiences and acts\ a firD} point outside of

the oceans of sensation.? and psychic states. And Benveniste has

shown ho\v hmuan temporality is through the self~

presence and presence to the "world that the act of enunciation

makes possible, hovv human beings in general have no way to

experience the "now" other than by constituting it through the

insertion of discourse into the world in "I" and "now." But

precisely for this reason, precisely because it has no other reality

than discourse, the j'n()\'\"" as shown by every attempt to g'Tasp

the present instant-is marked by au irreducible pre-
elsely because consciousness has no other than lan~

guage, everything that philosophy and psychology believed them

selves to discern in consciousness is simply a shadow of language.

an "imagined substance:' Subjectivity and consciousness. in which

our culture believed itself to have found its finTlest found:""tion.

rest on what is most pre-caTious and fragile in the world: the- event

of speech. But this unsteady foundation reafllrms itself and sinks

a"vay once again - every time we put language into action in dis
course, in the most frivolous chatter, as in speech given once and

for all to oneself and to others.

There is more: the living being who has made himself ab"

solutdy present to himself in the act of enundaUon, in ;'j,"

pushes his OVtU lived experiences back into a limitless past and

can no longer coincide \vith them. The event of language in the

pUTC presence of discourse irreparably divl(1es the self-presence of

sensations and experiences in the very mornent in which it refers

them to a unitary centcT, Whoever enjoys the particular presence

achieved in the intimate consciousness of the enunciatingvoke

forever loses the pristine adhesion to the Open that Rilke dis-
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cerncd in the gaze Df the animal; he must now turn his eyes in

ward to\vard the non-place of language, This is ,vhy suhjectifica

tion, the production of consciousness in the event of discourse. is

often a trauma ofvvhich human beings arc not easily cU1'f:d; this is

\-"'hy the fragile text of consciousness ince"ssantly crumbles and

erases itself, hringing to light the disjunction OIl which it is erected:

the constitutive desubjectification in every suhjcctification. (It is

hardly astonishing that it was precisely from an analysls of the

pronoun "I" in Husserl that Derri(ia was able to draw his idea of

an infinite deferral. an originary disjunction - '\vriting - insuibed

in the pure self-presence of con;)ciQusness.)

It is therefore not· surprising that \'lhen something like con~

sciousness (suneidesis. sunnoia) m~kes its appearance in the work

of Greek tngedians and pOdS, it appears as the inscription of a

zone of Hon-consciousness in language and of silence in knowl~

edge,. "\vhich has an ethical rather than logical connotation from

th,: beginning, Thus in Sb],JnIS Ermo!Uia, Dike has the form of a

mute con-science (~ig6sa sunoide), and for the tragedians con~

sdousness can also be attributed to an inanimate object which,

bv definition. cannot speak: the sleepless hed in Electra and the
.! cavern in Philoctetm (cf, Agamben 1991: 91). When a sub~

ject appears for the -first time <\s a consciousness, it thus has the

fmm of a disjunction benveen knowing and sayi.'1g. For the one

who knovl/s, it is felt as an impOSSibility of speaking; f~,r the one

who speaks. it is experienced as an equally bitter impossibility to

know,

3.19 In 1928. Ludwig Binsw:mger puhlished a study bearing the

significant title The Vital FmH"tlOD Qnd Inter.nd.l j-Jistor.y tj'Life.

Introducing into psychiatric terminology a phe-notnenologlcal

vocabulary that is still imprecise, Binsw-anger develops the idea of

a fundamental heterogeneity between the plane of the phYSical
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and psychical vital functions that take place itJ an and in

personal consciousness, in which the lived experiences of anindi~

vidual are organized into an inner unitary history~ In the place of

the old distinction between the psychic and the somatic, Bin

swanger proposE'S the much mOTe decisive distinction behvr:en

the "functional modality of the psycho 4 somatic organism, on the
one hand, and the jnternal history of life on the: other:' This allows

him to escape the confusion the concept of psychic

function and the spiritual content of psychic Jjved experiences/'

which is both "hihetcnt in the term and by now 5clentiJi
cally unsouncl:'

In a later work (which Foucault commented on») Bins"vanger

compares this duality to the opposition het\veen dreaming and

waking. "Dreaming, man - to use a distinction 1have drawn else

where-is 'lifl:>f'unctlon;' waking, he creatt~s (life history?_, It is

notpossihle _. no matter hO\'11 the attempt is made -- to reduce

both parts of the disjunction bet"\veen life~i\l11ction and life-his

tory to a common denominator, because life considered as fUHC

Honis not the same as life considered as history" (Binsw,m,'er
1963: 247~·48),

Binswanger Bmits himself to noting thjs opposition and to

suggesting that the psychiatrist ought to take account of both

points of "iew. But he indicates an aporia. 50 radical that the very

possibility of identifying a unitary terrain of consciousness is
caned into question. Considel\ On the one hand, the contimlOUS

flow of vital functions: respiration, circulation, digestion, homeo~ '

thermy (but also sensation, rnusL"Ular lTlOYCmcnt, irritation, etc.)

and. on the other hand, the flow of language and of the conscious

"I." in '",'hich lived experiences are orgauizedinto an individual
history. Is there a pOlnt .in which thetie two flo\vs are unified, in
which the "dr-camjng" of the vital functions is jojne-d to the 'Iwak_

ing" of personal consciousness? Where. and how, -l--:-an a subject
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he introduced into the biological flow? Is it possihle to say that

at the point in which the speaker, saying "I," is produced as. a sub

ject, there is something like a coincidence between two
series, in which th(~ speaking subject can truly assume his 0\'1/11

biological functions as his own, in "which the living being can idenili

tify himself with the spr,1,king and thinking 'T'? 1u the C¥'CWc"'

development of bodily processes as in the series of conscious
ness' intentional acts, nothing seems to consent to such a coin~

Qidence. Indeed. "(I" signiHes precisely the irreducible disjunction

between vital functions and inner history, betw<:en the Jiving

heing's be<:oming a speaking being and the speaking being's sen

sation of itself as liVing. It is certainly true that the two series

flow alongside one another in what one could (;;;IU absolute inti

macy. But is intimaex not precisely the name that we give to a

proximity that also remains distant, to a prol'niscuit)' that never
becomes identity?

3.20 The ]apancs{~ psychiatrist Kimura Bin, director of the Psy
chiatric Hospital of Kyoto and translator of Binswanger, sought 'to

deepen Heidegger's analysis of temporality in Being and Time with
reference to a classification of the fundamental typt:s of

HineS$-. To this end he made use of the Latin formula postJestwn

'(HteraUy, "after the celehration"), which indicates an irreparable

past, an arrival at things that are already done. Postjestum is sym~

ffie,trically distinguished from onte j(;stum ('Ibefore the celebra

tion") and intmJestum ("during the celebration").

'Post fts(l1fJ1 temporality is that of the melancholic, 'who always

experiences his own Ill" in the form of an "I was;" of an irrecover~

ably accomplished past with rcspe~t to l,'irhich one can only be
in debt. This experience of time corresponds in to

[)ase.in's Being-thrown, its finding itself al\yays already abandoned

to a factual situation beyond which it can never venture. There is
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thus a kind of constitutive hmdancholy" of human Dasein, which

is always late wlth respect to itself, having always already missed
its "celebration:'

Antefestum temporality corresponds to the experienn: of the

schizophrenic, in \vhieh the direction of the melancholic's orien

tation toward the past is inverted. For the schizophrenic, the "r' is

neve!" a certain possession; it is always something to be attained,

and the schizophrenic therefore ahvays lives time in the furm of

anticipation. "The 'I' of the schizophrenic," Kimura Bin writes,

"is not the 'I' of the 'already been'; it is not tied to a duty. In other

words, it is not the postJestum 'I' of the melancholic. which can

only be spoken of in terms of a past >and -a debt., .. Instead, the

essential point here is the problem of onc's own pOSSibility of
being oneself, the problem of' the certainty of becoming oneself

and, therefore, the risk of pOSSibly being alienated trom {)TH~Self"

(Kimura Bin 1992: 79), hi Being and Time, the schizophrenic's

temponJity corresponds to the primacy of the future in the form

of projection and anticipation. Precisely because its experience of

time originally tcmporalizcs itself on the basis of the future,

Daseil1 can be defined by. Hcidegger as #the being tor whom, in

its very Being, Being is ahvays at issue" and also as Hin its Being

always already :mticipating itse!f:' But precisely for this reason,

Dasein is constitutively schizophrenic; it always risks rnissing itself

and not being present at its own "celebration:'

One might expect the temporal dimension of intra Jestum to
correspond to a point between the melanchpHc's irreparable se1f~

loss and the schizophrenic's advance absence at his own cere

mony. a point itl which human beings would finally gain access to

a full self-presence, finding their dies festus. But it is not so. The

two examples of illira Ji:stum Kimura Bin provides have nothing
celebratory about them, In the first case, ohsessive neurosis, the

adherence to the pres<:nt t,)kes the form of an obsessive reiter;J,~
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finn of the same act with the intention, so to speak, of procuring

proof of being oneself, of not always having missed oneself. In
other words, the obsc-ssiy:;; type seeks through repetition tt) docu

ment his own at it celebration that constantly eludes

him. The constitutive self-loss characteristic of intra./esturu tem

porality is even clearer in Kimura Bin's second example: epilepsy,
which he: presents as the j'original landscape" of insanity - a par~

denial' form of self-loss achieved through a kind of {~cstatic excesS

Over presence. According to Kimura Bin, the decisive; question 1~}f

ep:iJc]"y is: "Why does the epileptic lose consciousness?" His
answer is that in the point in v,rhich the "1" is about to adhere to

itself in the supreme tnoment of celebration, the epileptic crisis

confirms consciousness' incapacity to tolerate presence, to partic~

ipate at its own celebration. In Dostoevsky's words, which he

cites at this point: "There are instants that last no longer than five
or six seconds, in which all of a suddi';;ll you hear presence of

eternal harmon)" and in which you have reached it. It is not earthly,
But I do not want to say that it is heavenly' either; only that in his

earthly form man is incapahle of tolerating it. He must either he

pllysically translormed or die" (ibid.: 151).
Kimura Bin does not offer an example of epileptiC temporality

in Being and Time. And yet it is pos~ible to suppose that it con

terns the instant of' dl,~dsion. in vvhich anticipation and having

been, schizophrenic tcrnporaHty and melaucholic temporality co·"
incide. and the "I" comes to itself in allthentic,'tlly assuming its

own irreparable past titsanticipation of its most extreme and
o-wnmost possiblHty i.s a return to its own having been"). The

silent and angUished d(,:cision that anticipates and assumes its

own end would then be something like Daseln's epileptic aura,

in which Dasein "touches thew(,rld of death in the form of an

excess, an ex,cess that ishoth an overt1owing and a source of life"
(ibid.: 152), In any case, according to Kimura Bin, rnan seems
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necessarily to dwell -in a disjul1ctionwith respect to himself and
his own dies festus. Almost as if Hving beings were constitutively

divided on account ()f having become speaking beings, of having
said 'I.; and as if time were nothing other than the fOrlU of this dis~

junction. And as if this disjunction could be mastered only in tl,e
epileptic excess or the moment of authentic decision, which rep~

resent something like theinvislhle architraves sustaining the ecsta~

tico-horizonal edifice of time; keeping it from caving in on Being

There's spatial situation, its There.
From this perspective, Auschwitz marks the irrecoverable cr1~

sis of authentic temporality, of the very possihility of i'dedding"

on the disjunction. The camp. the ahsoiutesituation, is the end of

every possibility of dn originary temporality, that is. of the tem

poral foundation of a singular position in space, of a Da. In the

camp, the irreparability of the past takes the form of an absolute

imminence; post festum and ante festl1m, anticipation and Sllcces
"sian are parodicaUy t1attened on each other. \v";aking is now for~

ever dra:vvn into the inside of the dream~ "Soon we will again bear /

th.e foreign l;omm;,md: / Wstawacl"

3.21 It is now possible to clarify the sense in which shame is

truly something like the hidden structure of all subjectivity and

consciousness. Insofar as it consists soldy in the event of enuncia

tion, consciousness constitutively has th(~ form of being con

signed to something that cannot be assumed. To he conscious

means: to be consigned to something that cannot he assumed.

(Hence both guilt as the structure of conscience in Heidegger and

the necessity of the unconscious in Freud.)
Conside; the old philosophical definition of man as loon logon

ecMn, the living heing who has language. The metaphysical tradi

tion has interrogated this definition with regard both to the living

beingund to 1090s, And yet what has remained unthought in it is
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the echan. the mode of this having. How can a living being have
language? What can it mean for a living being to speak?

The preceding analyses have sufficiently shown the sense in
which speaking isa paradoxical act that implies both suhjectifk:a·
tion and desubjectification. in which the Hving individual appro

priates language in a fuIl exproprhtion alone, becoming a speaking
being only Dn condition of falling into silence. The mode of Being

of this "I," the existential status of the speaking-living-heing is

thus a kind of ontological glossolalia; an absolutely insubstantial

chatter in which the living being and the speaking hf:ing. subjecti
tlcation and desuhjectification, can neyer coincide, This is why

metaphysics and the Western reflection on language - if they ar~
two different things have constantly sought to articulate the

relation between the HVing being and the speaking being, to con~

struct a link se(~uring communication b~,tween what seems in~

communicablc t givlng consistency to the "imagined substance" of

the subject and its ungraspable glossolalia.

This is not the place to show how this articulation has been

generally sought in the site of an 'T' or a Voice as a silerrt voke

of conscience that appears to itself in inner discourse, on the one

hand, and On the other, as an articnblted voice; phalli'! enarthos, in

which language is securely joined to the living being by being

inscribed in its VeiY voice. And yet in the finalan>llvsis tbis Voice
• <. J

is always amythologeme 01' a ilt(!o]ofJoumenon; nowberc t in the

living heingor in language. can we reach a point in which som(;.
thing like an articulatkm truly takes place. Outside theology and

the incarnation of the Verb, there is no moment in \vhich lan~

guageis inscrihed in the liVing no in which the Hving

being is able to render itself lingnistk. transforming itself into
speech,

It is in this non-place of articulation that deconstruction in

scribes its "trace" and its d!fJemnce, in which voice and letter;
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meaning and presence are infinitely differed. The line that, in Kant,

marked the only possible way to represent the anto-affection of
time is now the movement of a writing on which "the 'look' can w

not 'abide'" (Derrida 1973: 104), Bnt precisely this impossibility

of conjoining the living being and language, phone and logos, the
inhuman and the human - far from authorizing the infinite defer

ral of signification - is what allows for testimony. If there is no

articulation between the living being and language, if the "I" stands

suspended in this disjunction, then there can be testimony. The

intimacy that betrays our non-coincidence with ourselves is the

place of testimony. Testimony takes place in the non-place 1 articu

lation. Inthe non-place of the Voice stands 110t writing, but the

witness. And it is precisely because the relation (or, rather, nOll~

relation) between the living being and the speaking being has the

fonn of shame, of being reciprocally consigned to something that

cannot be assumed hy a subject, that the ethos of this disjunction

can only be testimony - that is, something that cannot be assigned

to a subject but that nevertheless constitutes the subject's only

dwelling place, its only possible consistency.

3.22 Giorgio Manganelli has written of a special figure of het

eronymy, ,:vhich he calls "pseudonymy squared" or "homopseu~

donymy?' It consists in using a pseudonym that is in every respect

identical to one's own name. One day, one of his friends tells him

that he has published a book of which he knows nothing, just as

other times it had also happened to him that "sober-minded

people" let him know they have seen books with his first and last

name on display in credible bookstore windows. (PSclIdoDymy)2

brings the paradox of ontological heteronymy to an extreme

point, since here it is not only. an ''I'' that gives way to another;

this "other" even claims not to be "other," but rather fully isleuti

cal to the "I," something the "I" cannot but deny. "I had acquired
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and partially read a book that an honest slanderer, an historicist, a

specialist of anagraphs had called 'mine: But if I had written it, if

there had been an 'I' capable of writing a book, that book, what

could explain the absolute, irritating strangeness that divided me

from what had been written?" (Manganelli 1996: B),
With respect to the Simple "I," the homopseudonyrn is ab

solutely foreign and perfectly intimate, both unconditionally real

and necessarily non-existent, so much so that no language could

describe it; no text could guarantee its consistency. "So I had

written nothing. But by T I meant the person with my name

and without pseudonym. Did the pseudonym write? It's likely,

but the pseudonym pseudowrites; it is technically speaking un

readable by the 'I; although it migbt be readable by the squared
pseudonym 'I,' who obviously docs not exist. But if the reader is

non-existent, I know what he can read: what can be written by

the degree zero pseudonym, something that cannot he read by

anyone who is not the squared pseudonym, the non-existent one.

In fact, what is written is nothing. The book means nothing, and

in any case I cannot read it without giving up my existence. Maybe

it's all a prank: as will be made clear, I have been dead now for

many years, like the friend I met, and the book I'm leafing through

is always incomprehensible; I read it, I reread it, I lose it. Maybe

one has to die several times" (ibid.: 14).

What this terribly serious joke lays bare is nothing less than

the ontological paradox of the living-speaking (or writing)-being,

the living being who can say "1." As a Simple "I" v'I'ith a name but

no pseudonym, he can neither write nor say anything. But every

proper name, insofar as it names a living being, a non-linguistic

thing, is always a pseudonym (a "degree zero pseudonym"). I can

only write and speak as the pseudonym "I"; but what I then write

and say is nothing, that is something that could be read or heard

only by a squared pseudonym, who does not exist in himself, if



not by taking the phtce of the first Hr." v,rho then up his exis~

tence (that is, dies), At this point, the pseudonym's elevation to
the second power is cOlnplete: the ''1'' with a name but no pseu

donym disappears in the non-existent homopseudonym.

But the next is: \Vho is speaking in ManganellCs

story. who is its author? Who bears witness tf} the unease of this

jnti~11ate strangeness? The "f' without pseudonym1whkh exists

hut cannot write? Or the zero pseudonym, who "'Hites the
unreadahle text of the first "1"( Or rather the third, the squared

pseudc'n)'m who rereads, and loses,the emplj and incom
prehensihle book? If it is clear that HI haVt~ heen dead for Inauy

years." who survives to speak of this death? In the process of ver

tiginous, heteronymic subjectification. it is as if something always

survived, as if a final or residual "I" were generated in the word

HI," such that the pseudonym's elevation to the second power

were never truly completed, as if the squared "I" always fell back
onto a new "I," an HI" both indistinguishable from and irreducible

to the first.

3.23 The term "to survive" contains an ambiguity that cannot
be eliminated. It implies the reference to something or someone

that is survived. The Latin supervlra ~ Jike the eqUivalent slJperstes
sum ~ is in this sense constructed with the dative, to indicate the

person or thing with respect to which there is .survival. But from

the beginning, the verb also has a reflexive form when referred to

human beings. 1,vhich designates the striking idea of survival ,,,3th

respect to oneself and one's own life. In this furm l the one who

survives and the person to vthom something survives thus coi.n~

cide. If Pliny can therefore say of a public figure that "for tllirty

years he h-ad survived his glory" (triginta annis glariae sua!! Sl1per
vixit). in Apuleius we already find the idea of genUine posthU

mous existence, a life that lives by surviving itself (eOam mihi ipse
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supcfYirens e.t lJostumus). In the same sense, Christian authors can

say that Christ - and every Chr!stian along with him ~ is hoth tes
tator and inheritorinsofar as he has SllfViwcd death (Chris-tus idem

testatOl' et haeres, qui morti pmprlae moreover, the)' also
can write that the sinn(.::1' survives on earth on aCCOlmt of being in

truth spiritually dead (rmimam turun miSeId perdidlsti, svlr/tilaH/,,;

mortua sllpervivere hit tibi).
This impHc_s that inhuman life hears with it a caesura

that can transform all life into mrvival and all survival into life. In

a sense-~the sense V\it: have encountered in Bettelheim --survival

designates the pure tlnd simple continuation of bare life v>'1th

respect to tnler lind more human life. In another sense, survival

has a positive sense Jnd refers as in Des Pres to the person

who, in fighting against deat}\, has survived the inhuman.
Let us then formulate, the thesis that summarizes tlH~ lesson of

Auschwitz: The human being is the one who con surYive the hU1i:1cJr;
heing. In the first sensel it refers to the Alase!ownfl (or the gray

zone); it therefore the inhuman capacity to survive the

human, In the second sense, it refers to the survivor; it designates
the human being's to survive the ,ifffw:elmann, the nonhu

man. \Vhen one looks closely, ho\vcver, the two senses converge

in one point, which can be said to constitute their most intimate

semantk core, in which the two meanings lUomentarlIy seem to

coincide, The Musclmann stands in this point~ and it is in him that

we Hnd the third, truest. and most ambiguous sense of the thesis,
which Levi proclairns when he writes th<?it "they, the Jiuselmiin

ner, th<: drowned are the complete witnesses": the human being is
the inhuman; the mli! whose hllmanit)' 1$ completely destr~r(;d is (,rye
one wiw is human. The paradox here is that if the only one

bearing witness to the human is the one whose humanitJ 11,\S heen

wholly destroyed, this means that the identity between human

and inhuman is never and that it 1s not truly pOSSible to
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destroy the human, that something ahvays Temains. The witness is
this remnant.

3.24 Concerning Antelme's,book, Blanchoconce wrote that

"man is the indestructible that can be infinitely destroyed" (Blan

chot 1993: 130). The word "indestrnctihle" here does not mean
something - an essence or human relation - that infinitely resists

its own infinite destruction. Blanchot misunderstands his own

words when he sees infinite destruction as the place of Hthe human

relation in its primacy," as the relation to the Other (ibid.: 135).

The indestructible does not exist, either as essence or as relation;

Blanchot's sentence must be read in another sense, one that is

both more complicated and simpler. "Man is the indestructible

who· can be infinitely destroyed" -like "the human being is the

one who can survive the human being" - is not a definition which,

like all good logical definitions, identifies a human essence in

attributing a specific difference to it. The human being can sur

vive the human being, the human being is what remains after the

destruction of' the human being, not because somewhere there is

a human essence to be destroyed or saved, but because the place

of the human is divided, because the human being exists in the

fracture between the living being and the speaking being, the

inhuman and the hlunan. That is: the human being ex.ist~ in the

human being's non-place, in the missing articulation hUT-yeen the hy

ing being and ]o[/os. The human being is the being that is lacking

to itself and that consists solely in this lack and in the errancy it

opens. vVhen Grete Salus wrote that "man should never have to

bear everything that he can bear, nor should he ever have to

see how this .'InHering to the most extreme power no longer has

anything human about it," she also meant this much: there is

no human essence; the human being is a potential being and,

in the moment in which human beings think they have grasped
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the essence of the human in its infinite destructibility, what

then appears is something that "no longer has anything human

about ie'
The human being is thus always beyond or before the human,

the central threshold through which pass currents of' the human

and the inhuman, subjectification and desubjectification, the liv

ing being's becoming speaking and the logos' hecoming living.

These currents afe coextensive, but not coincident; their non~

coincidence, the subtle ridge that divides them, is the place of

testimony.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Archive and Testimony

4.1 One evening in 1969, Emile Benveniste, Professor of Lin

guistics at the College de France, suffered an attack: on a street in

Paris. Without identification papers, he was not recognized. By

the time he was identified, he had already suffered a complete and

incurable aphasia that lasted until his death in 1972 and kept him

from working in any way. In 1972, the journal Semiotica published

his essay, "The Semiology of Language:' At the end of this article,

Benveniste outlines a research program that moves beyond Saus

surian linguistics, one that was never realized. It is not surprising

that the basis for this program lies in the theory of enunciation,

which may well constitute Benveniste's most felicitous creation.

The overcoming of Saussurian linguistics, he argues, is to be

accomplished in two ways: the first, which is perfectly compre~

hensible, is by a semantics of discourse distinct from the theory of

signification founded on the paradigm of the sign; the second,

which interests us here, consists instead "in the translinguistic

analysjs of texts and works through the elaboration of a metase

mantics that will he constructed on the basis of a semantics of

enunciation" (Benveniste 1974: 65).

It is necessary to linger on the aporia implicit in this formula

tion. If enunciation, as we know, does not refer to the text of
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what is uttered hut to its taking place, if it Is nothing other than

language's pure reference to itself as actual discourse, in what

senseis it possihle to speak of a "se111antie~t of enunciation? To be

sure. the isolation of the domain of entmdation first makes it pos~

sible to distinguish in a statement bebNcen what is said and its

taking place. But does enunciation not: then represent anon~

semantic dimension precisely on account ofthis identification? It

is certainly possible to define sOI:n~~thjng like a meaning of the
h'ft "I " ". .. I, li " "I " (. I ,. ,.. , h5 J e-rs ! you, now, 1erc tor exalnp e, I me\\Us t e

one who utters the present speech in which T is contained"); but

this meaning is completely foreign to the lexical meaning of other

linguistic signs. "I" is neither a notion nor a substance, and emUlM

dation concerns not what is said in discourse: but the pure fact

that :it is said, the event of language as such. which is by definition

epheIh(~ral. Like the philosophers' concept of Being, enunciation

is what is most unique and concrete, since it refers to the abso

lutely singular and unrepcatable event of di;;course in act; but at

the same time, it is ",,,,,hat is most vacuous and £cnerk, since it is

always repeated without its ever being possible to assign it any
lexical reality.

What, from this perspective, can it mean to speak of' a metase

mantles founded on a semantics of enunciation? What did Ben

veniste glimpse before falling into aphasia?

4,2 In 1969, Michel Foucault also puhlishes The ArdhleolOIIY if
KfJow}edge, which forrnuJatcs the method and program of his

research through the foundation of a theory of statements (enon

ces). Although Benveniste's name does not appear in the book and

dt;spite the fact that Foucault could not have lmo"vn Benveniste's

last articles, a secret thread ties Foucault's program to the one the

lingUist outlined. The incomparable novelty of The Arcbaeologr c:f
Knowledse consists in haVing expHcidy taken as its object neither

sentences nor propOSitions but precisely "staternents," that is.

not the text of discourse but its taking place. Foucault was thus

the fjrst to comprehend the novd dimension of Benveniste's

theory of enunciation. and he was the first then to make this

dimension into an object of study. Foucault certainly recognIz"d

that this object is, in a c(~rtain sense. undefinable, that archaeol

ogy in no way delimlts a particular lingUistic area comparable to

thOSe assibmed to the various diSciplines of knowlc(lge. Insofar as

~:mmciation refers not to a text hut to a pure event of language

(in the terms of the Stoles, not to something said but to the

sayable that remains unsaid in it), its tenitory cannot coincide

with a definite level of Hnguistic analysiS (the sentence, the

propositit::Hl.• lHocutlve acts, etc.); or 1,-'lith the speCific domains

examined hy the sciences. Instead, it represents a function verti~

cally present in all sciences and in an acts of speech. As Foucault

writes, with ludd awareness of his method's ontological impli

cations: "the statement is not therefore it structure ... ; it is a

function of t;xistence" (Foucault 1972: 86). In other words: enun

ciation is not a thing determined hy real, definite properties; it

is, pure existence, the fact that a certain being -language

takes place. Given the system of the sciences and the many

knowledgcs that, inside language, define meaningful sentences

and more or less well· fanned discourses, archaeology claims as

its territory the pure taking place of these propositions and dis

courses, that is, the outside of language, the hrute fact of its

existence.

In this way, Foucault's archaeology perfectly realizes Bcnve~

niste's program for a "metasemantics bnilt on a semantics of

enunciation:' After having.llsed a semantics of enunciation to

distlngui~h the domain of statements ftom that of propositions.

Poucault establishes a new point of view from which to inyesti

gate knowledges and disciplines l an outside that makes it possible

Ii9
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to reconsider the field of disciplinary discourses through a "meta~

semantics": archaeology.

It is certainly possible that Foucault thus merely dressed up

old ontology, which had become unacceptable, in the modern

garb of a new historical metadisdpline, thereby ironically propos

ing first philosophy not as a knowledge, but as an "archaeology"

of all knowledges. But such an interpretation fails to recognize

the novelty of Foucault's method. What gives his inqUiry its incom

parable efnciency is its refusal to grasp the taking place of lan~

guage through an "I," a transcendental consciousness or, worse, an

equally mythological psychosomatic "1." Instead, Foucault deci

sively poses the question of how something like a subject, an "I,"

or a consciousness can correspond to statements, to the pure tak

ing place oflanguage.

Insofar as the human sciences define themselves by estahlish

ing a linguistic stratum that corresponds to a certain level of

meaningful discourse and linguistic analysis (the sentence, the

proposition, the illocutive act, etc.), their subject is naively iden

tified with the psychosomatic individual presumed to utter dis~

course. On the other hand, modern philosophy, which strips the

"transcendental subject of its anthropological and psychological

attributes, reducing it to a pure "I speak," is not fully aware of the

transformation this reduction implies with respect to the experi

ence of language; it does not recognize the fact that language is

thereby displaced onto an asemantic level that can no longer be

that of propositions. In truth, to take seriously the statement "I

speak" is no longer to consider language as the communication of

a meaning or a truth that originates in a responsible Subject. It is,

rather, to conceive of discourse in its pure taking place and of the

subject as "a nonexistence in whose emptiness the unending out

pouring of language uninterruptedly continues" (Foucault 1998:

148). In language, enunciation marks a threshold between an
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inside and an outside, its taking place as pure exteriority; and

once the principal referent of study becomes statements, the sub

ject is stripped of all substance, becoming a pure function or pure

position, The subject, Foucault writes j "is a particuIar j vacant

place that may in fact he filled by different individuals .... If a

proposition, a sentence, a group of signs can be called lstatement,'

it is not thereforc because, one day, someone happened to speak

them or put them into some concrete form of writing; it is be

caUse the position of the subject can be assigned. To describe a

formulation qua statement docs not consist in analyzing the rela

tions between the author and what he says (or wanted to say, or

said without wanting to); but in determining what position can

and must be occupied by any individual if he is to be the subject

ofit" (Foucault 1972: 95-6).

In the same year, Foucault undertakes his critique of the notion

of the author following these very same principles. His interest is

not so much to note the author's eclipse or to certify his death as

to define the concept of the author as a simple specification of the

subject~functionwhose necessity is anything but given: "Vve can

easily imagine a culturevvhere discourse would circulate without

any need for an author. Discourses, whatever their status, form or

vaiue. and regardless of our manner of handling them, would un~
fold in the anonymity of a murmur" (Foucault 1998: 222, transla

tion emended).

4.3 In his undeTst,mdahle concern to define archeology's terrain

with respect to other Imowledges and domains, FOllcault appears

to have neglected - at least to a certain point - to consider the

ethical implications of his theory of statements. Only in his last

works, after having effaced and depsychologized the author, after

having identified something like an ethics immanent to writing

already in the bracketing of the question "Who is speaking? ," did
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Foucault begin to reflect on the consequences that his desub~

jectification and decomposition of the author implied for the sub~

jed, It is thus possible to say, in Benveniste's terms, that the
metasemantks of disciplinary discourses ended by concealing the
semantics of enunciation that had made' it possible, and that the
constitutjon of the system of statements as a positivity and histor·
ieal a priori made it necessary to forget the erasure of the subject

that was its presupposition. In this way, the just concern to do
away ~ith the false question H\Vho is speaking?" hindered die for
mulation of an entirely different 'and inevitable question: What
happens- in the living individual when he occupies the 'vacant
place' of the subject, when he enters into a process of enuncia
tion and discovers that "our reason is the difference of discourses,
our history the difference of times, ourselves the difference of
masks?" (Foucault 1972:131). That is, once again, wbat does it
mean to be suhject to dcsubjectification? How can a subject give
an account of its o\''''n ruin?

TI1is omission - jf it is an omission - obviously does not corre~
spond to a forgetfuJ:ness or an incapacity on Foucault's part; it
involves a difficulty implicit in the very concept of a semantics of
enunciation. Insofar as it inhere.s not in the'text of the statement,
hut rather in its taking place - insofar as it .concerns not some
thing said~ hut a pure saying - a semantics of enunciation cannot
constitute either a text or a discipline, The subject of' enuncia~
tion~ whose dispersion founds the pOSSibility of a metasemantics
of knowledges and constitutes statements in a positive system,
maintains itself not in a content of meaning but in an event of

language; this is why it cannot take itself as an object, stating
itself. Tbere can thus be no archaeology of the subject in tbe
sense in which there is an archaeology of kno\vledges.

Does this mean that the olle wbo occupies the vacant place of
the subject is destined to be forever obscured and that the author
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must lose himself fully in the anonymous murmur of "What does
it matter who is speakingH ? In Foucault's work) there is. perhaps

only one text in whicb this difficulty thematically comes to light,
in which the darkness of the subject momentarily appears in all
its splendor. This text is "The Life of Infamous Men,",'vhich was
originally conceived as a preface to an anthology of archival docu
ments, registers of internment or lettres de cachet. In tlu; very

moment in which it marks them with infamy. the enColmter with
power reveals human existences that would otherwise have left
no traces of themselves. What momentarily shines through these
laconic statements are not the biographical events of personal his~

tories. as suggested by the pathos-laden emphasis of a certain oral
history. but rather the luminous trail of a different history,What
suddenly comes to light is not the memory of an oppressed exis
tence, but the silent flame of an immemorable ethos - not the

subject's face, hut rather the disjunction between the Hving being
and the speaking being that marks its empty place. Here life snb·
sists only in the infamy in which it existed: here a name lives
solei), in the disgrace that covered it. And something in this dis
grace bears witness to life beyond all biography.·

4.4 Foucault gives the name "archive" to the positive dimension
that correspond., to the plane of enunciation, "the general sJstem

of the formation and transformation of statements" (Foucault
1972: 130). How are we to conceive of this ditnension, ifit corre
sponds neither to the archive in the strict sense that is, the
storehouse that catalogs the traces of what has been said, to con·
sign them to future memory - nor to the Bahdie lihrary that
gathers the dust of statement<; and allows for their resurrection
under" the historian's gaze?

As the set of rules that define the events of discourse, the

archive is s.ituated between Iannue, as the system of constTuction
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of possihle sentences - th.t is, of possihilities of speaking - and
the corpus that unites the set of what has heen said, the things
actually uttered or written. The archive is thus the mass of the

non-semantic inscribed in every meaningful discourse l4" a func

tion of its enunciation; it is the dark margin encircling and limit

ing every concrete act of speech. Between the ohsessive memory

of tradition, which' knows only what has heen said, and the exag~

geratcd thoughtlessness of oblivion, whicb cares only for what

was never said. the archive is the unsaid or sayable inscribed in

everything said by virtue of being enunciatz',d; it is the fragment of
memory that is always forgotten in the act of saying ''1:' It is in

this "historical a priorL 1> suspended between langue and parole,
that r;l)ucault establishes his construction site and founds <trchae~

ology as: "the general theme of a description that questions the

alreadY~5ajd at the level of its existence" (ibid.: 131) - that is, as

the system of relations between the unsaid and the said in eve-TV. ,
act of speech, hetween the enunciative function and the discourse

in which it exerts itself, betvvecn the outside and th.c insidt: of

language.
Let us now attempt to repeat Foucault's operation, sliding it

toward language (lanflue), thus dis-pladr'l.g the site that he had
established between lcmaue and the acts of speech, to relocate it

in the difference bety.'een language (1i11.19tie) and archive: that is.

not between discourse and its taking place, between what is said

and the enunciation that exerts itself in it) but rather between

langue and its taking place. between a pure possibillty of speaking

and :its existence as such. If enunciation in some way lies sus'

pended between langue and parole, it will then he a matter of

considering statements not from the point of' view of actual dis

course, but rather from that of language (lanl/ue); it will be a
question of looking from the site of enunciation not toward an

act of speech. hut tow,)rd langue as such: that lS, of' articulating an

inside and an outside not only in the plane of language and actual

discourse~ but also in the plane of hnguage as potentiality of
speech,

In opposition to the archive, which designates the of

relations between the unsaid and the said, we give the name tC3tl~

mOl~F to the Of relations between the inside ~md the out~

side of lanoue, benveen the .saY~lble and the unsayable in every

that is, between a potentiality of spc()ch and its exi!~;~
tenee, b<:tween a possibility and an impossibility of To

think il potentiality in act Q.'l potentiality. to think enunciation on

the plane of Janoue is to imcrihe a caesura in possibility. a caesura

that divides it into a pOSSibility and an impossibility, into a poten~

1iaJity and an impotentiality; and it is to situate a sU~jcct in this
very caesura.The archive's constitution presupposed the bracket~

ing of the subject, ",rho waS reduced to it simple function or an

empty position; it was founded on the subject's disappcJrance
into the anonymous murmur of statement.s, In testimonv bv,. . . J' J

contrast, the empty place of the becomes the decisive

question, It is not a question, of course, of returnIng to the oid
problem that Foucatilt had sought to eliminate, namely, "How

can a subject's be inserted into the rules of a language?tl

Rather, it is a matter of situating the subje-ct in the disjunctIon be~

hvcell a possibility and tin impossibility of speech, asking, ":How

c:;:m Hke a statement exist in the site of ]{mgw:? In what

way can it possibHit,{ of spc,ech realize itself as such?" Preciseh
be~:ause i~ the relation between a possibility of J

and its place, it can exist only through a reL'ttiol1 to an

impossibility of speech ...- thM is, only as contingency, as a capacity

not to be. This contingency, this occurrence of language. ill a sub~

ject, is different from <lctnal discourse's utterance or non~utterance,
its speaking or not speaking, its production 01' non-production as

a statement, It concerns the subject's cap,:,city to have or not to
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have language. The subject is thus the that languagf;
docs not exist, docs not take placf;~· or, hett{;f. that it takes place

only through its possibility of not being there. its contingency,
The human being is the speaking being, the living who has

language, because the human is capable of not havinn lan

guage, because it is capable of its own Contingency is

not one modality among others. al(mgside possibility, impossihil

ity, and nccess.hy: it is the actual giving of a possibility. the way in

\~hich a potentiality exists as such. It is an event (contiIlfiit) of a

potentiality .as th(:: of a caesura bctvveen a capacity to be

and it not to be. In language, this giving has the form of

511bJectivhy, Contingency is: possibilit)' put to the test of a subject,
In the relation hetween what is said and its taking place, it was

P(t551ble to bracket the subject of enunciation. since speech had

already taken place. But the relation betv\'een language and its

«xistence) het\veen langue and the archive, demands suhjectivity

as that which, in its very possibility of speech , bears "vitness to an

impossibility of speech. This is why suhjectivity appears as witness:

this is why it can speak for those who cannot speak, is
a potentiality that hecotnes actual through an impotc.ntiality of

speech; it is, IH.oreover. an impossibility that gives itself existence.

through a possibility of speaking. These two movements cannot

be identified eitheT \vith a subject or with a consciousness;

they cannot be divided into t-..vo "incommunicable substances. Their

inseparable intimacy is testimony,

4.5 It is time to attempt to redefine the categories of mudality

from the perspective that interests us. The modal categories

possihility. impossibility, contingency, necessity - are not innocu
ous logical or epistemological categories that concern the struc

ture of propositions or the relation of something to our faculty of

knowl~dge.They are ontological operators, that IS, the devastat~

ing ·vveapons used in the biopolitical struggle for Being, in which a

decision is made each time on the human and the inhuman. on
j(making live" or 'lletting die;" The tleJd of this hattI:::, is suhjectiv~

it)'. The fact that Being gives .itself ill modalitic5 mCdlls that "foY

Hving beings, Being is life" (to de: zen lois zo~;i einai estin) (J\xisto
tie, De animo: 413b13); it implies a liVing subject. The calcg()rhcs
,of' modality are not founded on the subject; ~i5 Kant maintains.

nor are they derived from it; rather, the sl.lhject is what is at stake

in the processes in \vhich they interact. They divide and se])d!'ab"

in the subject, \vhat is poS"s.ible and what is impossible. t.~e Hving

and the speaking being, the Jiuselmann and the \dwess
and in this way they decide on the su.bjeet.

Possibility (to be able to be) and contingency (to be able not
to be) arc. the operators of subjectifk,\tiofi, the point in which

something possible passes into existence, itself through a

relation to an impossibility. Impossibility, as negation of possihil~

ity (not [to be able]), and necesHity. as negation of contingency

(not [to he able not to be)) are the operators of desubjectifkation,

of the destruction and destitution of the suhject,,~ that is, pro

cesses that, in suhjectiYity. divide potentiality and impotentiaHty,

the possible and the impossible. The first two constitute Be,ing in

its subjectivity, that is, in the flna17ln,drs1s as a world that is ahv:JYs

my world, since it is in my world that impossibility eXIsts and

touches- (c-olitiDgit) the real. Necessity and possihiJit)'. instead, de

fine Being in its wholeness and solidity, pure ~albst3ntialit)'with

out ~ubjeet- that is, at the limit. a world thot is neYl.:'f m)' world

since possibility does not exist in it. Yet modal categories, as

operah)TS of Being, Ilt':ver stand before tht subjt;ct as something

he can chooHe or and they do not confront him as a task

that he can decide to assume or not to assume in a privileged

moment:. The subject, is a field of forces always already tra

versed the incandescent and historicaHy determined currents
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being able not to be.

From this perspective, Auschwitz represents tht; historical

point in which these processes collapse, the devastating experi

ence in whkh the impossible is forced into the reaL Auschvritz is
the existence of the impossihl(;, the most radical negation of COll

tingency; it is, absolute The A1l1se1mann pro

duced hy Auschwitz is the Ciltastrophe of the suhject that then

foHows, the subject's effacement as the place of contingency Jnd

its maintenance as existence of the impossible. Here Goebhtl's

definition ofpolitics - "the art of making what seems impossible
possible" acquires its fun weight. It defines a biopoHtical exper

iment on the of Being, an experiment that transforms
and disarticulates the subject to a limit point in which the link be

tween subjectification and desubjectificatiQn seems to break apart.

4.6 The modern meaning of the term "author" appears rela

tively late, In Latin. aw:Wr originally designates the person who

intervenes in the caSt; of a minor (or the person who. for what

ever reason. does not have the capacity to posit a legally valid act).

in order to grant him the valid title that he requires. Thus the

tutor, uttering the formula auetOlJio l furnishes the pupil with the
"authority" he lacks (one then says that the pupil a-cts tutore Lll1C

lore). In the same \tvay. auctorltas patnmi is the ratification that the
senators thus called patTes GlIctous - bring to a popular resolu

tion to make it valid and obligatory in aU cases.
T'he oldest meanings of the term also include "vendor" in the

act of transferring property, ;'he who advises or persuades" and.

finally, l'witness." In '<vhat way can a term that expressed the- idea
of the completion of an imperfect act also signify seller, adviser.

and ''litne5s? \Vh;lt is the common. character that lies at the root

of the~e appan:;:ntly heterogeneous meanings?
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As to the meanings of "'''seller'' and "adviser,ll a quick examina~

tion of the relevant texts suffices to confIrm their substantial per~

tineIlce to the tern/s fundamental meaning. The :;ellel' is sai() to
be auctor jnwfar as his will, merging with that of the buyer, vali

dates and legitimate;; the pH/perty at issue. 'fhc transfer of prop~

erty thus appears as a convergence of at ]e~tst two parties in a

process in which the right of the acquire.:r is founded on

that of the seBer, who thus becomes t~e buyer's au-er-or, \Vhcn .ve

read in the Digest (50,17,175,7) non debeo meliol'is cOl1dicionj esse,
quam auctor !tICUS, a quo ius in me transit, tl1is means the

foHm,ving: "My right to property is, in a necessary and sui'ficicnt

fashion, founded on that of the buyer, who 'authorizes' it." In any

case, ,'vhat is essential is the idea of a relationship between two

subjects in which one acts as auctor for the other: (weco}' mcvs is

the name by the buyer to the current seller, ,vho renders

the pr(}perty legitimate.

HThe meaning of 'he whQ advises or persuades' also presup

poses an analogous idea. It is the author who grants the uncertain

or hesitant will of a subject the impulse or supplement that allows
it to be actuaH7,ed. \Vhcn\ve read inPlautus's illiles. "quid nunc mJ

auctor es, utj'aciam?," this docs not slmply 111C,tn, "\Vhat do you
advise me to dot f It also means, "Tb \vhat do you'authorize' me.

in what way do you my \vHl, rendering it capable of

making a decision ahout a action?"

From this perspective, the meaning of '\vitm~ss" also hecomes
transparent, and the thn;;{; terms that. in Latin. express the idea of

testimony aB characteristic physiognoury. If testis

designates the witness insofar as he intervenes as. a third in a suit

hetween two subjects, and ifjndkates the one who has

funy lived through an and can therefore relate it to

auctor signifies the witness insofar as his testimoJly always

presupposes something~ a fact, a thing or a word - that preexists

'49
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him and whose reality and force must be- validated or certified. In

thL<; sense. auctor is opposed to res (auctor magis . .. quam res . .. mmtit,

the witness has greater authority than the witnessed thing [Liv. 21

37.8)) or to vvx (races.,; nullo (luctoTe emissae, words whose valid~

no witnt~SS guarantees [Cicero, Coel. 30]). Te,stimony is thus

always an act of an "author": it always implies an essential duality

in which an insufficiency Or incapacity is completed or made valid.

It is thus possible to explain the sense of the term auctor in the

poets as «founder of a race or a city;" as well as the general mean~

lng of "sctting into being" identified by Benveniste as the original

meaning of (1Ugue, As is well kno''''11. the classical world is not

acquainted vvith creation ex nihilo; for the ancients every act of

creation ahvays implies something else; either unformed matter

or incomplete Being, which is to be completed or "made to grow."

Every creator is alwap1 a co-creator, every author a co-author.

The act of the auctor the act of an incapable person,

giving strength of proof to wbat in itself lacks it and granting life

to what could not live alone. It can conversely he said that the

imperfect act or incapacity precedes the auctor's act and that the

imperfect act completes and meaning to the word of the

aoctor-witness. An author's act that claims to be valid on its own

is n<msense, just as the survivor's testim0l1;Y has truth and it reason

for being only 'if it is completed by the one who cannot bear wit
ness. The suyvivor and the JIuse1mann.1ike the tutor and the inca

pable person aud the creator and his matf'Xial, are inseparable;

their unity-differenc.e alone constitutes testimony.

4.7 Let us return to Levi's paradox: "the Muse1mann is the com

plete witness:' It implies two contradictory propositions: 1) '\he
AJuselmann is themm-human. the one who could never bear wit

ness," and 2) I'the one who cannot bear witness is the true wit

ness, the absolute "'litness."

The sense and nonsense of this paradox hecome clear at this

point. What is expressed in them is nothing other than the inti

mate dual structure of t(~stimony as an act of an auctor, as the

difference and completion of an impossibility and possibility of

speaking. of the inhuman and the human, a liVing and a

speaking being. The subject of testiruony is constit:utivdy fra(:~

it has no other consistency than disitffiction 'and di!>ioca

tion- and ret it is nevertheless irreducible to them. This is what it

means "to be subject to desubjectiHcation/"' and this is the

witness, the (;thical subject, is the subject 'who bears whness to

(lesubjectifkation. And the unassignability of testimony is noth

ing other than the price of this fracture, of the inseparable inti"

mac)' of the Jluse1monn and the ....vitness. of an impotentiality and

potentiality of speaking.

Levfs second paradox, according to \\'hich "the human being

is the one who can sunivc the human being," also Bnds its true

sense here. J!melnwtln and witness I the inhuman and the human

are coextensive and, at th(; same time; non-coincident; they are

divided and nevertheless inseparable. And this indivisible parti

tion j this fractured and yet indissoluhle 11ft'; expresses itself through

a douhle survival: the non-human is the one "\vho can survive the

human being and the human being is the one who can survive the

non-human, Only because a Muselmr111fl could he i.solated in a

human being. only human life is essentially dc,structibk

Jnd divisible can the witness survive the Muselmann. The \vitness'

survival of'the inhuman is a function of the lfduselmLlnn's survival

of the human. What can be infinitely destroyed is what can infi

nitely survive.

4.8 Bichat's central thesis is that life can survive itself and that

life is, indeed, constitutively fractured into a plurality of lives and

therefore deaths. All t:h(~ Recherches physjo}o8iques gUf 112 vie or sur
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10 mort are founded on Bichat's observation of a fundamental frac~

ture in life, \vhich he presents as the. co-presence of two "ani
mals" in every organism, First there is the "animal existing on the
, 'd ", 1'1' h' h I II" ," dmSL c, wf10~e 1 e -:N Ie it:- ca 5 orgamc an· compares to

that of a plant - is no'thing hut a "habitual succession of assimi

lation and excretion~t' Then there is "the animill living on the
outside," whose Hff: .,--tvbich is tlle only one to merit the name
,.animal" - is defined by its relation to· the external \vorld. The

fracture between the or!,,'ilHk and the animal traverses the entire

life of the individual, leaving its: mark 'in the oppositiDn between

the continuity of organic functions (blood circulation. respira~

tion. assimilation, excretion, etc.) and the intermittence of animal

functions (the most evident of whkh is that of dreaming-waking);

between the asymmetry of organic life (only one stomach, one

liver, one and the symmetry of animal life (a symmetrical

brain, two eyes, tV'{O ears, two arms, etc.); and fjn'lHyin the non~

coincidence of the beghming and end of organic and animal Hfe,
Just as in the fetus organic life begins before that of animal life, so

in old and dying it survives its anirnal death. Foucault
has noted the multiplication of death in Bichat, the euu;rge'nce of

a moving or detailed death, which divides death into a series of

partial deaths; brain death, liver deaih, heart death"" But what

BieLat cannot accept, what continues to pres.ent him with an ir

reducible enigma is not so much this multiplication of death -as
organic life's survival of animal life, the inconceivable subsistence

of "the animal on the in~ideJt once the >'animal on the outside!!

has ceased to exist. If the IJrccedence of life with respect

to animal life can be understood asa process of development

toward more and more elevated and complex forms, how is it

pOSSible to explain the animal on the inside's senseless survival?

The passage-in which Bichat de$crib,~s the gradual and inexor~

able extinction of animal life in the indifferent survival of organic
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functions con:stitutes one of the most intense mOHH::_Hts in th(~

1\echerclJes:

N'Mura] death is r~:markijbk in that it put~ <1.B almost complet,~ end to

animal life long organic life ends. Consider man, who fades

,,"'lay at the end: of a long period of old age, He dies in details: OfF':

afti:'! another, his external functions COlTte to an end; aU his senses

cease to function; the usual causes of sensation no longerle;rvc any

impn>s;;ion on him. His: sight g,vws dim, confused, 'md ends hy not

transroitting the image of objects; he suffers from hHnd
rv.:ss, Sounds strike his ear in a confu;;ed fashion, and soon his ear

becomes completely insensitive to them, At this point, the. cuta

neous laJ(~T, hardened; cQyered with callusl':s partbHy deprived of

blood Ye.~seh, and now inactive, allows for only an obscure and

indistinct sense of tOHch, Habit, in any case, has blunted all sen

sation. AU the organs that on the skin gHn'v \vt;i1k and die;

hair and body haIr gmw thin, Without the fluids that nourished it,

most hair falls out. Odem, now leave onl}' J. light impression on his

sense of smell.. , . ISDlated in the middle ofnature, partially deprived

orilis sensitive organs, the old man's brain is soon extinguished, He

nolongct' mllch of anything; his senses are almost inca-

pable of ex('rdsed ilt all. His imagination fa-dcsaW3)1 Jnd dis-

appears. liis memory of present things is destroyt;d: in a secotld, the

o'hl man what was just said to him, since his (,xt<;,Hlal senses,

which have grown 1veak and arc, as it were, dead, c;mnot confirm

what his spirit thinks it grasps. Ideas escape hiIn, while the

trac;;:d by his senses no longer retain their imprint (Bichat 1986:

200-201),

An intimate {~strangement fTom the \yorld com:sp,ou,ds to this

decline of external sense5, an estrangclnent that closely recalls

the descriptions of the ,Ml1sefmrltm in the camps:
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The old man's movements (ll'e seldom and sluw; he leaves only vdth

cost the condition in whic}l he finds himself, Sea-ted l){-:~id.e the

fire that is heating him. he spends j,i" days COllceHtratillg on himself.

alienated from what surrounds him, in the ahi'ence of desires, pas

sions, sensations ...· almost without speaking,sinct: nothing pushes

him to break his silence. He is happy to fed that h{~ still exists, for

almost every other feeling has vanished... , It is easy to see. from

'what we h:we said. that in the old man external functions are extin

gUishe·done aftf'.r ;mother and organic Me continues even after ani

mallifu has almost fidly come to an end. From this point of view, the

condition of the lbcjng being ahout to be annihilated by death resem

ble.s the state in which we find ourselves in the maternal womb, or

in the state of vegdatiun, which lives only on the inside and. is deaf

to nature (ibid.: 202~203).

The descdption culminates in a question that is truly a bitter

confession Df powerlessness in the lace ofm enigma:

But why is it that, when we have ceased to exist on the outside, we.

continue to Jive on the .inside, when -senses, locomotion, and so forth

are ahove all desigm~d to pian,: us in relation to bodies that nourish

us? Why do these functions grow weaker than internal One5'( \Vhy is

their cessation not simnltane-ous? I cannot succeed in funy solving

this enigma (ibid.: 203-204).

Bichat could not have foretold that the time would come when

medical reSusc1tation technology and, in addition, hiopolitics

would operate on precisely this disjunction between the organic
and the animal. realizing the nightmare of a vegetative life that

indefinitely snnives the life of relation, ,t non~human life infi

nitely separable from human existence. But, almost as if a dark

foreboding of this nightmare suddenly crossed his mind, he imag-
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ines a symmetrical possibility of a death turned upSide down, in
which man's animal functions survivc1NhHe his functions

perish completely:

If it were possiblt' to a mau\yhosc death, affecting only

internal functions (such as circulation, secretions, and so

forth), permitted the ,mbsistence of the set of funerions of ,mjrnal

life, this man would view the end of his life with indifferM

ence. For he would feel that the worth of his exi'\tencc did nnt

depend on organic functiom, and that even after their "death" he

would be capahle of feeling and everything th:Jt until

then had made him happy (Blehat 1986: 205-206),

¥ihether what survives is the human or the inhuman, the ani~

mal or the organic, it seems that life bears within itself the dream

~ or the nightTIure - of survival.

4,9 A.s 'we have seen, Foucault {lefines the difFerence bei\veen

modern biopower and the sovereign power of the old territorial

State through the of two synnnetrical formulae. To make

dIe and to let live summarizes the procedure of old sovereign

power. which exerts itself above all as the right to kill; to make live
and to let die iSJ the insignia. of biopow0t, w"'hich has as its

primary ohjective tn transform the care of life and the hiological

as such into the concern of State power,

In the light of the preceding reflections, a third formula can

be said to Insinuate itself between the other two, a formula that

defines the most specific trait of twentieth-century biopolitics:

DO either to make die or to make liFe, hut to make slIfvivc.
The decisive activity of hiDpO'\Vcr in our time consists in the pro

duction not of life or death, but rather of a mutable and virtua:lly
infinite survivaL [n every casc~ it is a matter of dividing animal life
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from organic life. the human from the inhuman, the wItness from

the Musdmal1f1, conscious life from vegetative Hfe maintained flIDC

Honal through resuscitation techniques. until a threshold is reached:

an essentially mobile threshold that) like the borders ofgeopolitics,

moves according to the pTogress of sdentific and political tech

nologies. Biopo\yer's supreme ambition is to produce, :in a hmnan

body,the absolute separation of the living heing and the speaking

being. zoe and bios; the inhum;m and the human - survival

This is why in the ca:mp, the J11uselmann -like the body of the

overcomatnse person and the neomort attached to lifeksupport

systems today-not only shows the ctt'icacy ofbiQpovverl hut also

reveals its secret cipher, 50 to speak its arcanum. In his Dc arcanis

reram publicarunr (1605), Clapmar distinguished in the structure

of power "between a visihle face (jusimpcyH) and a hidden fa.ce

(aruinurn, which he claims derives from areG! jewel casket or cof

fer). In contemporary biopolitks. survival is the point In which

the two faces coincide, in which the arCdfWnl imperii comes to

light as such. TIlls is ,"vhy it remains, as it were, invisible in its very

exposure, all the more hidden for showing itself as ~such. In the

,11w:elmann, hiopower iSought to produce its final secret: a survival

sepul':ated from every possibility of testimony, a kind of absolute

biopoHtical substance that, in its isolation, allows for the attribu

tion of demographic; ethnic! national, and political identity. It~ in

the jargon of Nazi bureaucracy, whoever partiCipated in the ilPinal

Solution" was called a Gcbcinmistr(fner. a keeper of secrets, the

ilfuselmann is the absolutely unwitnessable! invisihle ark of bio"

po\ver. Invisible because empty, because the iJ{uselmarm is nothing

atheT than the volkloser Roum, the space empty of people at the

center of the camp that, in separating allUfe from itself, marks

the point in which the citizen passes into the StaatsUl1gchorigc
i)f non-Aryan descent, the non-Aryan into the the je\y into

the deportee and, finally, the deported Jew beyond himself into
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the irfwelmalll1. that is, into a bare, unassignable and llnwitness~

ahle life.
This is why thost: \'vho assert the unsayabiHty of Auschwftz

today sh.ouJd be more (;autious in their statements. If\they mean

to say that Auschwitz \vas a uniclue event h:\ the face of whkh the

witness n1ust in some \'\lay submit his every word to the test of an

impOSSibility of speaking. they are right. Rtlt if! joining unique·

ness to uHsa)'abiHty, they transform Auschwitz, into a reality ah

solutely frOl'n hngllage, if they break the tie between an

impossihility and a possibility of speaking that, in the ir!uselmaun,

constitutes testimony. then they unconsciously repeat the Nazis'

gesture; the)' are in secret solidarity with the clrcanum imperil.

Their silence threatens to repeat the SS's scornful warning to the

inhabitants of the camp. which Levi transcTibes at tl1e very start

of Tbe Drowned and the

HOlyever the war may end, we have won the w~J.r you; none

of you will iw left to hear witness, hut even if someone were to sur

vive, tlH: world wm not helieve him. There, will perha'ps tv, suspi

cions, discussions. rese3rcb by historians, but there will be no

certainiies, he-cauBe vie will1ie_stl'0Y the evidence togeth(~r with yon,

And even if some proof should remain and some of you survive.

people \-vill say that the. events yon describe arc too JHOnstrous to be

believed,.,. \Ve \vnI he the ones to dictate tht history of the Lagers

1989: 1H2).

4>10 With its every word, testimony refutes precisely this isola

tion of survival from life. The witness attests to the fact that there

can he testimony because there is an inseparahle division and non~

coincidence between the inhuman and the human, tilt: living heing
and the speaking the ,Muse[mann and the survivor. PI',edsely
insofar as it inheres in language as such, precisel)' insofar as it
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bears witness to the taking place -of a potentiality of speaking

through an impotentiality alone, its authority depends not on

a factual·truth, a conformity betweett something said and a fact

or between memory and \vhat happened. but rather on the im~

memorial relation between the unsayable and the sayable, between

the outside and the inside oflanguage, The authority ifthe witness
consists in-his capacity to speak solely in the name £?j'an incapadi;yto

speak - that is) in bis or her beinH a subject, Testimony thus guaran

tees not the factual truth of the statement safe-guarded in the

aTchive, but rather its unarchivabiHty. its exteriority with respect

to the archive - that is, the necessity by which, as the existence of

language, it escapes both memory and forgetting. It is because

there is testimony only where there is an impossibilit)' of speak~

lng, because there is a "vittleS$; only where there has been desub

jectification, that the Muse!mann is the cOHmlete witness and th.at

the survivor ·and the :i1tJselmann cannot be split apart.

It is necessary to reflect on the particular status of the subject

from this perspt-"::ctive, The fact that the suhject of testimony
indeed, that aU suhjectivity. if to be a subject and to bea.r witness

are in the final analysis one and the same is a remnant is not to

be t.mderstood in the sense that the subject, according to one of

the meanings of the Greek term hypostasis, is a substratum, deposit,

or sediment left behind as a kind of hackground or foundation by
historical processes of subject:ificatron and desubjectification, hu
manization and inhumanization, Such a conception would once

again repeat the dialectic of grounding by which one thing-in

our case, hare life - must be separated and efIace·d for human life

to he assigned to subjects as a property (in this sense, the Ml1sel~

mann is the way in which JevvIsb life must be effaced for some M

thing like an Aryan life to be produced). Here the foundation is a

function of a telos that is the grounding of the human being~ the

becoming human of the inhuman, It is this perspective that must
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b(~ wholly ~aHl'd into C]uestion. TNe mu,st cease to look toward

processes of subjectification and desllbjectiHcation, of the living

l:ejng\s hecoming speaking and the speaking being's becoming

liVing and, more generally, toward hist()yical processes as if they

had an apocalyptic or profane telas in which the heing and

the speaking being, the inhuman and the human or any term~

of a bistorical process ~ afe joined in an establish<o;.t1. completed

humanity and reconciled in a realized ident.ity, This does notnlean

that, in lacking an end. they are condemned to meaninglessness

or the vanity of an infinite, disenchanted drifting. They have not

an end, but a l'emrwnL There is no foundation in or beneath them;

rather, at their center lies an inedudhle disjunction in which

each terrn, stepping fOl"th in the place of a remnant, can hear wit~

ness. Vi/hat is truly historical is not what fed<-:ems tiITH':' :ill the

direction of the future or even the past; it is, rather, what fulfills

time in the excess of a mediuItt. The messianic Kingdom is nei

ther the future (the millennium) nor the past (the golden age)' it

is, instead, a remaininB time.

4,11 In an interview in 1964 on German television, Arendt

was asked what: rcmaiDed, for her, of the pre-Hitlerian Europe that

she had experienced. '"'Y,lhat remains?" Arendt answered. liThe

mother tongue remains" (1'Vas bleibt? Die Mutte/sp'ache bleibt).

Vvhat is language as a remnant? I-Iow em a language survive the

subjects and even the people that speak it? And what {Joes it mean

to speak in a reDuining language?

The case of a dead language is exemplary here. Every language

can be considered asa field traversed by two opposit<-.: tensions,

one moving to'i'i'ud innovation and transformation and the other

toward stability and preservation, In. language, the first move~

ment corresponds to a zone of (uwmia, the second to the graJ:n

matical norm. The intersection point between these two opposite
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currents is the speaking subject, as the auctor who always decides

what can be said and what cannot be said, the sayable and the

unsayable of a language. When the relation between norm and

anomia. the sayable and the unsayahle, is broken :in the subject,

language dies and it new linguistic 'identit)' emerges. A dead l;1n~

gnage is thus a language in ..vhkh it is no longer possible to oppose

norm and anomia, innovation and preservation. -We thus say of a

dead language that it is no longer spoken. that is, that in it it -Is

impossible to assiDH the po~iitioJl t?f a stlbject. Here the alfead)'~sajd

fo,Hls a ~.vhQle that is closed and lacking aU exteriority, that can

only be transmitted through a corpus or evoked through an archive.

For Latin, tl1is happened at the time of the definitive collapse of

the tension bctv;reen "~ermo urbanus and sumo rmticl1s t of which

speakers are already conscious in the Republican age, As long as

the opposition "was perceived as an 'internal polar tension, Latin

was a liYing language and the subject felt that he. spoke a

language. Once the opposition breaks dow]), the normative part

becomes a dead language (or the langllage D:mte c,dls BiYfmmat~

fea) and the anomic part gives birth to the R(Jmancc vernaculars.

Now consider th(: case of Giovanni Pascoli l the Latin PO(~t of

the beginning of the twel1tieth century, that is, a time when Latin

had alreAdy heen a dead language for many centl1rlcs. In his case

an indhrjdual· succeeds in assuming the position of subject 1n a

dead language, thus lending it ~gajl1 the possibiHty of opposing

the sayable and the unsayable l innovation and pr~sen'ation that it

is hy defitrition lacking. At first glance one could say that insofar

as l;e establishes hjms~lf in it as a suhject, such a poet gcuuinely

resurrects. a dead language. This is vlhat happened in cases where

people foHo'ive,d the l~xamplc of an isolated (JUClOf j as in the Pied~

montesc dialect of Porno, when, between 1910 and i918, one last

speaker passed hi' language on to a group of young people who
hegan to speak it; or in the case of modern Hebrew, jn which a
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,,,hole community placed itself in the position of.a \\lith

respect to a language that had purely But in this

C"lse the situation is more complex. To the' to which a poet
who "writes in a dead language remains isolated and continues to

speak and write in his mother it can be said that in some

way he makes a language survive the subjects who spoke it, pro

dUcing.it as an undecidable medium or that stands

between, living language and a dead language. In a kind of philo

Ingie'l nckuia, he thus offers his yoke and blood to the ,hadow of

a dead language, so that it may return as such to speech. Such

is this curious (fuctor, who <lUthorizes an absolute impossihility of

spea.king and summons it to spcech. -

If we now return tu testimony, we may sa)' that to bear wit~

ness is to oneself in one's o\vn language in the p()sition of

those \'\Iho have lost it, to establish oneself in a living language as

if it 'ven; dead, or in a dead language as if it were living in any

case, outside both the archive ond the corpus of ,;vhat has already

been said. Jt is not smprising that the witness' gest'ureis also that

of the poet. the auctor pdf excellence. l-IdlderUn's statement that

"what remains is what the pocts found" (Was bJdDt, sUften die

Dichter) is not to he understDod in the trivial sense tha~t poets'

,Yorb are things that last and remain throughout time. Rather,-it

means that the poetic \vord is the one that is ",hvays situated in

the position of a remnant and that can. therefore
j

lJear witness.

Poets - witnesses - found language as what remains, as ,vhat actu-

ally survives the or impossibHity, of speaking.

To what docs such a language bear witness? To somethil1g- a

fact or an event, a memory or a hope, a delight or an agony - that

could he registered in the corpus of v'lhat has already been saide Or

to which, in the archive, attests to the irreducihilitv

of saying to the said? It bears witness to neither one nor the othe;.

What cannot be stated, w!lat cannot be archived is the language

16J
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in which the author succeeds in bearing witness to his incapacity
to speak. In this language, a language that survives the subjects

who spoke it coincides with a speaker who remains beyond it.
This is the language of the ';dark shadO\~Ts" that Levi heard grow

ing In Ce1an-'s poetry, like a "background noise'-'; this is Hur··

hinek's non-language (mass-kio, ltwtisklo) that has no place in the

libraries of what has been said or in the archi-rc of statements. Just

as in the starry sky that \ve see at night, the stars sh:in(~ Slll:

rounded by a total darkness that j according to cosmologists? is
nothing other than the testimony of a time in which the ShlfS did

not yt:t shine, so the speech of the witness bears witness to a time

in which human beings did not yet speak; and so the testimony of'
human beings attests to a time in \vhich they were not yet human.

Or, to take up an analogo\15 just as in the expanding

universe, the farthest galaxies move away from us at a speed greater

than that of their light! which cannot reach us! such that the dark
ness we see in the sky is nothing but the invisibility of the light of

unknown st<jrs, so the complete witness. accol"ding to Levi's para

dox, is the one we tannot see: the Mvselmann.

4.12 The f{,mnant is a theologico-messlanic conc:ept. In the pro

phetic books of the Old Testament, what is saved is not the whole

people of rsral~l but rather only a remnant. which is indicated in
Isaiah as sheaf yisrael, the remnant of Israel, or in Arnos as

Yos~j; the remnant ofJoseph. The paradox here is that the prophet..

address i:tU of Israel, so that it may turn to the good, while at the

same time announcing to the whole people that only a remnant

of it will he saved (thus in Amos 5: IS: "Hate the evil, and love the

good,. and esta,bli,t;h judgment in the gate: it may be that the Lurd

God ofhostswiU be gracious unto the rem.nant ofJoseph;?' and in
Isaiah 10: 22: "For although thy people be as the sand of the sea?

yet a remnant of tbem shall he saved").
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What are we to understand here by ;'remnant"? \It/hat is declili

sive is that, as theologians have observed, "remnant" docs not

seem Simply to refer to a numerical portion of Israel. R-ather,

remnant deSignates the consistenq dssumed by Israel when placed in

relation with aD eskhaton, with election or the messianic event, In
its relation to salvation! the whole (the people) tlms nec"""aJ'ilv

posits itself as remnant. This is particularly clear in Paul. In his

Letter to the Romans, Paul makes use of a series of Biblical cita

tions to conceiV{'~ of the messiank event as a series of caesun."

dividing the people of Israd and! at the same time" the Gentiles,
constituting them each time as remnants: "Even so then at this

present time also pHeraJIy 'in the time of now,' CD to nUll kairo,
Paul's technical expression for messianic time] there is a remnant

according to the dection of (Romans 11:5), The caesuras

do not, however, merdy divide the from the whole (Romans

9: 6-8: "For they are not aU which are of hrael. Neither.

because they are the seed of Abraham, are they all children: hut,

in Isaac shall thy seed he called, 111at is, 111ey which are the chil·

dren of the flesh l these are not the children of God: hut thechj]~

dten of the are counted for the seed"). The caesuras also
divide the ,nonilipeople from the people, as in Romans 9: 25·-6: ':~s

he saith also in Osee, I \vill call them my people, which were not

my people~ and her beloved, which WIlS not my beloved. And it

shall corne to pass, that in the place where it was said unto them,
Ye are not: my people; there shall they be called the chHdren of

the living God," In thecnd, the remriant appears as a redemptive

machine allowing for the salvation of the very whole whose divi

sion and loss it had signified (Romans 11: 26: HAnd so a1l1sne1

shall he ,aved").
In the concept of remnant, the aporia of testimony coincides

with the aporia of rncss!anisrn. Just as the remnal1.t of Israel sign!"

fies neither the whole people hOt" a part of the people hut:, rather,

,6]
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the non-coincidence of the \vhole and the part, and just as mes
sianic time is neither historical tilne nor etetnity but l rather, the

disjunction that divides them, so the remnants oJ j~us(hwhz~ the

witnesses - are neither the dead nor the survivDrs, the

drowned nor the saved. 'fhey are "vhat l'clnains het\veen them.

4.13 Insofar as it defines testimohy s-olely through the MuseJ
manu I Levi's paradox contains the only possible refutation

...1enial of the existence of theexteTmination camps.

Let us, indeed, posit Auschwitz, that to which it is not po~sible

to hear witness; and let lIS also posit tll(~ J111sdmanll as the ahso

lute impossibility of bearing witness, If the witness bears witness

for the Muse1mantl.1f he succt.~eds in hringing to speech an hnpos~

sibility of speech ~ if the JMl1se1mann is thus constituted as the

whole witnes!; - then the denial of Ausch'iNitz is refuted in its V(:ry

foundation. Tn the /Hw:elm(J[Jll, the impossibility of bearing wit

nesS is nO longer J. mere privation. it has heeorne real; it
exists as such, If the survivor bears witness not to gas cham

bers Or to Auschwitz but to the Ml1}.'dmann, if ht~ speaks only on

the basis of an impossibility of speaking, then his testimony can
not be denied. Ausch\'vitz~ that to which it is not possible to bear

witness - is ahsolutely and irrefutably proven.

This means that the phrases, 1'1 hear witness for the .il-1use1
manr.!" and ('the Ml1selmonn is the whole witness" are not consta

tivc judgments, illocutivc acts, or enunciations in Foucault\. sense-.

Rather, they articulate a possibility of speech solely through an

impossihility and, in this way, mark the taking place of a langllage
as the event of a subjectivity.

4,14 In 1987, one ye'ar after Primo Levi's death, Zdzislaw Ryn

and Stanslaw Klodzinski published the flrst study dedicated to the

ltfuselmann. The article j puhlished in Atlscllw_itz-Hrjie hearing the
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significant title "At the Border Between Life and Death: ,,\, Study of

the Phenomenon of the Mw:ehumw in the Concentration Camp."

contains eighty-nine testimonies, almost ail of fonner Auschwitz

prisoners. They had been asked to respond to a quest)onnaire on
the origin of the te-rn1, the jiuseluhl'nner's physical and psycholog

ical traits, the circumstances that produced '''Muselrnarmization,''

the behavior of functionaries and other prisoners with to

Muse1mejnner l and il1lJSe1miinner'-s death and chances of survival.

The testimonies collected in the article do n.ot add anything essen~

tIal to what we already knew, cx.tept for one particularly inrcr~

esting point, which calls into question not ~irnplyLevi's to"titUOl'y,

but even one of his fundamental pre"llppositjons. One section of

the monograph (Ryn and Klodzinski 1987: 121-24) is entitled /ell
'l-'7ar eiD Jlmelm(lnn, "1 was a Muse1malln.'1 It contains ten testi~

monies of men who survived the condition ofbdng MuseImdnncr
and noVI seek to tell of it,

In the expression "I was a ,Huselmann,'; Levi's paradox rcaches

its most extreme fornmlation. Not only is the Maselmoflf1 the

complete ."itnessj he now speaks and bears witness in the first

person. By now it should be deal' that t1'lis extreme fornnl1ation
'''I, who speak, was a .+1usclmcnn, that is, the one who cannot In any

sense speakH --not only does not contradict Levfs paradox but,

rather, fully verifies it. This is why we leave them ~ the A-1user·
~ ,

manner~ the last wont

16.,
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1 can't forget the days when 1 was a Muselmann, I was weak!
exlumsted~ de(Jd tired. 1 saw something to eat wnerever I looked. I

dreamt oIbread and soup, but as soon as 1 wakc up I was unbearably

hunB~y. The food I'd been given the night b~forc (w)' portion ~fbread,

J!.ft.y Brams cfmargarine,j!{ty grams <110m, andJoUf potatoes
with their shns on) was a th.ing ?f the past. The head (!f the bzlIwck

and tbe other inm(ltcs who had positions threw out thei! potato-skins
l

sometimes even a ~rhole potato. I used to watch them and look

Jor the skins in the twd] so that I muld edt them. I would spread jam

on them; they were real!.? good. A pig wouldn't have «Men them} bl1t

1 did. I'd chew orl tliem "unti] IJelt sond on my teeth. , " (Lncjan
Sobieraj)

I persotwl1y lVas (( Musehnannfor a short whtlc. 1 remember that

t!Jeer tbe move to tile barrack, 1 compte-tely collapsed as far as my
PSlchological lye was concerncd, The collapse took tbe follOWing
fonv: I was (werco/ne by a acneral apmhy; nothina interested me; I no

!0f1(1cr reticte;] t'D either extemal Ot' intewa) stimuli; J stopped lvash

ing, Clfcn when there was wafer; I no lOJlger even felL bllI1BT.Y'
(Feliksa Piekarska)

I am (1 Muselmann. Uke the other inmates, J tried to protect

n~selffrom getting pneumonia f'J' leaning forward, styetehing n:~y
slloulders (/s much as ( could and, pi1tient!y, rhythmically Itlfwina my

bands over m): sternum. ThiS islww J .kept myself warm when the Gtt
mmlS wercm't IVdLching.

From then onward 1 l'vent back to the camps (m the };houlders ~r

cry cofie~lglles. But there are a}wO;.ys more ~f us Musehnanner.
(Edward Sokol)

I too was a r..4uselmann}jrom 1942 to the besin-nitJ[I 1941 I
wasn't conscious r:fbeins one, J think that mallY Musdruanner dIdn't
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realize th~y helollgcd to that caLcfjOfY. But when ttt: wmates were

divided up, J was put in the awup t?f'Musehnanner, In mar:y cases,

wnetlJer or not an inmote was considered a Muselmarm depended on

his appearance. (Jerzy Mostowsky)

f!f1wel··er has not him,i'c!fbceti a Muselrnanl:l for (j while counot

imafjjne the depth ~f the trdn~ff)rmdti(Jns that rneD underwent. Y<H!

became so indWexcnt to j10HtJlte that you no longer wanted CO":""",;'
.from (f~yo}}e, lou just vlaitedin peace.for death. Tiley llO lonfjcr had

tither the strcJJstn or the will iO,fiHiJt jor daily surVIval. 'Joda_y was
enouab; you were {:antent wItl! what JOll coald jind in the trash., .

(Karol Talik)

In seneml, one can S{o/ thm among Musc1manner there were

exa.ctly the same Jmean physical and p~yr:bolo8ic-a1 dlj'e:r-
emx's, ag between men in normal conditions, Camp conditions

made these more pronounced, and we r;Jtell H'ftnessed rever

sals qf the roles p/~yed 11 pJ~¥sjc(tl aild psyclwlogical factors. (Adolf
Gawalewkz)

]'d already had (J present.iment. ~I this state, III the cell, Ijelt hIe
leavin[l me. Earthly things no 1011[]e1: mattered; bodilyfrmctionsJaded
awqv.Even hunger tormented me less, "Ifelt a -,!ran8!? SHT'ctness, 1just

didn't halT the strength to Bet ~fJ my cot, and if J did, J had to leon
vri the walls to make it to the bucket, , ., (Wlodzimierz Borkowski)

In m)' own body, 1 }jyedthrough tbe most atrocious kind ?f life in

the camp, the horror ~l being a Musdmann. J vIas one 1" the jI'S!
Muselrnarmer, I wandered through the camp h~e a stm), don; I,v{JJ
iIJdifferent to eFeryt!Jing, I just wanted to survil/C another day. I

arrived in the cump on Jane 14, 1940, with thejltsl~ traIJspOl'tfrom rhe

Tarnow prison.,., ..~fter some initial hardships, IlVtIS pat jn theJ:lrDl"
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inn Kornmaudo, where J worJ~cd Cit hOfyesting potatoes and and

LhreshilJa until the fall ?f the same year. SilddefJ~Y 50racthing hap
pened in the KommonJo, The,.Y had discovered that clvilwm outside

the cdmpwere giFing us food. 1 ended up amoHD tlle disciphnQI)T

group, and that is where the traBed)' qf my l!fe in the camp began. J
10,1 my strength and h$oltn. After a couple ~rdap oflwfd walk the
Kapo t::.f the old Knrnmando bad me nWl'edjly)m the diSciplinary group
to the sGrrmill Kommando, The Tfork wasll 't as bend, hut 1 j}(ul to st.dX

outside all day, {me! tlwt Jear the jall Ivas {'cry (old, The rain I.yGS

alwc<)'-, mixed W1f;h ,mow. It had already besuIl to freeze over and we

were dressed in lightJl.lhics - underwear and shirts) wooden clogs
without socks lvith cloth caps on Ollf hC(l(t" In such a situaiioll, H'ith~

ovt s~[ficient nourishment, drenfned cmdIrozen eYClY day, death l~fi;

us no way OlIt. . " I'lli:): was: the betjinning of the oeriod in whlc],
;; u ,. I

ll1uselmannhood1das Muselmanntum] became {note and more cam

mon 1Jl all the teams wOl'king outdoors, Erc~vone de"piscd Mt1selman~

ner; even the Muselmann 'sjdlO1r inmates" .. Hi, Senses are dulled
and he becomescompleteIv indifferent to t~vcrvthing around fum, He

.. d./\ /

can no lOllger speak <:f aDXLhjfjS; he can't even pray, since he no
font/€! believes in heaven or hell. He TIC longer tbinks ab-oU!: his home,

hisJamily, the other people in the camp.

Almost all Muse1miinner died in the camp; 0111y a small percent
age managed to come out <?ft]U1t state. Thanks to go,xI luck or proYi

denee, some were liJ'crated. TillS is f.i'hy J can describe 110'0' 1 was able

to pu1l1llYSC!!out qfthat wnditiolJ...
You cou.ld see IvlusclmamH:T cFerywherc: shImy, dirty }8uresj

their skill CindJ1Ces blackened, their 8aze 80nel their eyes hollowed
out, their clothes threadbare, filthy and stinking. They moved with

slow. hesitatillfJ steps poor{v wtted to the rftyrtlull qf the march..
They spoke 01l£V about their memories andjavd - lww 1llmry pieces ~I

potato there were in the soup )'csterday, how numy moutllfuls ~fmeat,

!f the sonp was tbJck 01' on1)' water.... Tbe letters that ortivedJoI
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them jTom their barnes dido't can:J.'lrt them; they had no illusions

about ever going home. 1'.1uselmanner l!nxiolls{v expected pacb1fJes_,

thinkitJ8 <?fbeinaJull at fum oncc. Th~y dreamt f?fwmmd/lina through
the kitchen trash tojind pieces ifbread OJ ('(dlee grind.,.

Musehnanner worked out <finettj(f or, pretended to work.
For example, during my If'ork (It the sowmi1l, we used to ]ookjor the

bbmtu smys that were- casia to use, without wonying abolit whether

they actl1ally cut or not, t%:: <!fien pretended tOl¥OTR like that j-or a

whole ddJ~' wit.hout cven mtting onc block 9I wood. !f we were 'dlp

posed to straighten nails, wewouid instead hammer alf'l~Y at the anvil.
But we had if> make sare that no one saw us, which vvos aLm tiring.

MUHdmanncT had no tloal;,>, They dM their work without thinkino;

thev moved tlrol11Jd without thlnRingJ dreaming only ~fJwvinB a place
in ;hc1ine ill which tile;- 'd be ghcn mOTe soup, more. thick soup. Musel ~
manner pa.id close dttention to the '!I the food ?fftcer to sce

!f, when [1(: ldd1ed out the soup, he drew itfwm th", top or the bottom

They ate qUickly and thol18!Jt only about gctti0H second helpings. But
this nerer happened~ the only ones wht,l got second helpiTlg" were

those who bad H'ol'ked the most and the fumiest, who were favored

thefood ~fl]cer.

The other inmates avoided Muselmanner. There could be 110 com

mon subject <:1' conversation .between tneml since Muselrnanner only
fant.asized (md spoke aboutfood, Musehnannc:r didn't like the "bet

ter'; prisoners; !Inless thex could net smnethiug to eatfram them. They

PnFerred tbe cn1llvatl\! of those like Si!iCC then they could
:J I "' J

easily excbange bread! cheese, and s£wstJae for a cig(Jn::tte or other

kinds t1Jood. They were rifraid ?f'gOill[J to the Lrdhl11ary; they never
claimed to be sick. US1Jdl~v tbcy just suddenly collapsed durillg work,

Jcan still see the teol1l.\" coming backIron. wor.k in Jines '?fjit'e. The

jirst line ~jJh'e wo:uM march (/ccoulinH to the Thythm qfthe tm:hestraJ

but next line would already be incapable t!fkeepiDS up INltn them.
Thefhe behind them fl10uld lean a[1ainst c(lch other,' and in tbe last
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lines theJour stronoesf- would carry the weakest one by his arms and

leos, sinee he was ,lyinO... ·
As j said, in 1940 I drifted through the camp like a stray dog,

Jreaminaifcoming across at least (j sinnle potato skin. 1 tried to lower
ID:.yse!f into the holes near the sawmill, where thryfermented potatoes
to makefodderfor the pigs and other animals. The inmates would eat
slices <:f raw potatoes smeared with saccharin, lvhich tasted somewhat

like pears. My condition fJrew ivorsc ere1Jd~y; J developed ulceratjons
on my legs and I no longer hoped to survive. 1hoped onlyf;'r 0 mira
cle, altl10ugh 1didn't have the suenath to eonemtrate and prayfaith-

fully..•
This was the state J was in when J was noticed by a commission of

~fficers who had entered the barracks #e-r the last roll call. 1 tl1ink
tbe)' lyere 55 doctors. 11lcrc were three orJour if them and they were
particularly- inttreUer1 in Mu.se1111anner. In addition ta blisters on my
legs, I also had a swellina the size ifan eaa on my ankle hOlle. This is
wI?}' they prescribed an operation and l1uwed me} toeetber with some
others, to Barmtk 9 (which used to be Barrack 11). "~ were aiven tIle
samefood as the otl1ers~.\,hut we didn't 00 to work and we were alJowed
to rest all day long, Camp physicians visited us; I was operated on ~
tile scars from the operation are still visible today~ and I Bilt better,
H'e didn't have to be present at the roll tall; it was warm and we were

doing well. Then onc day, the SS officers who were responsiblefor the
barratk didn't come, They said that the air was s'!!facating alld
ordered all the Windows to be opened, It was December, 1940" .. AfUir
afew minutes, we- were all shirering}rom the <:old; then thcy made us

WD around in the room to heat ourselves up, until we were all covered
in sweat. Then thtry said, "Sitdown/' and we did as they said. Once
our bodies had Willed down J and we were Ollce again cold, it was time

for more runnine - and so it: lastedfor the whole day.
W'hen 1understood what was 801])8 on, I decided to leave. When it

was timefor me to be examined, I said tbat I was all better and that /
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wanted to work. And this IS what happelled. [was transferred to Bar

rack TO (whith had become number 8). They put me in a room ill
which there were onJ.y new arrivals. ... 'Since 1was an oM prisoner, tbe
head 1f the l)arrack like-d me, and he spoke if me as ali example for
tbe other prisoners. ... As a result 1 was traniferretf t:o the Forminfl
KommandO J in the covvshed. There 1 also WOn the trust ~r the ot,her

inmates, and J bad extra food, pieces r:J' beetroot} black SUOat; soup
fiom the pia's s~, large quantities ~fmilk and, what's more, the heat
if the cowshed. ThiS got me back on myJeet again; it saved mefrom
.Muselmannhood... ,

The period in which J was a Muselma:nn iqe d prr10und impres
sion on my memory. 1 remember pedectly the accident in the sawmill
Kommando qffa111940;.l still seethe saw, the heaps (!fnrood blocks,
the barracks, Muselmanner keeping each other wornl, their 8cs
tU[(~S .••. The last moments c:f-the Muse1manner were just as thtry' say
in this camp sana:

What's wOJSe than a Muselmann?

Does he even hOl" the right to live?
Isn't he there to be stepped on, st:Iuck, beaten?
He wanders throuah the comp like a stray doa.
Everyone chases him awo.:v; but the crematorium is his del1veranCt.
The camp if!firmary tloes alfa! with him!

(Bronislaw Goscinki)

(Residua desiderantur)
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